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Abstract
Messenger RNA plays a central role in gene expression. Regulation of gene
expression is critical to determining phenotype. Disruption of this regulation is a causal or contributory factor in many diseases. Gene expression
depends on rates of transcription, the stability of RNA products, the rate
of translation of mRNAs in protein production and the stability of these
proteins. Furthermore RNAs are often localised to specific cellular regions
and their activity may vary in these different molecular environments.
Regulation of mRNAs can be affected by other RNAs such as miRNAs
and also by interaction with protein binding partners. RNAs do not exist
in isolation within living cells - they are decorated with proteins at the
site of their creation within the cell nucleus. After nuclear export further
proteins bind the RNA and others dissociate to form a heterogenous cellular
population of RNA granules. In interaction with the ribosome mRNAs form
the active unit of protein translation - the polysome.
The binding of the mRNA to other proteins, other RNAs and the loading of
ribosomes is affected by sequence features of the mRNA itself. The features
of mRNAs that will determine the fate of the transcript can include specific
primary sequences of nucleotides, structural elements such as hairpin loops
and general features such as transcript length. Many of these features occur
in untranslated regions at the 5’ and 3’ ends of the RNA.
This thesis explores the translational regulation and localisation of mRNAs.
Bioinformatic models are constructed to model the iron-responsive elements (IREs) which function in the 5’ or 3’ untranslated regions (UTRs) of
mRNAs as post-transcriptional structured cis-acting RNA regulatory elements. One known functional mechanism is the binding of Iron Regulatory
Proteins (IRPs) to 5’ UTR IREs, reducing translation rates at low iron
levels. This mechanism has considerable evolutionary conservation - functioning in organisms from sponges to humans. Experimentally proven elements are quite small, have some diversity of sequence and structure, and
functional genes have similar pseudogenes in the human genome. These
models are used for the detection of known IREs and to predict novel IREs
in human genes.
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De-novo element prediction is then undertaken on a set of yeast mRNAs
for nuclear genes encoding mitochondrial proteins. Previous publications
showed some of these mRNAs localised to the mitochondria and others did
not. The PUF3 element (a binding partner for the Puf3p protein) had been
identified as part of one of the mechanisms for the mRNA localisation, but
others had not been explained. The search for alternative elements led to
a putative primary sequence pattern with potential to bind Pub1p. However, on further investigation collaborators were not able to demonstrate
the mitochondrial localisation of these mRNAs despite testing for mRNAs
which had shown considerable localisation in the original published data.
The motif may be involved in other mitochondrial processes.
A more global approach was taken for the analysis of translation efficiency in
human genes. Recently large scale transcriptome and proteome datasets for
human cells have become available. A bioinformatic analysis of translation
efficiency is presented – the rate at which mRNA is translated into protein.
We have analysed those human datasets that include genome wide mRNA
and protein levels determined in the same study. The analysis comprises
five distinct human cell lines that together provide comparable data for
8,170 genes. For each gene we have used levels of mRNA and protein
combined with protein stability data from the HeLa cell line to estimate
translation efficiency. This was possible for 3,990 genes in one or more
cell lines and 1,807 genes in all five cell lines. Interestingly, analysis and
modelling shows that for many genes translation efficiency has considerable
consistency between cell lines. Some deviations from this consistency likely
result from the regulation of protein degradation. Others are likely due to
known translational control mechanisms.
Gene expression is often measured using mRNA transcript levels. While
this is a pragmatic approach it is problematic as expression according to
protein level is of direct functional importance. The prediction of protein
expression from mRNA expression data is investigated using a dataset for
the mouse NIH-3T3 cells. Transcript features such as sequence length and
structure in the 5’ UTR are of some use in predicting protein expression.
Finally the use of calculated translation efficiency data from the HeLa cell
line is shown to be useful in the prediction of protein expression in other
human cell lines.
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Glossary & Abbreviations
A-431
A human cell line - Epidermoid (squamous cell) carinoma.
AUG Count
A simple way of assessing the number of uORFs.
CBI
Codon Bias Index. A measure of a gene’s usage of optimal / frequently occurring
codons.
Element
A functional sequence / structure within a nucleotide sequence.
ER
Endoplasmic Reticulum.
FIMO
Find Individual Motif Occurences. This is a tool that can identify occurrences of
motifs identified by MEME.
FPKM
Fragments Per Kilobase of exon per Million fragments mapped. This is a measure
of transcript abundance that is normalised for the read depth of the sequencing.
GO
Gene Ontology. This is the classification of genes into classes based on biological
function, metabolic function and cellular component.
HeLa
A human cell line - Cervical cancer.
IBAQ
Intensity Based Absolute Quantification. This is a method of quantifying protein
levels from mass spectrometry data. These data are intensity levels of peptides
(normal produced by trypsin digestion.) The IBAQ score takes the expected
number of peptides into account when calculating an intensity for each protein.
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IUPAC Code
The International Union of Pure and Applied Chemistry has designated letters
to nucleotides such that specific bases may be denoted or more generally purines
(R) or pyrimidines (Y).
MCF-7
A human cell line - Breast cancer.
MEME
Multiple Em for Motif Elicitation. This is a tool that can discover sequence
motifs in related nucleotide sequences.
MFE40
The predicted minimum free energy for a 40nt sequence from the beginning of
the 5’UTR of an mRNA.
miRNAs
micro RNAs.
Motif
An identified sequence pattern / structure within a nucleotide sequence.
mRNA
Messenger ribonucleic acid.
NGS
Next Generation Sequencing. This is high-throughput parallel sequencing of
nucleotide sequences.
NIH-3T3
A mouse cell line - Fibroblast.
RFAM
RNA families. RFAM is a research group that catalogues RNAs with conserved
secondary structure.
RFAMSEQ10
This is version 10 of the large multi–species sequence database used by RFAM to
search for matches with both conserved cis–regulatory elements and RNA genes.
tAI
tRNA Adaption Index. A measure of codon usage utilising absolute copy number
of each tRNA in a genome.
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TE
Translation efficiency - this is a measure of how rapidly protein is synthesised
from an mRNA.
U-2 OS
A human cell line - Osteosarcoma.
U-251 MG
A human cell line - Glioblastoma.
uORF
Upstream Open Reading Frame.
UTR
Untranslated region - these occur at the 5’and 3’ends of mRNA molecules.
WUSS notation
Washington University Secondary Structure notation. Matched nested parentheses indicate base pairing. Fullstops indicate unpaired regions.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
The extent to which proteins are expressed depends on rates of gene transcription,
the stability of mRNA, translation rates and protein stability. This thesis focuses on
the regulation of translation, which may be coupled with the localisation of mRNAs.
Regulation of mRNAs expression can be global or specific to particular transcripts.
Sequence features may result in remarkably efficient translation, or early destruction
with little translation. Many of the sequence features resulting in transcript specific
regulation are found in untranslated regions which cover over a third of a typical human
mRNA.

1.1

Translation of mRNAs

The translation of eukaryotic mRNA usually begins with the assembly of the 43S
ribosomal complex on the 5’ cap of the mRNA. This scans along the 5’ untranslated
region (UTR) of the mRNA until the translation start codon, ‘AUG’ is reached. The
60S subunit binds to the 43S complex forming a complete 80S ribosome with the
initiation factors dissociating. This translationally competent ribosome then reads
the codons of the mRNA incorporating amino acids into an elongating polypeptide
chain. This process terminates once a stop codon is recognised. These steps are
known as initiation, elongation and termination. Initiation is usually the critical rate
limiting step in the translation of eukaryotic mRNAs (Modrak-Wojcik et al., 2013).
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The initiation step in eukaryotes and its regulation is briefly reviewed here with a
focus on regulatory outcome. More detail on the molecular interactions can be found
in other recent reviews (Dever, 2002; Gebauer and Hentze, 2004; Kong and Lasko,
2012). Prokaryotic systems are mentioned when novel findings may be applicable to
eukaryotes.

1.1.1

The role of initiation factors in the regulation of translation.

The eIF4E binds to the 5’ cap of the mRNA and is necessary for cap dependent
initiation. The scaffold protein eIF4G interacts with eIF4E and eIF3 which is part of
the 43S ribosomal complex. Over-expression of eIF4E can lead to selectively increased
translation of mRNAs with highly structured 5’ UTRs. This is possibly because eIF4E
can remain bound to eIF4G during ribosomal scanning and this interaction counteracts
an auto-inhibitory regulation of the eIF4G stimulation of eIF4A helicase activity – a
potential explanation for the oncogenic action of eIF4E (Feoktistova et al., 2013).

Other proteins, known as 4E-BPs can bind to eIF4E preventing the interaction with
eIF4G and thereby inhibiting translation initiation. These inhibitory interactions are
necessary for appropriate regulation of translation. For example GSK-3Β phosphorylates and inactivates 4E-BP1 thereby promoting translation (Shin et al., 2013).

Translation can be generally repressed by the phosphorylation of eIF-2α – this prevents the recycling of eIF-2 – an essential part of the initiation complex (de Haro
et al., 1996). However, in certain specific transcripts such as the GCN4 mRNA in
yeast there can be an increase in expression (see Section 1.1.2). This mechanism is
pertinent to human disease, for example cholesterol homeostasis is disrupted by peroxisome deficiency. The subsequent ER stress causes increased PERK expression which
phosphorylates eIF-2α resulting in up-regulation of the SRE-BP2 pathway (Faust and
Kovacs, 2013).
2

1.1.2

Initiation contexts found in mRNAs and their role in
translational control

While translation normally begins at an AUG codon, the bases up and downstream
of this codon are also conserved at the sites of translation initiation. The bases
‘GCCRCCaugG’ are described by Kozak (2002) as a mammalian optimum for the initiation of translation. Non-optimal contexts are more likely to result in ‘leaky’ scanning
of the 43S ribosomal complex – this feature plays an important role in the regulation
of translation via upstream open reading frames (discussed below). Genome wide data
are now available for ribosomal occupancy of translation initiation sites (Lee et al.,
2012). The precise interactions that make the ‘GCCRCCaugG’ site ideal for initiation
are not known but the guanine at position +4 may actually be based on an amino
acid constraint on the second codon required for the cleavage of the initiator Met (Xia,
2007).

Upstream open reading frames (uORFs) found in the 5’ UTRs of mRNAs generally
act to reduce the translation of that mRNA – scanning 43S subunits fail to reach the
main open reading frame. The recognition of uORFs can depend on varying concentrations of translation initiation factors with subsequent regulatory effect (Barbosa et al.,
2013). There are specific conditions under which the presence of several uORFs can act
to increase the translation of an mRNA. In yeast the GCN4 gene contains 4 uORFs
and when amino acid concentration is low, a fraction of those ribosomes which resume scanning after translating the first uORF1 miss initiation at downstream uORFs
but are able to reinitiate at the main open reading frame. Whereas under conditions
where there are sufficient concentration of amino acids, ribosomes are more likely to
initiate translation at a downstream uORF and fail to initiate translation at the main
open reading frame (Hinnebusch, 1997). Additional sequence features in the 5’ UTR
may also be important for the translational regulation of yeast mRNAs in low amino
acid concentrations (Rachfall et al., 2011). In humans approximately half of mRNA
transcripts contain a uORF in the 5’ UTR – these have been catalogued in an online
database (Wethmar et al., 2013).
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1.1.3

The role of codon usage in translational regulation

Alternative synonymous codons in an mRNA can produce the same polypeptide sequence. Different mRNAs can have different codon usage and this has been seen to
alter rates of translation in bacteria. For example, the bacterium Shewanella oneidensis shows changes in the translation efficiency for over half of its genes in response to
altered O2 levels - these changes correlate with codon usage and corresponding changes
in tRNA expression (Taylor et al., 2013). One hypothesis for the effects of codon usage
is that codons corresponding to tRNAs with lower expression are found in the 5’ end
of genes with higher expression and serve along with RNA structure to create a ‘ramp’
in order to space ribosomes on the coding region and avoid collisions (Gingold and
Pilpel, 2011). Although biased codon usage may be observed in human mRNAs (dos
Reis et al., 2004) the implication for the regulation of translation remains unclear. In
yeast the expression of GFP constructs was not affected by altered codon usage (Shah
et al., 2013).

1.1.4

The role of 5’ UTR structure in translational regulation

Structure in the 5’ UTR has been shown to effect rates of translation initiation in
bacteria (Kudla et al., 2009) and also in yeast (Shah et al., 2013). This is presumably
because base pairings require the ATP dependent action of RNA helicases to unwind
the transcript and allow scanning – this has been demonstrated in vivo by Pestova and
Kolupaeva (2002). Some structures can however play a part in promoting the initiation
of translation. Translation independent of the 5’ cap is important for viral mRNAs
and some eukaryotic mRNAs – internal ribosome entry sites (IRES) depend on specific
structural and sequence elements (Veo and Krushel, 2012).

1.1.5

The role of RNA binding proteins in translational regulation

RNA binding proteins in the 5’ UTR
RNA binding proteins bind to sites in the mRNA, particularly in the 5’ and 3’ UTRs.
These can provide transcript specific regulation of translation. One of the best known
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examples is for the FTH1 gene where in low iron conditions an iron-responsive element
(IRE) in the 5’ UTR of the mRNA binds iron regulatory proteins (IRP1 and IRP2
in humans) and thereby suppresses translation at the initiation stage (Hentze et al.,
1987).

RNA binding proteins in the 3’ UTR

The poly(A)-binding protein (PABP) binds to the poly(A) tail found at the 3’ UTR
of mRNAs. This allows the circularisation of the mRNA - PABP has interactions with
eIF4G which also interacts with eIF4E at the 5’ cap (Wells et al., 1998). The circularisation brings the 3’ UTR into close proximity with the translation start site. This could
facilitate the interaction of regulatory elements and their binding partners with the
molecules involved in translation initiation and also possibly improves the processivity
of the translation process by providing increased localised concentrations for parts of
the translation machinery at the initiation site. Alternative polyadenylation sites found
in some mRNAs can result in different regulatory outcomes. Altered 3’ UTRs differ
in length and the availability of protein and miRNA binding sites (Di Giammartino
et al., 2011).

The 3’ UTR of specific mRNAs are bound by the cytoplasmic polyadenylation element binding protein (CPEB) (Stebbins-Boaz et al., 1999). CPEB proteins have
several binding partners including Maskin which interacts with the initiation factor 4E
preventing formation of an initiation complex and consequently translational suppression. Further binding partners include factors which regulate the length of the poly(A)
tail – a ribonuclease (PARN) and a polymerase (GLD2). The balance of their activity
keeps the poly(A) tail short until CPEB is phosphorylated. PARN is then expelled
and the poly(A) tail is extended. This then allows the binding of PABP, which binds
eIF4G followed by the displacement of Maskin and subsequent initiation of translation
(D’Ambrogio et al., 2013). Pichon et al. (2012) reviews further interactions with RNA
binding proteins important in the regulation of translation.
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1.1.6

The role of miRNAs in translational regulation

Since soon after their first discovery miRNAs have been observed to affect protein expression. In the Caenorhabditis elegans system the lin-4 miRNA was found to bind to
the lin-14 mRNA causing decreased protein expression (Lee et al., 1993). Subsequently
miRNAs were found in vertebrates including humans and it was realised that these sequences had a more general role in post-transcriptional control (Lagos-Quintana et al.,
2001). In the HeLa cell line, miRNAs have been observed to regulate protein synthesis without changing mRNA expression (Pillai et al., 2004). Since protein expression
is critical in determining phenotype it is understandable that the regulatory role of
miRNAs generated excitement for the prospect of explaining the specific repression
of translation for many mRNAs (Gebauer and Hentze, 2004). The regulatory effect
of miRNAs on protein expression are related to targeted translation repression and
degradation of mRNAs.

The Ago2 protein forms complexes with miRNAs. These complexes then bind to
mRNAs, often in the 3’ UTR, and repress the initiation of translation. Pillai et al.
(2005) showed that the translation of human let-7 was repressed in a cap-dependent
manner. Furthermore, there is evidence for a specific molecular mechanism in which
Ago2 binds to the m(7)G cap of mRNA targets and prevents the recruitment of eIF4E
(Kiriakidou et al., 2007). Shi et al. (2013) have shown that while the lin-4 miRNA
causes a decrease in lin-14 mRNA expression, there is also a larger ongoing decrease
in lin-14 protein expression. This decreased protein abundance was dependent upon
the lin-4 binding sites in the lin-14 mRNA.

Other studies have suggested that the predominant form of miRNA regulation is
mRNA destabilisation (Guo et al., 2010). miRNAs can regulate the stability of mRNAs
by targeting deadenylation, decapping and subsequent 5’ to 3’ decay. This is further
reviewed by Huntzinger and Izaurralde (2011). Lim et al. (2005) showed that miRNAs
can regulate the transcript levels of many mRNAs and may be partly responsible for
tissue–specific expression. The role of miRNAs in regulating mRNA stability and
translation repression are subjects of ongoing research (Shi et al., 2014; Zhang et al.,
2014; Duan et al., 2014).
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1.2

Localisation of RNAs

The term “RNA localisation” describes an observed concentration of particular transcripts (normally mRNAs) at specific locations within a cell. Although protein localisation mechanisms have been intensively investigated over the last few decades, the
localisation of RNAs has been much less widely studied. Yet RNA localisation is crucial
for normal development, and defects in the process may underlie numerous diseases,
particularly neuropathologies.
The sorting of transcripts to their particular subcellular destinations depends on
trans-acting factors that recognize signals in RNAs, called zipcodes. These codes have
proven harder to decipher than the equivalent signals in proteins. They often depend on
secondary or tertiary structures within the RNAs rather than on a consensus primary
sequence (Palacios, 2007). Other difficulties in prediction are discussed later in this
document.
RNA localisation may be associated with a cellular structure such as the nucleus
or a dendrite. Alternatively it may be a more general but patterned distribution, for
example striation has been observed for some RNAs in Drosophila oocytes (Lecuyer
et al., 2007). RNA transcript localisation is of particular interest for both neuroscience
and developmental biology.
RNA localisation is an essential mechanism in the development and function of the
nervous system (Dahm et al., 2007). Dendritic localisation in particular plays a crucial
role in synaptic plasticity and consequently higher order functions such as memory.
One example demonstrated by a study of mutant mice lacking a localisation element
in the 3’ UTR of the mRNA for αCaMKII shows a restriction of the mRNA to the
soma and an impairment of memory function (Miller et al., 2002). Another example
is the long-term facilitation of the gill withdrawal reflex of sea slugs that depends
on the synaptic localisation of the mRNA for sensorin (Wang et al., 2009). Further
evidence for the regulation of mRNA in synaptic plasticity has come from rat primary
neuronal cultures where synaptic activity alters the levels of RNA binding proteins in
postsynaptic densities (Zhang et al., 2012).
The extent of RNA localisation and localised translational control is changing the
understanding of the central dogma in the fields of developmental and neurobiology
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(Holt and Schuman, 2013). Localisation has been observed in 71% of Drosophila
melanogaster oocyte transcripts (Lecuyer et al., 2007). This startling observation from
a study that considered 3,370 genes suggests RNA localisation may be widespread.
These observations were specific to an oocyte cell which has not undergone cytokinesis
and such widespread localisation may not be seen more generally. Also the significance
of each localisation must be established.
Many of the RNA localisations studied to date involve the active transport of the
RNA after binding with trans-acting proteins and other adaptor proteins. The resulting
complexes are referred to as Ribo-nucleo Proteins (RNPs.) These can combine into
“granules” consisting of many different RNAs and proteins.

The relationship between localisation of mRNAs and translational control. Translational control often accompanies mRNA localisation. Some components
of RNPs act both as transporters and translational regulators. For example ZBP1
not only localises the β-actin mRNA to growth cone filopodia and neurites but also represses translation during transport by preventing formation of the ribosomal complex.
At the destination, ZBP1 is phosphorylated by the protein kinase Src that interferes
with the binding to the mRNA for β-actin, which is then available to associate with a
ribosome for translation (Huttelmaier et al., 2005). Similarly to the mRNA for β-actin,
the translation of the MAP2 mRNA is repressed during transport to dendrites by the
CPEB protein which is also involved in the transport (Huang et al., 2003). Localisation
of the mRNA for microtubule associated protein 2 (MAP2 ) is dependent on a 640nt
region of the MAP2 3’ UTR – this has been demonstrated in both hippocampal and
sympathetic neurones (Blichenberg et al., 1999).

Distinction from Protein Localisation. The localisation of RNAs should not be
seen as an alternative to the localisation of proteins – both processes co-exist. Peripherin is a neuronal filament protein, mutations of which have been associated with
Amyotrophic Lateral Sclerosis (ALS) (Gros-Louis et al., 2004). The peripherin protein
has been shown to localise to Bunina bodies that are characteristic of ALS (Mizuno
et al., 2011). RNPs containing the mRNAs for peripherin are transported along microtubules and nascent peripherin proteins are then further transported (Chang et al.,
2006).
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Disease Associations. Mutations in the FMR1 gene characterise the inherited mental retardation known as Fragile X Syndrome (FXS). The fragile X mental retardation
protein (FMRP) encoded by the FMR1 gene has a role in the transport of mRNAs
and translational control at synapses (Bagni and Greenough, 2005). The most common
mutation leading to FXS results in the transcriptional silencing of FMR1. The FMRP
protein is required for the localisation of several mRNAs and can also up-regulate and
down-regulate the translation of some mRNAs (Sidorov et al., 2013). Interestingly only
some mRNAs bound by the FMRP protein require it for dendritic localisation (Bagni
and Greenough, 2005). Other mutations possibly affect transport of FMR1 mRNA or
its product to the synapse. Over expression of FMRP may also play a role in cancer by
dis-regulating the translation of E-cadherin and Vimentin mRNAs thereby promoting
tumour invasion (Luca et al., 2013). This is an example of the complex relationships
existing between cis-acting elements and trans-acting factors that exist in localisation
mechanisms. Improved understanding of this localisation mechanism is important to
better understand this human disease.

1.2.1

Advantages of RNA Localisation

Restricting Protein Activity. RNA localisation coupled with translational control
prevents the need to regulate protein activity during transport to the site of action –
e.g. myelin basic protein (MBP) (Dahm et al., 2007). MBPs are a key component of
the myelin sheath of Schwann cells. They have strong affinity to cellular membranes
and can disrupt these structures – there is a clear direct advantage in restricting the
protein distribution by translation of the protein at its functional site. The localised
translation of MBP has been recently reviewed (Muller et al., 2013).

Localised Translational Regulation. RNA localisation allows the translation to
be differentially regulated in specific cellular regions. The mRNA for sensorin in the
sea slug is localised to the synapses. This allows translational regulation dependent
on post-synaptic feedback and is a key mechanism providing specificity in synaptic
plasticity (Wang et al., 2009).
Another example of the importance of localised translation is for neuronal development. Directional growth of developing neurones is regulated by environmental cues.
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These cues trigger mechanisms which involve the localised translation of cytoskeletal
proteins or their regulators (Shigeoka et al., 2013).

Rapid Regulatory Response. The transportation of proteins to the site of function
introduces a time lag that is an impediment to the rapid supply of new proteins in
response to demand. Localising the RNA and then translating close to the site of
function removes this time lag. It further facilitates a rapid return to a steady state on
termination of the stimuli for increased protein demand – if the translation site is distal
to the functional site then there will still be increased protein levels in the ‘pipeline’
after translational rates are reduced.

Energy Efficiency. Localising proteins in a cell takes energy. One mRNA however
may be translated many times producing many proteins. When multiple molecules of
a protein are required at a cellular site there is an energy advantage to localising the
mRNA and then translating the multiple copies of the protein in situ. This has been
postulated by Dahm (Dahm et al., 2007).

Protein Assembly. RNA localisation is also helpful in the formation of larger protein complexes – nascent proteins can be co-translationally incorporated into larger
structures. This has been observed for RNPs containing multiple copies of the localised mRNA for peripherin (Chang et al., 2006).

Mechanisms. Zipcode binding protein (ZBP1) was named as such after being shown
to bind an element termed as a zipcode in the mRNA for β-actin. This binding is
necessary to localisation and is regulated by neurotrophin (NT-3) stimulation (Zhang
et al., 2001). ZBP2 is a predominantly nuclear protein, which also associates with
the mRNA for β-actin and facilitates its cytoplasmic localisation. Mutants with a
truncated form of the ZBP2 protein inhibit this localisation (Gu et al., 2002).
Formation of RNPs may at least begin in the nucleus. For example, Staufen2,
a brain specific RNA binding protein with a role in RNA localisation can enter the
nucleolus (Kiebler et al., 2005). However, processing after export from the nucleus is
required for assembly of a transport competent RNP.
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Investigation of RNPs in neurones shows that only a few of the proteins in these
granules are required for localisation (Kiebler and Bassell, 2006). This leaves the
question of what if any functional significance the other proteins have within the RNP.
While not required these proteins may still contribute to the localisation. It is possible
that the effects on localisation are more subtle or less specific than current techniques
are able to distinguish.

Localised Stabilization / Degradation. There are six Puf proteins in Saccharomyces cerevisiae. The binding of these to the 3’ UTRs of many mRNAs regulates
transcript stability (Moore, 2005). Different members of the Puf family have been
shown to bind to groups of mRNAs that are functionally associated or that have proteins localised to similar sub-cellular compartments. For example Puf1p and Puf2p
bind preferentially to the mRNAs for membrane associated proteins (Gerber et al.,
2004).
The Puf3p protein has been shown to be involved in the regulation of transcript
degradation in yeast (Olivas and Parker, 2000) acting with other protein partners such
as PAN2 to accelerate the deadenylation of transcripts (Lee et al., 2010). Puf3p also
acts as a specific regulator of translation (Rowe et al., 2013). Another Puf protein,
Puf6p plays a role in localisation of the ASH1 mRNA to budding daughter cells.
Translation of the ASH1 mRNA is repressed while the transcript is in transit – this
repression is released by phosphorylation of Puf6p at the bud tip (Deng et al., 2008).
Puf3p has been seen to play a role in yeast mRNA localisation to the mitochondria.
This precise mechanism for the observed localisation has yet to be elucidated and is
more or less dependent on Puf3p for different mRNAs (Saint-Georges et al., 2008; Gadir
et al., 2011).

Anchoring and active transport. The oskar (osk ) gene encodes a growth factor
that determines the posterior in Drosophila melanogaster embryos. The mRNA for
osk is accordingly localised to the posterior pole of the developing oocyte. Active
transport as well as mRNA anchoring is involved in this localisation – it was initially
thought that just the motor protein kinesin was involved but dynein may also be
involved (Sanghavi et al., 2013). Disruption of active mRNA transport by colchicine
injection – a destabilizer of cellular micro-tubules prevents localisation of remotely
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injected fluorescently labelled mRNA for osk. However when the labelled mRNA is
injected close to the posterior pole, localisation is observed despite the disrupted active
transport (Glotzer et al., 1997). These researchers suggest that the mRNA is anchored
at the posterior pole and that the OSK protein is required for this.
An example of active transport is the localisation of mRNAs for the actin-related
protein 2/3 (Arp2/3) complex. This protein complex is a nucleator allowing growth in
the cytoskeletal network of actin filaments at the leading edge of a cell (Pollard et al.,
2000). This protein complex localises to cellular protrusions and it has been shown that
the mRNAs are also so localised (Mingle et al., 2005). Disruption of the cytoskeletal
system or application of myosin motor inhibitors prevent this RNA localisation (Mingle
et al., 2005).
Localisation is not necessarily a single step process. Each step may use different
mechanisms and / or different cis-elements. Gurken is a growth factor involved with
axis formation in Drosophila melanogaster embryogenesis (Gonzalez-Reyes et al., 1995).
The mRNA for gurken (grk ) is actively transported along microtubules in a process
mediated by dynein. The mRNA for grk in Drosophila melanogaster localises first to
the anterior and then to the dorsoanterior - a different pattern to the osk mRNA localisation described above. The localisation element found in gurken mRNA is conserved
among drosophila (Van De Bor et al., 2005).

Nuclear export. Proteins such as those forming the Exon Junction Complex (EJC)
attach to nascent RNAs during the transcription process. The nucleus exports mature
mRNAs through Nuclear Pore Complexes (NPCs.) Some but not all of the binding
proteins are removed during nuclear export and these have the potential to serve as
localisation signals (Cole and Scarcelli, 2006). The EJC complexes are not removed
until the first round of translation. There is evidence from intronless mutants that the
splicing resulting in the bound EJCs is necessary for the localisation of the mRNA for
osk in Drosophila melanogaster (Hachet and Ephrussi, 2004).

1.2.2

Molecular basis

RNP / Transacting factors. Localisation can be a multi-step process mediated by
multiple factors or different combinations of factors. Especially for complex structural
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localisation elements, recognition may be achieved by a set of trans-acting factors. The
localisation of bicoid mRNA plays a critical role in drosophila embryonic development
and depends on several factors (Arn et al., 2003). Elucidating the precise role of
the many contributing factors is an ongoing process. The Swallow protein was initially
thought to be directly involved in the bicoid mRNA localisation but while Swallow may
be necessary it may play a more indirect role by organising cytoskeletal development
with Staufen playing the direct role in bicoid mRNA localisation Weil et al. (2010).

RNA Localisation Elements. Trans-acting RNA binding proteins bind cis-acting
factors sometimes known as zipcodes in RNA. Sometimes more than one sequence in
an mRNA plays a part in its transport and localisation – such is the case for example
with the mRNA for MBP (Muller et al., 2013).
Localisation elements or zipcodes have generally been found in 3’ UTRs. Some
localisation elements have also been found in the 5’ UTR and CDS. In the nervous
system many of the localisation elements identified in RNAs are all found in the 3’
UTR, e.g. in the mRNAs for Arc (Kobayashi et al., 2005), β-actin (Zhang et al.,
2001), αCaMKII (Blichenberg et al., 2001), MAP2 (Blichenberg et al., 1999), and
MBP (Ainger et al., 1997). RNA localisation is not however restricted to coding
RNAs – the non-coding RNA BC1 has been shown to localise to dendrites (Dahm
et al., 2007). Localisation of these RNAs has so far largely been demonstrated only in
cell lines (Dahm et al., 2007).
There is evidence of sequence similarity in zipcodes of mRNAs that display similar localisation patterns. αCaMKII is a kinase involved in synaptic calcium signalling
(Wegner et al., 1992). The mRNA for αCaMKII has a sequence approximately 30
nucleotides in length that is required for dendritic localisation. This sequence displays similarity to a sequence in the 3’ UTR of the mRNA for neurogranin that is
also dendritically localised. Deletion of this sequence similarly disrupts the localisation of the neurogranin mRNA. Neurogranin is a kinase binding to calmodulin in the
absence of calcium. Decreased neurogranin protein levels have been shown in hypothyroid rats (Dong et al., 2010). Neurogranin translational efficiency is regulated via an
internal ribosome entry site – an effect most marked in dendrites where the mRNA is
localised (Pinkstaff et al., 2001). Interestingly a 15 nucleotide chunk within this zipcode
has strong similarity with the zipcode responsible for MBP mRNA localisation (Mori
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et al., 2000). Similar localisation elements have not been found in all co-localising
RNAs. These elements may have evolved separately or they may have diverged to
allow differential regulation.

1.2.3

Regulation of Localisation

There are cases where the localisation process is itself subject to regulation. For example, depletion of serum has been shown to inhibit the localisation of RNAs for the
actin-related protein 2/3 (Arp2/3) complex (Mingle et al., 2005).

The mRNA for αCaMKII is dendritically localised but this transport is inhibited
while neurons are in a depolarised state. This inhibition is regulated by an element in
the 3’ UTR downstream of the localisation element (Mori et al., 2000).

It is interesting that the element in the mRNA for αCaMKII responsible for the
dendritic localisation appears to shown no similarity with the localisation element in the
MAP2 RNA that is also dendritically localised (Blichenberg et al., 2001). One reason
for this could be that the localisation patterns are in fact subtly different – with the
MAP2 transcripts tending to localise to proximal dendrites (Blichenberg et al., 1999).
Another reason could be that multiple localisation mechanisms are part of differential
translational control or regulation of transcript stability. The lack of similarity in the
localisation elements found in the mRNAs is consistent with in situ hybridisation and
competition assays which showed that the mRNAs for MAP2, αCaMKII and β-actin
travel to the dendrites in distinct RNPs (Mikl et al., 2011).

The Arc gene also has a dendritically localised mRNA with another localisation
element (Kobayashi et al., 2005). Arc appears to localise to dendrites at the site of
strong activation where it plays a role in the maintenance phase of LTP (Dahm et al.,
2007). Despite differences in the localisation elements, the Arc and αCaMKII mRNAs
have been reported in the same RNP granule (Kanai et al., 2004).
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1.3

Cis-Regulatory Elements in mRNAs

Cells respond to the environment by changing gene expression. In human cells, gene expression is often regulated at both the transcriptional and translational levels. Steadystate levels of mRNAs and their proteins will alter due to the combined effects of this
regulation. Regulation at the post-transcriptional level is critical for rapid responses
to environmental factors. While there is correlation with the levels of mRNA, translational control is key to determining cellular levels of specific protein (Vogel, 2011).
Cis-regulatory elements commonly affect mRNA stability or translational efficiency of
the mRNA (Tenenbaum et al., 2011). Figure 1.1 shows a simplified schematic of the
regulatory elements found in mRNAs.
Many different proteins potentially bind to RNAs. In yeast there are estimated to
be over 600 RNA-binding proteins (Hogan et al., 2008) and in humans, based on the
occurrence of RNA binding motifs in proteins it is likely that this number is substantially higher (Moore, 2005). The most common domains are KH (see Figure 1.2), RRM
(see Figure 1.3), and dsRNA (see Figure 1.4) binding domains (Galante et al., 2009).
Many of these proteins are part of other structures, for example ribosomes or splicing
complexes, but some of these have additional roles in mRNA binding. In addition there
are many proteins that do not have obvious canonical RNA binding domains but bind
specifically to groups of RNAs (Tsvetanova et al., 2010).
Some of these trans-acting binding proteins bind to specific cis-regulatory elements
in mRNAs, providing a regulatory mechanism determining transcript fate. The translation, stability and localisation of an mRNA may vary in response to these interactions.
Interactions with miRNAs are of particular importance in determining mRNA stability. Predicted target sites for miRNAs have been reported for over 30% of human
genes. However, only a small proportion of these predictions are experimentally confirmed.
The cis-regulatory elements encoded in the transcript are most often found in the
UTRs. This bias may partly be because study of these regions is more tractable
to experimental and bioinformatic analysis. There is however evidence that transacting factors such as miRNAs are easily displaced by the translational machinery and
so operate more readily in the 3’ UTR (Bartel, 2009). Translation can be entirely
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repressed immediately after nuclear export and so this displacement is not an issue for
elements such as those found in the coding region of the mRNA for ASH1 (Chartrand
et al., 2002). Some cis-regulatory elements such as the binding site for iron regulatory
proteins certainly occur in the 5’ UTR (Hentze et al., 1987).

Regulatory elements that act in the DNA may be also present in the mRNA. RNAs
exported from the nucleus contain some of these elements that are non-functional in
the mature transcript. This is particularly confounding for de novo element discovery
in mRNAs. Knowledge of the genomic elements acting at the transcriptional level can
help to resolve this.

Many types of structured and unstructured cis-regulatory mRNA elements act at
the post-transcriptional level. Examples of such elements are the SECIS, Histone3,
PUF3 and Iron Responsive Element. Computational methods have been developed to
find each of these (Castellano et al., 2008; Davila Lopez and Samuelsson, 2008; Stevens
et al., 2011). It is also useful to consider such well-characterized elements in order to
estimate the variation that may exist in novel elements.

Methods developed for genes encoding structured ncRNAs may be applied to cisregulatory elements (reviewed in (Backofen et al., 2007; Mathews et al., 2010)).

Most importantly these well-characterized elements may be used for benchmarking
the performance of prediction algorithms that may then be applied in the search for
novel elements. For this purpose a subset of the Rfam database (Gardner et al., 2011)
(e.g. CisReg), or small parts of databases of known RNA secondary structures e.g.
RNA STRAND (Andronescu et al., 2008) or CompaRNA (Rother et al., 2011) can be
used.

The limitations of experimental methodology for determining cis-regulatory elements has resulted in a large role for bioinformatic prediction. In the last few years
new high-throughput RNA-Seq techniques combined with bioinformatics are now being developed (Underwood et al., 2010; Riordan et al., 2011; Wan et al., 2011; Kishore
et al., 2010).
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1.3.1

Approaches to searching for Cis-Regulatory Elements using
Bioinformatics

Elements in mRNAs are necessary for regulation of stability, translational control and
localisation. They may have structural motifs critical to their function or be characterised by primary sequence alone. These cis-regulatory elements are the targets for
miRNAs and RNA binding proteins. Bioinformatic analysis of mRNA can be useful
in proposing new models and hypotheses for experimental testing and interpreting existing data. The aim of this analysis is to discover those regulatory sequences that
regulate the fate of the mRNAs containing them.
There are many challenges in identifying cis-regulatory elements within RNAs.
Their primary sequence patterns are often sparse. The binding sites for proteins may
depend on just a few nucleotides with critical secondary structure. Determination of
RNA structure is experimentally difficult and prediction tools are often inaccurate.
Regulatory elements are only sometimes conserved and there are many distracting signals, such as elements operating at the transcriptional level. Some regulatory elements
may be unique to a particular mRNA but others such as the Iron Responsive Element
certainly operate within many mRNAs with divergent regulatory outcomes (Stevens
et al., 2011). Even when effective bioinformatic models exist for a cis-regulatory element the application of this model for the purpose of discovery will inevitably yield
some false positives.
Some methods have been developed that attempt to discover new regulatory elements in mRNA sequences using only limited biological knowledge. However, the most
successful methods utilise as much biological knowledge as is available in order to refine and inform the predictions. Despite the development and publication of several
hundred methods (particularly for miRNA sites) only a few are commonly used (or
cited.) This may sometimes be because the expected or actual utility of the software
is outweighed by the difficulty of installing and using it. In other cases the benefits of
a particular tool may be outweighed by the familiarity of commonly used tools that
do a similar job. The most promising commonly used and current tools and research
directions are discussed here (listed in Appendix A). Lists with different foci can be
found in references (George and Tenenbaum, 2011) and (Hamilton and Davis, 2011) in
the Wikipedia (List_of_RNA_structure_prediction_software).
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1.3.2

Obtaining High Quality mRNA Sequence Data to Analyse

Individual mRNA sequences can be obtained from UCSC, Ensembl or NCBI. Refseq
annotations of UTRs are useful to focus on as these avoid many elements acting at the
transcriptional level and also patterns in coding sequences. The Refseq annotations
are more conservatively curated than the Ensembl ones, which contain many predicted
transcripts. The UTRs may be readily obtained from Ensembl using the web based
Biomart interface. Refseq transcripts along with their annotations can be obtained
from NCBI or UCSC – the annotations must be processed to produce UTR sequences.
Down stream statistical processing may be necessary to remove duplicate sequences and
to remove redundant very similar sequences (e.g. using CD-HIT-EST). The process of
obtaining and pre-processing mRNA sequence data for element detection is summarised
in Figure 1.7 and is discussed further below.
Multiple sequence alignments for several species can be obtained from the UCSC
genome browser. The output supplied is Multiple Alignment Format (MAF). The
alignments can be filtered to include only those sequences for which there is reasonable
conservation. This process is simplified by using the online tool Galaxy (Goecks et al.,
2010).
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Figure 1.1: Simplified Schematic of Regulatory Elements
in DNA and an mRNA transcribed from the corresponding
genomic region. White outlined elements (e.g. TFBS) are
present but non-functional in the mature mRNA. Such elements need to be avoided or filtered out from the results of
element discovery in mRNA transcript data.
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Figure 1.2: The KH Domain of the RNA-binding protein
Nova-1 is shown in grey. The crystal structure data indicates the depicted interaction with the RNA hairpin (shown
coloured) – PDB 2ANR. Rendered using PyMol.
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Figure 1.3: The RRM Domain of Nab3 is shown in grey.
The crystal structure data indicates the depicted interaction
with the RNA molecule (shown coloured - an UCUU oligonucleotide) – PDB 2L41. Rendered using PyMol.
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Figure 1.4: The third dsRNA binding domain from the
Drosophila Staufen is shown in grey. The NMR data indicates the depicted interaction with the mRNA helix (shown
coloured) and a single stranded region at the apical loop –
PDB 1EKZ. Rendered using PyMol.
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Figure 1.5: The Iron Regulatory Protein 1 (IRP1) is shown
in grey. The crystal structure data indicates the complex with
an Iron Responsive Element of the Ferritin mRNA (shown
coloured.) The interaction depends on specific nucleotide sequences and the specific hairpin structure – PDB 2IPY. Rendered using PyMol.
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Figure 1.6: The PUF3p protein is shown in grey. The crystal structure data indicates the depicted complex with the
Cox17 mRNA (shown coloured). The bound RNA is single
stranded with the PUF3p interaction requiring a specific primary sequence – PDB 2IPY. Rendered using PyMol.
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Figure 1.7: Preparing and Obtaining Sequences and Alignments. Solid lines indicate basic approach. Dashed lines indicate additional steps appropriate to genome scale analysis
or de novo element discovery. Dotted lines indicate optional
steps depending on desired results.

Evidence for Common Regulation and Tissue Specific Expression
mRNA Expression. In order to discover regulatory elements in a gene of interest
it is useful to look for common sequences and structures in similarly regulated genes.
Also, in the scenario where a regulatory element is known for a particular gene – it
is sensible to search for similar elements that may be identified in co-regulated genes.
The Gene Expression Omnibus (Barrett et al., 2010) (GEO) contains mRNA expression
data for multiple species and tissues under many experimental conditions. GEO also
includes data from RNA Immuno-Precipitation-Chip (RIP-Chip) experiments e.g. with
Staufen1 (GSE8438) or HuR (GSE29778) and more recently RIP-RNA-Seq data (e.g.
Tdrd1 GSE29418).
The web interface provided by GEO allows the researcher to identify co-regulated
mRNAs via a link to “profile neighbours.” Expression data may also be downloaded
and other statistical tools used to identify and quantify these neighbours – worth doing
if a study of special interest is available. The profile neighbours provided by GEO are
simply the 200 most closely expressed genes.
There are also some relevant sets of publicly available data from published work
that are not included in GEO, e.g. co-localised genes for fruitfly embryos (Lecuyer
et al., 2007) or the data from yeast RIP-Chip (Hogan et al., 2008) which are provided
as websites or supplemental data.

RNA Binding Protein Expression. The expression of RNA Binding Proteins in
specific tissues can also be obtained from GEO. On the GEO website, protein expression data may be readily accessed using the “Advanced search” option and specifying
“Protein” for the “Sample Type” field.

miRNA Expression. Co-expression of miRNA and target may be an indication that
a functional interaction occurs. Many miRNAs, like mRNAs are expressed in specific
tissues. Studies and methods that consider co-expression in the same tissues have
been useful in identifying biologically relevant pairs. Large studies have determined
the expression of most small RNAs in many tissues, for example over 250 small RNA
libraries from 26 different organ systems (Landgraf et al., 2007). Several databases
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provide access to this expression data (Betel et al., 2008). Some databases such as
ElMMo combine both miRNA and mRNA data.

Narrowing the Search Space to Biologically Relevant Regions
In the search for novel cis-regulatory elements that operate at the post- transcriptional
level sequence elements that are likely to be false positives must be avoided. These
include repetitive elements and elements acting purely at the transcriptional level.
When de novo element discovery is being pursued these distracting elements may
overwhelm pattern prediction algorithms and so must be masked in input sequence.
When searching for known elements these distractions should be considered at a later
stage when assessing the likelihood of a putative hit.
Coding sequence contains confounding patterns arising from protein constraints and
common combinations of amino acids in the translated product. They may be masked
from analysis in a straightforward fashion where sufficient gene annotation is available.
If this is not the case but sufficient protein information is available it is possible to
use tblastn to map and mask out likely coding regions. It must be noted, that this
approach will inevitably fail when the interesting cis-regulatory regions are actually in
the coding region.

Distinguishing and Avoiding Repetitive Elements
Repetitive sequences arising from events such as viral retrotransposition are abundant in many genomes. For example, the Alu-element comprises 10% of the human
genome, furthermore it is concentrated in gene regions and overlaps mRNAs (Batzer
and Deininger, 2002). Therefore many human 3’ UTRs contain detectable Alu remnants of the 7S RNA.
This and other repeat elements are catalogued in Repbase (Jurka, 2000). These sequences may be masked out at an early stage of analysis using the RepeatMasker (Smit
et al., 2010) program. Alternatively, the UCSC genome browser (Kent et al., 2002)
may be used when assessing putative elements – this has a RepeatMasker track and
allows intersection of uploaded candidate cis-regulatory elements to report overlaps.
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It is possible that a novel common repeat element may be discovered as a putative
regulatory element in a set of co-regulated mRNAs. The choice of an appropriate
negative control set of real RNAs (rather than simulated sequences) from the same
species is important to avoid this.

Distinguishing and Avoiding Elements Acting at the Transcriptional Level
and other RNA features.

Elements acting in the DNA such as Transcription Factor Binding Sites (TFBSs)
and Enhancers may be misidentified as elements acting post-transcriptionally. If the
genome of interest is well annotated or sufficient transcript sequence data are available
a genomic search can be avoided. This will go some way to avoiding transcriptionally
acting elements.
The methods discussed in this chapter may be usefully restricted to untranslated
regions (UTRs.) This will avoid many false positives from genomic sequences and
patterns associated with coding sequence.

Transcription Factor Binding Sites in transcription promoters that may
overlap 5’ regions of the mRNA. TFBSs databases such as Transfac (Matys
et al., 2006) and Jaspar (Bryne et al., 2008) contain both experimentally defined and
computational predictions. As these databases contain many false positives it is inadvisable to mask or remove predicted TFBSs from an early stage of analysis.
The difficulties with predicted TFBSs are reviewed here (Hannenhalli, 2008). One
approach to improving TFBS prediction is to use conservation information although
this is controversial, as binding sites may not be conserved in multi-species alignments
(Schmidt et al., 2010).
The web based tool, STAMP (Mahony and Benos, 2007) may be employed to determine whether a set of aligned predicted cis-regulatory elements coincides with any
of those TFBSs in the public databases.
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Enhancers that may overlap 3’ regions. ChIP-seq studies can be used to identify
binding sites for known enhancers (reviewed in Visel et al. (2009).) That review points
out that there is conflicting evidence regarding the conservation of enhancer regions and
TFBS – although many sites are conserved there are a large number of non-conserved
sites. Bearing these limitations in mind, the available data should still be considered.
For example, a recent study first identified highly conserved non-coding sequences and
then tested associated genes for tissue specific expression during mouse embryogenesis
(Pennacchio et al., 2006). Although the identified enhancer sites are clearly a subset
of all such elements and very few occur within gene transcripts, putative cis-regulatory
elements acting in mRNAs should be cross-checked against known enhancer regions.

1.3.3

Known Regulatory Elements

When a cis-regulatory element is characterized by a primary sequence, pairwise alignment methods or multiple ones, including Hidden Markov models (HMM’s), may be
used to search for it in other RNAs. Pairwise alignment methods are best established
and have many fast, readily available implementations such as BLAST (Altschul et al.,
1990). On the other hand, HMM’s, which probabilistically model state transitions
and thereby account for gaps in a non-arbitrary manner can have increased sensitivity,
albeit at a computational cost (Eddy, 1998).
An example where bioinformatic primary sequence analysis has been successful was
in a study of the mRNA for the Vg1 localised mRNA. This mRNA was shown to
be localised to the vegetal cortex of Xenopus laevis oocytes by parts of a 340 base
region in the 3’ UTR. Subsequently, this was shown to be bound by proteins that
contain multiple KH domains. Schnapp’s group first identified using bioinformatics
four repeated sequence elements, but experimental deletion showed only one of these
elements, “UUCAC” (E2) was critical for function (Deshler et al., 1997).
Mowry’s group also studied the localisation of the mRNA for Vg1 and took a different
approach (Gautreau et al., 1997). They systematically deleted sequences over the
entire 340nt region. Interestingly the result they found was quite different – a different
sequence, “UUUCUA (VM1)” was identified as critical and this was supported using
site specific mutagenesis (Gautreau et al., 1997). Although this sequence corresponded
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to one of the three (E1) elements identified in the Schnapp lab, their results showed
those deletion constructs had reduced but not abolished localisation.
The “UUCAC, E2” element was also found to be required for localisation of the
mRNA for vegT (Kwon et al., 2002). Interestingly, both the vegT and the Vg1 mRNAs
had multiple (5) copies of this element. Subsequently a shorter more generalised motif,
“CAC” was postulated, repeats of which are present in the majority of RNAs localised
to the vegetal cortex of Xenopus laevis oocytes (Choo et al., 2005).
This demonstrates the utility of bioinformatic analysis, although the requirement to
find repeated clusters of short sequence required development of a utility specialised
to this task. For such a short motif (3-6 bases) multiple copies may be found by
chance in any mRNA and statistical tools have been developed to analyse this (Andken
et al., 2007). Functionally, multiple small dispersed E2 and VM1 elements provide, in
combination, a specific binding site for the RNA-binding proteins in this case.
Notably many of the experimentally determined elements collected in the RBPDb
are short (4-8 bases) and alone would not provide specificity. Computational tools that
consider combinations of weakly informative sites have been used in other systems e.g.
for TFBS and miRNA targets. However, the functional relationships between multiple
instances of the same or different sites are not usually known. For some sites, notably
the important classes of AU-rich and CU rich elements, programs to detect these sites
operate by weighting multiple nearby repeats.

RNA Binding Protein Target Sites

Known protein binding sites are available from several public databases. The RFAM
(Gardner et al., 2011) database contains a growing group of covariance models for many
cis-regulatory elements including RNA binding protein sites. Transterm (Jacobs et al.,
2009) also contains patterns and descriptions of many known cis-regulatory elements –
particularly protein binding sites. Non-redundant sets of sequences from NCBI or other
uploaded sequences of interest may be searched for matches against these patterns.
UTRsite (Grillo et al., 2010) is a similar database of patterns. The RNA-Binding
Protein DataBase (Cook et al., 2010) (RBPDB) catalogues proteins and their binding
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sites curated from the literature. Unstructured sequence motifs of binding sites may be
downloaded and filtered by experiment type, species and/or binding protein affinity.
These databases (Rfam, Transterm, UTRsite and RBPDB) are useful in identifying
known elements and may be used to find interesting candidates for testing. The reasoning behind this approach is to direct the identification of putative elements by their
identity or similarity to known elements that have been experimentally demonstrated
in other mRNAs. Another important usage of these databases is as a source of benchmarking datasets for any algorithms or pipelines designed to predict cis-regulatory
elements de novo.
A note of caution is warranted. Database entries depend on manual curation based
on the literature review to remain current. For example we have recently updated the
Rfam model for the IRE (Stevens et al., 2011) – the previous model was out of date and
could not be used to identify many IREs that had been more recently experimentally
demonstrated. It must also be considered that the models in RFAM, Transterm and
UTRsite inevitably vary in their sensitivity and specificity when identifying elements
in target sequences.
Most of the entries in RBPDB are characterised by single sequences alone and so if
these data are to be used the user must currently confine their search to be based on
primary sequence only or build their own models to include predicted / demonstrated
secondary structure. RBPDB does however contain some Position Weight Matrices
(PWMs) from SELEX experiments – the web interface may be employed to search
mRNA sequences using these. For some types of RNA-protein interactions it may be
possible to predict either the binding from the protein structure, or the reverse. For a
few classes of proteins this has been possible (e.g. PUF domain containing proteins)
but research in this area is beyond the scope of this thesis - see Tam et al. (2010);
Tuszynska and Bujnicki (2011).

miRNA Target Sites
miRNAs have short ungapped seed sequences complementary to their target sites and
act to down regulate expression. These targets are characterised by primary sequence
with secondary structure normally impairing binding. Higher eukaryotic genomes may
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contain many hundreds of miRNAs (1424 Human miRNAs in MiRBase Release 17,
4/2011) and each one of those tested affect the expression of several hundred mRNAs.
Some of the changes in expression are undoubtedly the result of indirect regulation.
For example, transcription factors are regulated by miR-34a, so changes in miR-34a
expression certainly have effects beyond the immediate targets (Kaller et al., 2011).
There are numerous predicted miRNA binding sites, mainly in 3’ UTRs. It has
been estimated that over 30% human genes contain target sites. However, relatively
few target sites have been validated experimentally. miRTarBase (Hsu et al., 2011) has
listed the greatest number (2819) of verified targets for the 269 human miRNAs that
had been tested (4/2011). Databases of less reliable high throughput data map over
150,000 targets to genomes (Hsu et al., 2011).
The prediction of target sites for miRNAs is more straightforward than for proteins.
There are many methods available which will detect different subclasses of sites with
different accuracies, these have been recently reviewed (Thomas et al., 2010) and ensemble methods that combine several different tools are available (Xiao et al., 2009;
Dweep et al., 2011). Several examples of predictive tools are outlined below.
TargetScan (Lewis et al., 2005) predicts miRNA target sites. Base pairing between
the seed sequence at the 5’ end of the miRNA and the target mRNA and evolutionary conservation of the sites are the primary consideration. The software has been
developed to additionally account for conservation at the seed region, minimum free
energy of the hybridisation including additional 3’ binding, flanking AU rich sequence,
proximity to additional miRNA target sites and the position of the target site within
the UTR (Friedman et al., 2009; Grimson et al., 2007). The UCSC genome browser
is a straightforward way of accessing the TargetScan predictions. These have been
calculated using conservation information based on multiple species alignment. The
inclusion of this information reduces false-positives and is probably a good idea for
genome wide analysis. If the target for analysis is restricted to several genes it may be
worthwhile to consider nonconserved miRNA target sites by running the TargetScan
program on unaligned sequence.
An alternative method is PicTar (Krek et al., 2005). It allows the identification of
target sites that have reduced conservation but are within mRNAs co-expressed with
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the targeting miRNA. The author’s report that 30-50% of such sites are functional
(Chen and Rajewsky, 2006).
Another method, miRanda/mirSVR (John et al., 2004) has the distinction of allowing non-canonical G-U base pairs in the seed sequence, miRanda is also available on the
web and has recently been extended to include a support vector regression algorithm
– mirSVR (Betel et al., 2010). This incorporates relevant biological data, including
expression data into a scoring system and avoids a strict filter based on conservation.
An alternative method offering greater sensitivity to non-conserved target sites is
ElMMo (Gaidatzis et al., 2007). The algorithm uses Bayesian methods to assign priors
calculated from the phylogenetic distribution of target sites for each miRNA. This
allows miRNA dependent adjustment of posterior probabilities for target sites with
similar conservation patterns. The benefit of this is that conservation information is
automatically tuned to each specific miRNA. The disadvantage is that it will be hard
to match a non-conserved target site for an miRNA that has many widely conserved
target sites. ElMMo is available via a web server and includes convenient filtering of
mRNA targets to search using expression levels from numerous datasets, also providing
Gene Ontology enrichment information on the identified targets.

1.3.4

De Novo Element Discovery

The discovery of new regulatory elements is a key goal for improved understanding
of gene regulation. Recurring patterns in sequence and predicted structure may be
detected and assessed for statistical significance. Some approaches for dealing with
false positives caused by distracting sequence patterns have already been discussed. In
de novo detection these steps are of particular importance – there is no model of even
low specificity with which to begin.
There are many tools available for the detection of patterns in primary sequence,
usually because they have been developed for finding DNA regulatory regions and this
is then applied to RNA.
This is despite the demonstrated importance of structure in many regulatory elements. The reason for this lies in the difficulty of secondary structure prediction and
that primary sequence patterns are still characteristic of structured elements.
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Primary Sequence Analysis for Elements Lacking Significant Secondary
Structure
A number of enumerative methods are available for the de novo detection of primary sequence patterns. The patterns being sought are generally far shorter than the genomic
and transcript sequences in which they are contained. Real primary sequence elements
may be degenerate, gapped, redundant and repetitive. Several differently patterned
elements may be responsible for similar regulatory outcomes in different transcripts.
All these factors contribute to the difficulty of detection.
Over-represented patterns in a set of unaligned input sequences may be identified by
MEME (Bailey et al., 2006). A background model may be provided for this analysis.
The output motifs consist of position weight matrices (PWMs) showing the probability
of a particular nucleotide at each position within the motif. MEME will not consider
gaps in a motif. GLAM2 (Frith et al., 2008) allows gaps in the matched primary
sequence but it does not include these gaps in the output motifs.
An alternative approach, offered by Weeder (Pavesi et al., 2001) involves building
suffix trees from a set of input sequences. These are used to find all patterns of a set
length, occurring in at least a certain number of sequences, with an upper limit on the
number of mismatches (mutations). The program may be run in an automated way
multiple times to detect patterns of different lengths.
The TEIRESIAS (Rigoutsos and Floratos, 1998) algorithm is not restricted to
searching for patterns of specific length and can detect gapped patterns. This is computationally more intensive, both in memory and processing requirements. The large
number of results requires further processing for statistical significance.
The application of these methods is shown in overview Figure 1.8. Further methods
are reviewed and benchmarked elsewhere (Tompa et al., 2005).

Secondary Structure Prediction for Structured Element Discovery
Relatively few confirmed secondary or tertiary structures for cis-regulatory elements
are available. Therefore predictions are made computationally of RNA structures.
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Figure 1.8: Discovery of motifs starting from input sequences or alignments that are similarly regulated. The general goal of each component is shown, with some specific examples of currently available software named.
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High throughput methods are becoming available that may allow more structures to
be determined experimentally (Westhof and Romby, 2010). However these methods
are limited, and a combination of bioinformatic and high-throughput experiment has
been successful (Underwood et al., 2010).
In addition it may be possible to predict the three dimensional structures of RNAs
using bioinformatics, this will become increasingly feasible as the number of known
structures increases (Westhof et al., 2011). Packages are available to assist in tertiary
structural prediction (Jossinet et al., 2010; Parisien and Major, 2008). These may be
used with sequences of interest alone or in combination with available experimental
data on similar structures.

Single Sequences
Predicting folding on individual sequences is a common technique. This may be done
globally (for the entire mRNA) or locally on windows within a biologically relevant
section (e.g. 80 base windows in 3’ UTRs). A global RNA fold prediction algorithm
from the Zuker lab is implemented by the mfold (Zuker and Stiegler, 1981) program.
These methods are commonly used and the paper associated with this program has over
700 citations in the literature. The Vienna RNA package provides a similar program,
RNAfold (Hofacker et al., 1994). Similar to mfold, this calculates predicted secondary
structure for RNAs based on Minimum Free Energies (MFE) using conformations derived from published values for stacking and destabilising energies.
The UNAFold (Markham and Zuker, 2008) software is a development of mfold and
further predicts hybridisation and melting profiles. Like RNAfold it produces dotplots
showing pairing probabilities over the sequence (Figure 1.9). The dotplots from both
programs include the pairing probabilities corresponding to sub-optimal (predicted)
folding of the input sequence. Sub-optimal structures are discussed further below.
Local folding methods are likely to be more appropriate for small cis-regulatory elements. Several algorithms have been developed which are particularly suitable. These
perform better on known cis-regulatory elements (Lange et al unpublished observations). This is an area of active development and testing, current methods include
RNAplfold and Rfold (Bernhart et al., 2011; Kiryu et al., 2011). In addition methods
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that combine structure prediction with comparison to known secondary structures of
homologous sequences are being developed (Hamada et al., 2011).
RNA structure is dynamic. Binding interactions with a structured cis-regulatory
element is likely to further influence the structure of that element. A limited set
of thermodynamic measurements provides the basis of the RNA structure predicting
algorithms. Furthermore these methods do not account for pseudoknots, G-quartets
and other structures. The predicted structures cannot be expected to entirely model
the complex molecular interactions found in the in vivo environment. Approaches using
homology to known secondary and tertiary structures that are not necessarily the MFE
structures should assist in this (Westhof et al., 2011; Hamada et al., 2011; Cruz and

Figure 1.9: Predicted secondary structures for the IRE in
human CDC14A. The structure on the left is the optimal
MFE structure from RNAfold (-2.9kcal/mol). The dot plot
on the right represents the ensemble of structures. Some suboptimal structures contain predicted pairs in a lower stem,
their presence is more consistent with other IRE structures.
The C-G base pair proximal to the loop observed in the experimental structure (Figure 1.5) is not predicted by MFE
methods.
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Westhof, 2011).
Some elements may contain pseudoknots, the prediction of pseudoknots remains
computationally slow and is only tractable for shorter RNA sequences. The pknots
(Rivas and Eddy, 1999) program and HotKnots (Ren et al., 2005) are methods that
may be employed on targeted regions if such structures are expected (Bellaousov and
Mathews, 2010). There are cis-regulatory elements containing pseudoknots, for example frameshift elements. Further examples may be found in general and specific
databases (Bekaert et al., 2010; Gardner et al., 2011).
Predicted structures do not always match natively observed structures. An example
is the Iron Responsive Element (IRE) found in the human mRNA for CDC14A. Both
UNAfold and RNAFold program find the same MFE. Additional base pairs are seen
in the dot plot, some of the sub-optimal pairings would make a lower stem consistent
with the known functional structure of an IRE. Some pairs are not predicted at all by
MFE approaches, e.g. the C-G in the apical loop (Figure 1.9).
When there is existing information about the structure of a particular cis-regulatory
element these constraints may be provided to the folding programs. This allows the
estimation of the MFE in a candidate element even when this is not the lowest resulting
from prediction. Other sources, such as gene expression and phylogenetic information
may then be used in combination to arrive at strong candidates for experimental testing.
Benchmarking on ncRNA genes has shown both sensitivity and specificity of RNA
structure prediction using MFE methods to be of limited accuracy (22%-63% and 20%60% respectively) (Gardner and Giegerich, 2004). Newer algorithms improve on this
(zu Siederdissen et al., 2011). Although secondary and tertiary structure is a factor in
RNA interaction the difficulty of experimentally determining these structures and of
accurately predicting them must be always borne in mind.
These programs do not allow non-canonical bases, e.g. U-U or A-G, which have been
observed in many experimentally determined RNA-structures. Several algorithms do
allow prediction that include these non-canonical pairs (Parisien and Major, 2008;
zu Siederdissen et al., 2011). Though these are considerably slower, they may be used
with short structured cis-regulatory elements.
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Multiple Sequences

Calculating the consensus structure for aligned sequences can overcome some of the
shortcomings in the accuracy of MFE calculations for single sequences. This approach
depends on the ability to obtain a reasonable alignment of the primary sequences.
Methods available include RNAalifold (Bernhart et al., 2008) – part of the Vienna
RNA Package.

Covariance (e.g. an A-U base pair being exchanged by some other pairing) or
compatible mutation (e.g. a G-C base pair being exchanged by a G-U pair) help tools
such as RNAalifold to provide an optimal structure consistent with the alignment.
However too many variations in the primary sequence will make alignment at this level
impossible.

A further class of algorithm simultaneously folds and aligns input sequences. The
approach is computationally more intensive though may be useful where the primary
sequence alignments have limited similarity (Hamilton and Davis, 2011). Dynalign,
Multilign, and Turbofold are all part of the RNAstructure package (Mathews, 2011).
The original Dynalign works with two sequences – Multilign operates on multiple sequences. Turbofold (Harmanci et al., 2011) does not produce an alignment but presents
separate structures for each of the sequences in the input, rather than one consensus
structure. Structures are predicted based on pairing probabilities in each sequence severally, combined with the pairing probabilities in a consensus model (Harmanci et al.,
2011).

Foldalign and FoldalignM (Torarinsson et al., 2007) will produce local and global
alignments along with structure predictions. An interesting feature of Foldalign is
that it will attempt local alignments over the input sequences (based on structure and
primary sequence) and then report the best alignments found. It is therefore also an
element detection tool and not limited to structural prediction. Additional discussion
and comparison of RNA fold prediction algorithms can be found in recent reviews
(Mathews et al., 2010; Westhof et al., 2011; Reidys et al., 2011).
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Comparing Secondary Structures

It is useful to compare two structures to assess their similarity. In some cases the best
information about a regulatory element may be its secondary structure and so this is
key in finding similar elements. RNAdistance, RNAforester, and Cofolga2mo (Taneda,
2008) allow these comparisons for simple secondary structures. A simplification of
the problem is to compare overall shapes e.g. stem loop, or cloverleaf (Janssen and
Giegerich, 2010).
The Vienna RNA package provides RNAdistance that allows comparison of not
only pairs of structures but also the simultaneous comparison of multiple structures
providing a comparison matrix for all input structures. The output quantifies the
differences between the structures. A pipeline on the Vienna RNA servers, “Structure
Conservation Analysis” includes this method. Input is an alignment and RNAalifold is
used to predict MFE structures that are compared to predicted structures of individual
sequences.
The RNAforester (Hochsmann et al., 2004) algorithm builds tree like data structures that represent RNA secondary structures. These can then be used to build
multiple alignments of different RNA structures. Thresholds may be applied determining whether a particular structure is sufficiently similar to form part of an aligned
group. This allows the degree of similarity between structures to be assessed as well
as the grouping of RNAs into structurally determined families. Another useful output
of this tool is an alignment of input sequences that is wholly determined by the given
structures. This can be useful to build a seed for a covariance model.

Searching for Secondary or Tertiary Structural Elements

When there is good evidence for structure but the specificity of the primary sequence
in the regulatory element is largely or completely unknown a search based on structure
alone is required. RNAMotif (Macke et al., 2001) allows the creation of a pattern which
has no or little information about primary sequence. The resulting matches may be
used to find additional sequences for testing, alignments of these will hopefully allow
the incorporation of primary sequence information into the model for the regulatory
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element in question. 3D motifs (for example “G-bulges” from a lysine riboswitch can
be searched for with RMdetect (Cruz and Westhof, 2011).

Combining Primary and Secondary Structural Search Methods
A covariance model (CM) is a stochastic context free grammar (SCFG) that can be
used to model the consensus sequence and structure of RNAs. Given an alignment
to a consensus secondary structure not only nucleotide residues at single stranded
positions but also base pairings, insertions and deletions are scored. The Infernal
(Nawrocki et al., 2009) software package provides the tools to build covariance models
and to search for matches to the model over a target sequence. The resulting “bit
score” is the log-odds ratio of the probability of the target matching the model to the
probability of target matching random sequence. This methodology is key to the Rfam
database which catalogues RNA families using these models, showing their paralogues
and homologues (Gardner et al., 2009). Recently a new version of Infernal has been
published which offers accelerated performance (Nawrocki and Eddy, 2013). This will
help to make development and testing of covariance models more rapid.
When sufficient information exists about a cis-regulatory element such that known
examples may be meaningfully aligned to a consensus structure, a covariance model
may be constructed. This model may be used to search for matches within other mRNA
sequences – as has been done in the case of the IRE (Stevens et al., 2011) and other
cis-regulatory elements in the RFAM database. This can result in new candidates for
experiment testing.
An alternative to using covariance models is to build a pattern corresponding to
a motif. This is the approach taken by Transterm and UTRsite. A useful tool for
interpreting and searching using such patterns is scan_for_matches (Overbeek, 2011).
The pattern descriptions used by this tool can incorporate structural information.
Such a pattern does not depend on being able to construct an alignment of known
sequence elements. Complex patterns however can be difficult to construct and the
ability to make a good pattern depends on prior knowledge of a motif including permissible variations at different points. The output from scan_for_matches does not
include the statistical information provided by the Infernal software’s method.
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1.3.5

Combinatorial Methods

Figure 1.7 and Figure 1.8 give an overview of how the tools discussed here may be
used together in the search for cis-regulatory elements. Some combinations of tools are
sufficiently novel to be considered new methods in their own right. These methods are
discussed here.
Unpaired bases are more likely to be involved directly with RNA interaction, and
certain protein interactions. Consequently primary sequence patterns found in unpaired regions are of particular interest. This can be seen for example in the IRE
where the unpaired nucleotides have been shown to interact with the IRP. MEMERIS
(Hiller et al., 2006) is an extension of the MEME algorithm. A script that comes with
the package first uses the Vienna RNA tools to predict secondary structure across the
input sequences (which must be FASTA format with all sequence on one line.) Altering the prior probabilities for putative motif start sites directs the MEME algorithm
towards predicted single stranded positions. The weakness of not being able to detect
gapped patterns is inherited from MEME.
Given the importance of structure in cis-regulatory elements another useful approach
is to identify sequence regions likely to have conserved structure. RNAz (Washietl et al.,
2005) was originally developed to detect structured ncRNAs in genomic sequence but
this method is also of potential interest in cis-regulatory element discovery and can
successfully detect several known elements. The software takes a sequence alignment
as input and uses RNAalifold to calculate the MFE of consensus structures arising over
a sliding window. MFE values for these same sequences are also severally calculated
using RNAfold. The consensus MFE in ratio to the average single sequence MFE gives
a “structure conservation index” (SCI). Additionally a z-score is calculated which represents the deviation of the MFE score from random sequence of similar composition
and length. The z-score and the SCI are used as inputs to a support vector machine together with the number of aligned sequences and the pairwise identity of the sequences
– this results in a probability value for the occurrence of a conserved structural motif.
RNAz may be run from the command line or on the Vienna RNA servers. Also the
ncRNA (Mituyama et al., 2009) site has a version of the UCSC genome browser that
includes a track for sites predicted by RNAz.
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Automated production of covariance models for elements with similar sequence and
structure is provided by the CMFinder (Yao et al., 2006) program which takes short
unaligned sequences (< 500bp) as input. Based on MFE the algorithm first selects a
number of candidates from within these sequences. The candidates are aligned according to predicted secondary structure and an expectation maximisation algorithm used
to refine a covariance model that identifies elements within the candidate sequences
distinct from a background distribution. The input sequences are then rescanned using this covariance model and the top hits are included as candidates. The authors
of CMFinder note that identifying larger motifs is problematic and go some way to
addressing this by attempting to merge smaller motifs as a final step.
The importance of incorporating biological data into the element discovery process
has already been discussed. Selection of sequence for pattern discovery together with
appropriate background models is an important first step in many analyses. The FIRE
(Elemento et al., 2007) pipeline automates this process by combining the detection of
primary sequence patterns with other biological data – either discrete or continuous
data (e.g. gene expression data). FIRE starts by looking for 7-mer “seed” motifs but
these can be extended 1 base in either direction. The initial “seeds” are systematically
modified using degenerate IUPAC codes to arrive at a motif most significantly associated with the biological data of interest. This pipeline also offers the convenience of
displaying Gene Ontology terms with enriched association to the identified motifs.

1.3.6

Conclusion and Future Prospects for Bioinformatic Methods
to Discover cis-regulatory Elements in mRNAs

The importance of post-transcriptional regulation is becoming increasingly apparent as
large scale proteomic data becomes available. Transcripts are translated with a wide
range of efficiencies giving differing numbers of functional proteins per message.
It has now become almost routine to measure transcript levels at a genome scale
using microarrays or next-generation sequencing. The expectation was that transcript
abundance would provide good estimates of protein abundance in the cell. However,
the early studies done over a decade ago that suggested mRNA levels might predict
less than 45% of protein levels have been reiterated by recent studies. This indication
of widespread post-transcriptional control is seen in many organisms.
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High throughput ’wet-lab’ studies and analysis of regulatory elements will facilitate
discovery of elements with widely conserved functions. However, it should also be
noted that some key elements might only be found in a small number of messages or
species, e.g. human specific miRNA targets, or the targets of other non-coding RNAs.
These exceptional elements are a challenge for both bioinformatic and wet lab studies
and may also be of critical importance for cell growth and development, and have
applications in biotechnology.
At least some of the variation in the amount of protein translated from individual
mRNAs will be mediated by cis-regulatory elements in the mRNAs. This introduction
has outlined current bioinformatic methods available for their discovery. Development
of new methods and the use of high throughput data on a genome-wide scale, particularly – comparative genomic, proteomic, and high throughput transcriptomic data,
will facilitate this.

1.4

Aims

(a) The discovery of post-transcriptional regulatory control elements in RNAs using
bioinformatics
(i) Protein binding sites associated with RNA localisation and translation efficiency elements.
(ii) Elements determining translation efficiency.
(iii) Zip Codes in localised RNAs.
(b) The determination of translation efficiency on a genome wide scale in multiple
human cell lines.
(c) To understand which genes are likely to be consistently translated and which
are more likely to be under translational control. To understand which genes
are more likely to be translated with low / high efficiency and how this varies
between cell lines.
(d) To understand the confidence that may be placed in the prediction of protein
levels for different classes of genes – using gene ontology and other characteristic
transcript and protein features.
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(e) The creation of statistical models predicting protein levels in mammalian cells
incorporating measured mRNA levels, markers of translational efficiency and
protein stability.
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Chapter 2
Two covariance models for
iron-responsive elements
This chapter is reproduced with permission from published work (Stevens et al., 2011).
Dr C M Brown acted in a supervisory role and Dr P P Gardner contributed by searching
the RFAM database with the new bioinformatic models described here. In Section 2.6
there is an update on the research in this area.

2.1

Abstract

Iron-responsive elements (IREs) function in the 5’ or 3’ untranslated regions (UTRs)
of mRNAs as post-transcriptional structured cis-acting RNA regulatory elements. One
known functional mechanism is the binding of Iron Regulatory Proteins (IRPs) to 5’
UTR IREs, reducing translation rates at low iron levels. Another known mechanism is
IRPs binding to 3’ UTR IREs in other mRNAs, increasing RNA stability. Experimentally proven elements are quite small, have some diversity of sequence and structure,
and functional genes have similar pseudogenes in the genome. This paper presents
two new IRE covariance models, comprising a new IRE clan in the RFAM database to
encompass this variation without over-generalisation. Two IRE models rather than a
single model is consistent with experimentally proven structures and predictions. All
of the IREs with experimental support are modelled. These two new models show a
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marked increase in the sensitivity and specificity in detection of known iron-responsive
elements and ability to predict novel IREs.

2.2

Introduction

The cis-acting iron-responsive element (IRE) was first discovered in human ferritin
mRNA (FTH1 ) (Hentze et al., 1987). Since then, IREs have been found in both the
5’ and 3’ UTRs of diverse mRNAs over a wide phylogenetic range - mainly eukaryotic
animals and also some prokaryotes, but not plants (Leipuviene and Theil, 2007). Iron
regulatory proteins 1 and 2 (IRP1 and IRP2) bind to IREs in low iron conditions. In
high iron conditions IRP1 binds to iron complexes, adopting conformations unsuitable
for IRE binding. IRP2 is degraded in high iron conditions, making it unavailable for
binding (Muckenthaler et al., 2008). IRP binding to an IRE in the ferritin mRNA 5’
UTR inhibits ferritin translation. Multiple IRPs bind to five IREs in the 3’ UTR of
the human transferrin receptor (TFRC ), stabilising these transcripts by blocking an
endonucleolytic cleavage (Koeller et al., 1989). Thus, IREs represent a classic paradigm
by which RNA regulatory elements can mediate the translation rate of specific mRNAs.
This is required to provide a rapid response to iron, which is essential, but potentially
toxic (Hentze et al., 2010).
Before experimental RNA structure data were available, predicted IRE secondary
structures had invariably shown a 6 base apical hairpin loop, five based upper stem,
bulged C8 and variable lower stem. It is the apical loop and mid-stem C8 bulge that
are critical for IRE function and this has become a canonical model used by RFAM
(Gardner et al., 2011) and other databases (Jacobs et al., 2009; Grillo et al., 2010).
However the data from an NMR study by Addess (Addess et al., 1997) and a crystal
structure of IRP1 bound to a ferritin IRE by Walden (Walden et al., 2006) show that
the C14 and G18 bases in the apical hairpin loop are in fact paired, producing a triloop (A15, G16, U17) and that two bases (a C8 and U6) are bulged from the hairpin
stem. These structures (Walden et al., 2006; Addess et al., 1997) did confirm the
predicted secondary structure of an A-form helical stem, interrupted by a mid-stem C8
bulge, with an apical loop that presents conserved bases interacting with IRE binding
proteins.
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Predicted secondary structures suggested ferritin IREs might have an additional U6
bulge in the lower stem, this was confirmed by the NMR and crystal structure data.
However, IREs found in transferrin receptor mRNAs (as well as IREs in SLC40A1,
SDHB, ACO2, SLC11A2 ) lack the bulged U6 and this region is predicted to be paired.
Thus the dual mid-stem bulge distinguishes the ferritin IREs from other IREs. This
division is not novel (Hentze and Kuhn, 1996) – those with the additional U6 bulge
would correspond to the UGC (and variants) class of Picinnelli and Samuelsson 2007
(Piccinelli and Samuelsson, 2007). Most IREs predicted secondary structures conform
better to the single bulge structure (IRE Family 1). Therefore, this new RFAM IRE
clan divides the known IREs into two structural families – with and without the lower
bulged U6.
In addition to the positional difference between IREs located in the 5’ and 3’ UTR
there is notable heterogeneity in regulatory mechanisms and effects. For example: (i)
The IRE in the 3’ UTR of SLC11A2 was shown to have a higher affinity for IRP1 than
IRP2, in contrast to the FTH1 IRE which was shown to have similar affinities (Gunshin
et al., 2001). (ii) Both TFRC and CDC42BPA have IREs in their 3’ UTR conferring
RNA stability, yet in low iron conditions the mRNA of CDC42BPA showed greater
stability than TFRC (Cmejla et al., 2006). (iii) Regulation of splicing could have a
direct impact on post-transcriptional regulation for at least two IREs (in CDC14A
(Sanchez et al., 2006) and SLC11A2 (Gunshin et al., 2001)) affected by alternative
splice variants - with some transcripts omitting the element.
The IRE has a regulatory role in several mRNAs involved in iron metabolism. While
the depth of knowledge regarding these genes and their products is variable, they are
clearly diverse. FTH1 and FTL encode subunits of the iron storage complex, ferritin (Hentze et al., 2010). TFRC encodes a membrane receptor for transferrin, allowing cellular uptake of iron (Hentze et al., 2010). SLC11A2 (DMT1 ) encodes a
divalent-cation transporter, a membrane protein mediating iron uptake from the intestinal lumen (Nunez et al., 2009). SLC40A1 (IREG1) encodes a membrane protein
transporting iron in the duodenum to the circulation (McKie et al., 2000). ALAS2
encodes a synthase catalysing the first step of the heme biosynthesis pathway (Harigae
et al., 1998). SDHB encodes a subunit of a Kreb’s cycle enzyme required for electron transport to quinones (Melefors, 1996). ACO2 encodes an isomerase catalysing
the reversible isomerisation of citrate and iso-citrate (Gruer et al., 1997). EPAS1
encodes a transcription factor involved in complex oxygen sensing pathways by the
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induction of oxygen-regulated genes under low oxygen conditions (Majmundar et al.,
2010). CDC42BPA encodes a kinase with a role in cytoskeletal reorganisation (Leung
et al., 1998). CDC14A encodes a dual-specificity phosphatase implicated in cell cycle control (Bembenek and Yu, 2001) and also interacts with interphase centrosomes
(Mailand et al., 2002). Table 2.1 shows a complete list of known IREs with direct
experimental evidence.
Most of the IREs characterised to date have initially been identified in mammalian
mRNAs. For insects the first functional IRE was found in the 5’ UTR of the SDHB
mRNA of Drosophila melanogaster (Kohler et al., 1995). There is no evidence of this
IRE in the SDHB mRNA for humans or other mammals. A previously published
phylogenetic analysis of iron-responsive elements has shown that the IRE of FTH1
/ FTL occurs in a majority of metazoa (Piccinelli and Samuelsson, 2007). Whereas,
IRE like sequences in ALAS2 and ACO2 are present in chordates, SLC40A1 and
TFRC contain IRE like sequences in vertebrates, and the IRE of SLC11A2 (DMT1 )
is confined to mammals (Piccinelli and Samuelsson, 2007).
Some IREs have unusual structures, for example the EPAS1 IRE was found by
immunoprecipitation and the authors of that study reported that this element could
not be found by the then available in silico approaches (Sanchez et al., 2007). The
EPAS1 IRE is predicted to have an additional U bulge in its upper stem and also an
unpaired A opposite an unpaired C in the lower stem.
SIREs (Searching for IREs) (Campillos et al., 2010) is the most recently developed web-accessible bioinformatic approach to predict IREs utilising advanced regular
expressions, and thermodynamic stability. It showed improved prediction ability on
mRNA sequences, but has not been tested as a genomic search tool.
An alternative approach is to use the Infernal software package (Nawrocki et al.,
2009) to build a covariance model for this structured RNA element, as is done for
many elements in the RFAM database. A covariance model is a stochastic context
free grammar (SCFG) designed for modelling the consensus sequence and structure
of RNAs. An SCFG provides a statistical method that scores not only nucleotide
residues at single stranded positions but also base pairings, insertions and deletions
given an alignment to a consensus secondary structure (Nawrocki et al., 2009). The
resulting “bit score” is the log-odds ratio of the probability of the target matching the
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model to the probability of target matching random sequence. The RFAM database
has primarily catalogued non-coding RNAs with the use of covariance models but also
contains a growing group of cis-regulatory models such as the IRE.
The covariance model provided by RFAM has not been updated for some time and
the current family does not include or detect many of the known elements documented
here. These new models for the IRE keep this in silico approach current and are
able to identify all the IREs with experimental support to date. The models’ abilities
to detect putative elements in human genomic sequences were assessed. Homologous
genes from non-human species were searched in an assessment of the conservation of
the new putative elements.
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Figure 2.1: Summary diagram showing intracellular iron
homeostasis. Iron is required in many metabolic processes
yet it can be a damaging oxidant - consequently intra-cellular
levels of free iron have to be tightly controlled. The IRE is
part of an important post-transcriptional mechanism allowing
rapid control of free iron levels. Many of the genes with IREs
are directly involved in iron storage or transport (e.g. FTH1,
FTL, TFRC, SLC11A2, SLC40A1, CDC42BPA.) Other genes
with IREs are involved in metabolic processes requiring iron
such as heme biosynthesis (e.g. ALAS2 ) or are encoding iron
sulphur enzymes (e.g. SDHB, ACO2, NDUFS1.) This diagram is from Knovich et al. (2009) and reproduced under
license from Elsevier (3400040571433).
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Table 2.1: List of known IRE-containing mRNAs used to
build the covariance models. mRNAs are listed in chronologic
order of discovery.
Gene

Species

Alternative

Name

Location

Ref

Date

heavy

5’ UTR

(Hentze et al., 1987)

1987

NBIA3;

ferritin, light polypep-

5’ UTR

(Aziz

1987

MGC71996;

tide

Name
FTH1

Homo sapiens

FHC;

FTH;

PLIF;

ferritin,
polypeptide 1

FTHL6;
PIG15;
MGC104426;
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FTH1
FTL

Homo sapiens

and

Munro,

1987)

FTL
TFRC

Homo sapiens

TFR; CD71;

transferrin

TFR1;

(p90, CD71)

receptor

3’ UTR

(Koeller et al., 1989)

1989

TRFR;
TFRC
Continued on next page

Table 2.1 Continued from previous page
Gene

Species

Alternative

Name

Location

Ref

Date

ASB; ANH1;

aminolevulinate,

5’ UTR

(Dandekar

XLSA;

delta-, synthase 2

Name
ALAS2

Homo sapiens

et

al.,

1991

1991)

ALASE;
XLDPP;
ALAS-E;
FLJ93603;
ALAS2
SDHB
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Drosophila

CG3283;

melanogaster

Dmel\CG3283; nase complex, subunit
Ip;

SDH;

succinate dehydroge-

5’ UTR

(Kohler et al., 1995)

1995

5’ UTR

(Gray et al., 1996)

1996

5’ UTR

(Huang et al., 1999)

1999

B, iron sulfur (Ip)

SDH-Ip;
SDH-IP;
SDHB ;
SDHB
ACO2

Bos taurus

aconitase 2, mitochondrial

Ferritin

Pacifastacus leniusculus

Continued on next page

Table 2.1 Continued from previous page
Gene

Species

Alternative

Name

Location

Ref

Date

GOX; Gox1;

Hao1 hydroxyacid ox-

3’ UTR

(Kohler et al., 1999)

1999

Hao-1;

idase 1, liver

3’ UTR

(Alén and Sonenshein,

1999

Name
Hao1

Mus musculus

MGC141211;
Hao1
qoxD

cytochrome

Bacillus subtilis

600

quinol

aa3oxidase

1999)

(subunit IV)
SLC11A2

Homo sapiens
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DCT1;

solute carrier family

DMT1 ;

11 (proton-coupled di-

NRAMP2;

valent metal ion trans-

FLJ37416;

porters), member 2

3’ UTR

(Gunshin et al., 2001)

2001

5’ UTR

(Zhang et al., 2001)

2001

SLC11A2
Ferritin

Manduca sexta

Manduca sexta ferritin
heavy chain-like protein precursor

Continued on next page

Table 2.1 Continued from previous page
Gene

Species

Alternative

Name

Location

Ref

Date

CI-75k;

NADH dehydrogenase

5’ UTR

(Lin et al., 2001)

2001

CI-75Kd;

(ubiquinone)

PRO1304;

protein

MGC26839;

(NADH-coenzyme Q

NDUFS1

reductase)
5’ UTR

(Nichol and Winzer-

2002

Name
NDUFS1

Ferritin

Homo sapiens

1,

Fe-S
75kDa

Calpodes ethlius fat

Calpodes ethlius

body secreted ferritin

ling, 2002)

S subunit precursor.
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SLC40A1

Mus musculus

MTP;
Pcm;

Ol5;
Dusg;

solute carrier family
40

(iron-regulated

Fpn1; MTP1;

transporter), member

IREG1;

1

5’ UTR

(Lymboussaki et al.,

2003

2003)

Slc11a3;
Slc39a1;
SLC40A1
Continued on next page

Table 2.1 Continued from previous page
Gene

Species

Alternative

Name

Location

Ref

Date

aminolevulinate,

5’ UTR

(Wingert et al., 2005)

2005

3’ UTR

(Cmejla et al., 2006)

2006

3’ UTR

(Sanchez et al., 2006)

2006

Name
alas2

Danio rerio

sau;
e;

alascb1063;

delta-, synthase 2

sauternes;
ALAS2
CDC42BPA

Homo sapiens

MRCK; MR-

CDC42 binding pro-

CKA; PK428;

tein

FLJ23347;

(DMPK-like)

kinase

alpha

KIAA0451;
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DKFZp686L1738;
DKFZp686P1738;
CDC42BPA
CDC14A

Homo sapiens

cdc14;

CDC14 cell division

hCDC14;

cycle 14 homolog A

CDC14A

(S. cerevisiae)
Continued on next page

Table 2.1 Continued from previous page
Gene

Species

Alternative

Name

Location

Ref

Date

HLF; MOP2;

endothelial PAS do-

5’ UTR

(Sanchez et al., 2007)

2007

ECYT4;

main protein 1

Name
EPAS1

Homo sapiens

HIF2A;
PASD2;
bHLHe73;
EPAS1
Concluded
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2.3
2.3.1

Materials and Methods
Models

Covariance models can score for sequence and structure similarity. Base modifications
which preserve structure are said to be in "covariance". A general explanation of
covariance models is given in Section 1.3.4.
A literature search was conducted to include all IREs for which there was direct
experimental evidence. The data were audited to establish the experimental support
for each element to be included in the families. Demonstration of an IRP - IRE binding
was considered sufficient for inclusion of the element sequence though most studies
also included assays showing a regulatory effect. The sequences corresponding to the
established elements were obtained from Genbank (Benson et al., 2008). The list of
known IREs with experimental evidence shown in Table 2.1 was used to construct the
new families.
The full Stockholm alignment comprising the new RFAM IRE families can be found
in Appendix B.1 and has been submitted to the RFAM database.
The entire assembled human genome (hg18 - obtained from UCSC) was searched using cmsearch (part of the Infernal package). Both strands were considered for matches
to the covariance models of both IRE Family 1 and IRE Family 2. Refseq gene annotations were obtained from UCSC via the table browser interface. The annotations for
complete genes, 3’ UTRs, 5’ UTRs, coding regions and introns were all separately obtained as BED intervals. Results obtained from searching using the covariance models
were intersected with these intervals – taking into account the strand of the identified
regions.
In order to identify possible pseudogenes for IRE containing genes (e.g. FTH1,
FTL), exons with experimentally demonstrated IREs in Homo sapiens were first extracted from NCBI. These sequences were used as queries for blastn in searching the
human genome (hg18 - obtained from UCSC) using a word size of 8. A BED interval
file was created corresponding to the blastn hits (Supplemental S6). This method aims
to provide some explanation for IRE hits in intergenic and intronic regions rather than
to formally identify pseudogenes.
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To identify sequence regions in RFAMSEQ10 corresponding to genes with known
IREs, protein sequences were first obtained from NCBI corresponding to the nucleotide
records containing experimentally established IREs. These protein sequences were then
used to search the RFAMSEQ10 nucleotide database with tblastn. A 2kb flanking
region was added to each end of the tblastn search results so as to capture the corresponding UTRs. These regions were then intersected with hits for the IRE Families
generated using the RFAM pipeline.

2.3.2

Sensitivity and Specificity

Experimentally established IREs were identified with reference to the original publications (see Table 2.1). Where applicable, their genomic locations on version hg18
of the human genome (from UCSC) were recorded in BED interval files for each of
the IRE families (Supplemental S7). These data were used in assessing sensitivity of
results from cmsearch – calculated by dividing the number of results intersecting the
true positives by the number of true positives.

Chromosomes 1-22, X and Y of the human genome (hg18) were shuffled into random
order and searched on one strand. This provided 2,858,013,655 random bases with base
frequencies identical to the human genome. The new IRE models were used to search
this random sequence and thereby arrive at an expected number of hits by chance at
each bit score cut off. The size of the genomic locations identified by the annotations
used in the intial search of the human genome was determined along with the size of
the possible pseudogene sequences and intergenic sequence outside all these regions.
The number of hits expected in random sequence of similar size was calculated for each
of the genomic regions of interest – allowing for the fact that the search was conducted
on both strands.

Repeat regions obtained from the UCSC browser track, "RepMask 3.2.7" via the
table browser interface were intersected with IRE hits found by the new RFAM IRE
Family models. The count of unique results determined the number of IRE hits corresponding to repeat regions.
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2.3.3

Hits in Orthologous mRNAs

Bit score cut offs of 19 for IRE Family 1 and 23 for IRE Family 2 were applied to the
results from the covariance model search of the human genome. A similar methodology
was followed for both IRE families. Using genes identified with hits in exonic regions (5’
UTR, 3’ UTR or CDS), corresponding Homologene records from NCBI were obtained.
From these associated nucleotide sequences were retrieved for all taxonomies – limiting
the results to "biomol mrna"[prop]. In addition homologous transcript records with
annotated UTRs were obtained from Ensembl. The retrieved sequences were searched
using cmsearch using the same bit score cut off as in the initial search of the human
genome for the corresponding family. Matches were recorded for all available species
for each gene of interest.
The SIREs web server (http://ccbg.imppc.org/sires/index.html) was used to
search these same sequences in order to obtain a comparison of results.
The phyloP scores for genomic regions corresponding to Refseq UTRs and the IRE
hits located within these were obtained for hg18 from the UCSC Conservation track (44way vertebrate). A student’s t-test was used to compare the scores from the different
regions.

2.4
2.4.1

Results
Models

Figure 2.2 shows the structurally aligned experimentally supported IRE sequences divided into two families. These were used to build two covariance models designed to
represent the diversity of IREs (Appendix B.1).
A collection of mRNAs containing the known IREs were searched using the new
models. The new models now find known IREs in the mRNAs that were missed by
the old model - SDHB, SLC11A2, ACO2, EPAS1, CDC42BPA, CDC14A, NDUFS1
and SLC40A1 (Table 2.2). Conserved bases and pairings can be further visualised in
Figure 2.3.
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Table 2.2: IRE Family Matches to experimentally proven
IREs – comparing the two new models and the previous
model. Rounded Infernal Bit scores are shown for IRE’s comparing the previous and new covariance models. A cut off
score of 10 was used in the search. For the new models, items
in bold denote a match from within the corresponding seed.

Gene

TFRC
TFRC
TFRC
TFRC
TFRC
SLC40A1
SDHB
SLC11A2
CDC42BPA
ACO2

New

IRE1

IRE2

Family

Family

28

35

<10

33

37

<10

33

35

<10

30

28

<10

36

38

10

<10

35

22

<10

28

<10

<10

29

<10

<10

28

<10

<10

28

12.66

27

24

11

<10

28

<10

Previous

fier

Family

NM_003234/
3450-3480
NM_003234/
3500-3530
NM_003234/
3904-3934
NM_003234/
3969-3999
NM_003234/
4016-4046
NM_016917/
101-131
NM_057753/
95-125
NM_000617/
1858-1889
NM_014826/
6645-6675
NM_173977/
7-37

ALAS2_-

NM_000032/

H.SAPIENS

95-125

CDC14A

New

Genbank Identi-

NM_003672/
2575-2605
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EPAS1
ALAS2_D.RERIO
qoxD
Hao1
NDUFS1
FTH1
FTL
FT_M.SEXTA
FT_C.ETHLIUS
FT_C.ETHLIUS
FT_P.LENI

NM_001430/
78-107
AF095747/
62-92
M86548|BACQOXA/
4804-4833
NM_010403/
1916-1945
NM_005006/
8-35
NM_002032/
58-88
NM_000146/
26-56
L47123/
40-71
AF161707/
96-126
AF161709/
100-132
X90566/7-42

<10

28

14

<10

26

<10

<10

27

13

<10

26

<10

<10

19

<10

43

12

44

41

12

43

<10

24

38

<10

27

33

<10

24

38

<10

<10

35

Reviewing the sequences as shown in Figure 2.2 it is apparent that additional bulges
to the consensus structures are more common in the lower part of the IRE stem. This
can be further visualised in Figure 2.3 where the most highly conserved pairs are in
the upper part of the stem. Perfect conservation can be seen in the bases shown to
interact with the iron-responsive protein in the crystal structure (Walden et al., 2006)
whereas covariance consistent with maintaining structure can be seen in other bases.
The new models were used to search the entire human genome. The number of hits
over a range of bit score thresholds were counted in 5’ UTRs, 3’ UTRs, coding regions
and introns. There are several pseudogenes for some of the known IRE containing
genes – e.g. ferritin (Costanzo et al., 1986). The exons containing the established IREs
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were used in a blast search to identify regions where a likely explanation for a hit was
a match against a possible pseudogene (Table 2.3).
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Figure 2.2: Structurally aligned IRE families. The secondary structure is shown below each family in WUSS notation and the sequences are highlighted to show base pairing
conforming to the consensus structure. The identifier indicates the gene in which the sequence was found and the genbank locus with the position of the sequence. A IRE Family
1 – with a C8 bulge between the upper and lower stems. B
IRE Family 2 – with an additional U6 bulge in the lower part
of the helix.
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Figure 2.3: IRE Families sequence / structure. IUPAC
codes corresponding to the seed sequences in each model are
shown. Conserved bases and pairings are highlighted. A IRE
Family 1. B IRE Family 2
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Table 2.3: IRE hits in human genome (hg18) using the new IRE models. The number of hits found
at different bit score thresholds within Refseq annotated regions are shown. Pseudo refers to the regions
identified by blast search with IRE containing exons as described in the Methods. Hits outside annotated
genes and possible pseudogenes are recorded as intergenic. Hits found in either exons or possible pseudogenes are shown under “Exons U Pseudo”. Some hits overlap annotation boundaries and so are counted
in multiple columns. Sensitivity is calculated based on the ability to detect experimentally established
IREs. Specificity is calculated using the SIREs method to allow comparison. Figures in brackets denote
the number of hits expected in that region by searching random sequence of the same size.
Base Coverage

28,130,973

8,316,280

33,733,356

26,763

68,275,928

5,017,407,839

1,129,670,779

Pseudo

Exon ∪ Pseudo

Intergenic

6

14

30

794

1

(3.3)

(1.0)

(4.0)

(0.0)

(8.1)

(593.4)

(133.6)

IRE 25

8

5

1

13

14

13

2

1

(0.1)

(0.0)

(0.1)

(0.0)

(0.1)

(8.8)

(2.0)

IRE 28

1

2

0

27

27

0

0

2

(0.0)

(0.0)

(0.0)

(0.0)

(0.0)

(0.0)

(0.0)

Family

Specificity

CDS

7

Sensitivity

5’ UTRs

17

Introns

3’ UTRs

IRE 19
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Score

mRNA

203

100

100

93

100

100

100

The models were also used to search the RFAMSEQ10 database. This database
includes nucleotide sequence from many species – all of the nucleotide transcript data
for the EMBL species as well as data from whole genome shotguns and environmental sequence. Extraneous datasets such as ESTs and synthetic sequences are excluded
(Gardner et al., 2009). In order to assess these hits, all the known protein sequences encoded by the mRNAs with experimentally established IREs were obtained and tblastn
was used to search the RFAMSEQ10 database. Table 2.4 shows where the new IRE
Family hits were found in conjunction with these known protein matches. For IRE
Family 1 at a bit score threshold of 19, 67% of hits were not closely associated with
regions identified by the protein search (524/775). For IRE Family 2 at a threshold of
28 it was 75% (1117/1482).
Table 2.4: IRE hits in RFAMSEQ10 using the new RFAM IRE
models. The proportion of hits occurring near regions that encode a
protein encoded by an mRNA having an IRE. The regions identified
were extended by 2kb to include potential UTRs (see Methods.) See
Appendix B.3 for a wider range of scoring thresholds.
Model

Bit

Score

Threshold
IRE Family

Matched

No

match

Total Num-

to

to

Known

ber of Hits

Known

Protein

Protein

19

251

524

775

25

226

433

659

28

365

1117

1482

1
IRE Family
1
IRE Family
2

The hits found by the models on the human genome may be retrieved from our
companion site and visualised using the UCSC genome browser - ( http://mrna.
otago.ac.nz/stevens2011a).
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2.4.2

Sensitivity and Specificity

The sensitivity of the new models to detect the experimentally established IREs was
assessed (Table 2.3). IRE Family 1 requires a low bit score cut off of 19 to give 100%
sensitivity with a bit score cut off of 25 providing a sensitivity of 93% (failing to detect
only the experimentally supported NDUFS1 IRE). For IRE Family 2 a bit score cut
off of 28 gives 100% sensitivity whilst maintaining 100% specificity. See Appendix B.2
for full results over a wide range of scoring thresholds. See Supplemental S4 for more
detailed information regarding the hits within exons described in Table 2.3.
The specificity of the new models was assessed using similar criteria to the recently
published SIREs (Campillos et al., 2010). Shuffled sequences of 150 randomly selected
mRNAs were searched. SIREs reports specificity of between 91.3% and 99.3% depending on stringency using this method. We reproduced these results using the SIREs
web server and our randomly selected mRNAs and found a similar 88.0% to 99.3%
specificity. No hits were detected in the same random sequences using the new models
published here (100% specificity at all bit scores over 10 according to this method).
Shuffled sequences for much of the human genome (2.8Gb) were searched in order
to better assess the specificity of the new covariance models. The number of hits found
in random sequence in proportion to the size of genomic regions searched is shown in
Table 2.3. For IRE Family 1 at the low bit score cut off of 19 (100% sensitivity to
known IREs) there are 17 hits in 28 million bases of 3’ UTR, 8 of which are known
IREs. In shuffled sequence of the same size only 3.3 are detected on average. This
indicates that the model is detecting much more than expected by chance.
The specificity of the results is better for IRE Family 2. At a bit score cut off of 28,
both of the 2 known elements are matched whereas no chance hits are detected - even
in the whole shuffled genome.
The number of IRE hits found by the models in the human genome overlapping
repeat regions as predicted by RepeatMasker was determined. RepeatMasker identified
repetitive sequences covering 48.8% of the whole human genome. A hit was deemed to
overlap a repeat region if there was at least an 80% overlap. For IRE Family 1 at a bit
score threshold of 19 there were 171 overlapping hits out of 1020 total hits (16.8%.)
For the same family at a threshold of 25 there were only 2 overlapping hits out of 29
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(8%.) For IRE Family 2 at a threshold of 28 there were no overlapping hits out of 27
(0%.)

2.4.3

Refining Hits

It is desirable to focus on the predicted novel IREs for further investigation. To narrow
down hits one approach is to combine other sources of information. The clearest criteria
being that they would be in UTRs – though this annotation is not always available.
In the results shown in Table 2.3, gene and UTR annotation from the Refseq genes
at UCSC were used. In addition to the known IRE containing genes, the new models
predicted IREs in several other genes. These are documented with a brief description
in Table 2.5. Gene ontology analysis shows VHL in “the response to oxygen levels”
category along with the known IRE containing genes, SLC11A2 ; ALAS2 ; EPAS1 and
TFRC. This analysis also shows that both VHL and ENPEP have biological function in
blood vessel development along with the known IRE containing gene EPAS1 (Huang da
et al., 2009a).
Table 2.5: Genes with putative IREs identified using the new RFAM
models. Each gene’s name and the position of the IRE according to
Refseq annotation are shown. A brief description of the gene’s known
function is given.

3’

Gene

Description

Reference

HMGB1

Transcription factor which also acts as a cy-

(Lotze and

tokine in immune response.

Tracey,

UTR

2005)
HAS3

Transmembrane

protein

that

synthesises

hyaluronan – a polysaccharide involved in

(Toole,
2004)

connective tissue and in cell behaviour during
embryonic development and inflammation.
MGAT4A

Glycosyltransferase with several isoforms and

(Lopez-

potential physiological roles.

Orduna
et

al.,

2007)
Continued on next page
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Table 2.5 Continued from previous page
Gene

Description

Reference

VHL

Protein targeting the hypoxia-inducible tran-

(Kaelin,

scription factor for polyubiquitination and

2007)

degradation.
LHFPL4

Product that appears to be a tetraspan trans-

(Longo-

membrane protein, it is not well studied but

Guess

does have homology with TMHS which is re-

et

ported to have a role in the morphogenesis of

2005)

al.,

cilia in the ear.
PLEKHA8

FKTN

Adaptor protein that transfers glucosylce-

(Yamaji

ramide to specific sites for the synthesis of gly-

et

cosphingolipids.

2008)

Transmembrane protein localized to the Golgi

(Percival

complex and has a role in glycosylation.

and

al.,

Froehner,
2007)
CDS TMEM202

Transmembrane protein (inferred from protein
domains by Uniprot) but has no known function.

Tom1L1

Adaptor protein thought to be involved in mi-

(Franco

togenic signalling.

et

al.,

2006)
DSTN

Protein with a functional role in actin depoly-

(Carlier

merisation and filament dynamics.

et

al.,

1997)
ENPEP

Protease acting in the metabolism of an-

(Zini

giotensin

et

al.,

1996)
SEC63

Protein forming part of a transmembrane com-

(Meyer

plex that transports other proteins across the

et

membrane of the endoplasmic recticulum.

2000)

al.,

Continued on next page
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Table 2.5 Continued from previous page
Gene

Description

Reference

FTH1P3,

Refseq annotated pseudogenes

GUCY2GP
and MYH16
LOC145783

Refseq annotated hypothetical non-coding
RNA
Concluded

A complementary approach is to consider evolutionary conservation. Homologene
(an NCBI database) and Ensembl were used initially to find the homologues of human
genes with IRE hits – these were searched using the new covariance models (Figure
2.4). Two of the novel candidates, DSTN and MGAT4A, had IREs predicted by the
new RFAM covariance models with matches in several other species.
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Figure 2.4: Screening for IREs in homologous genes (from Homologene and Ensembl) of the predicted human IRE-containing mRNAs
by the new RFAM IRE models. The bit score shown is from the initial search of the human genome. Bit score thresholds used are 19
for IRE family 1 and 23 for IRE family 2. The reduced threshold
of 23 was used for IRE family 2 to increase the detection sensitivity in the attempt to discover novel elements. Shaded areas indicate the identification of a homologous RNA transcript. The genomic
locations (UTR / CDS) are for the hit in the human gene. Hits
in other species are considered anywhere in the transcript. Results
are only shown for selected species. Complete results are available
from http://mrna.otago.ac.nz/stevens2011a. Gene names shown
in bold have mRNAs containing experimentally demonstrated IREs.
Note that for CDC14A Homologene links to a transcript variant for
Homo sapiens that lacks the experimentally demonstrated IRE sequence and is not detected. † IRE match found using the new RFAM
IRE families. ‡ IRE match found using the SIREs web server.

The SIREs web service was also used to search for IREs in these homologous sets.
For 85 of the transcripts both SIREs and the covariance models presented here had a
hit. In 25 transcripts only SIREs had a hit, and in 26 transcripts only the covariance
models presented here had a hit.

We compared the conservation of the human IRE hits within Refseq annotated
UTRs to all the human UTRs using phyloP (Pollard et al., 2010). Both the IRE Family
1 hits (bit score > 19) and the IRE Family 2 hits (bit score > 28) showed phyloP scores
significantly higher than the UTRs (p-value < 1×10-6). The IRE Family 1 hits were
however significantly less conserved than all the experimentally demonstrated IREs
(p-value < 1×10-6). As expected IRE Family 2 hits had similar conservation to all the
experimentally established IREs. (Mean phyloP scores for IRE Family 1 = 1.42; IRE
Family 2 = 3.43; Experimentally supported IREs = 3.11; UTRs = 0.52).
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2.5
2.5.1

Discussion
Models

The results show these new covariance models have the ability to detect a wider range
of experimentally demonstrated IREs than the previous single model. The new families
include in their primary seeds a comprehensive collection of experimentally established
IRE sequences. The approach of using a covariance model is quite different from the
regular expression type searches of SIREs and earlier published methods. Although
it is computationally more intensive this search was able to detect experimentally
established elements in mRNAs such as NDUFS1 missed by the SIREs searches.
Some IRE like elements were not included in either of the models. This was primarily due to insufficient evidence for IRP binding, but also in one case because of a
highly divergent sequence. A sequence in the α-hemoglobin stabilizing protein resembles an IRE (dos Santos et al., 2008) but while a mutagenesis study shows regulatory
involvement in high iron conditions, the study did not clearly show IRE / IRP binding.
Furthermore, the sequence has a mid-stem bulged A rather than the bulged C of all
other characterised human IREs. Another sequence in Trichomonas vaginalis (SolanoGonzález et al., 2007) seems to be following an IRE-IRP like interaction and yet it
shows little in common with the well-known IREs both structurally and at a sequence
level. Sequences such as these cannot be included while maintaining the specificity of
the models. An IRE in the ferritin mRNA of Lampetra fluviatilis (Andersen et al.,
1998) could not be included in the seed as there was no sequence record in Genbank.
A clear result from this study is that due to sequence and structural similarity it is
impossible to distinguish good matches in pseudogenes (e.g. FTH1, FTL) from true
positives. In well-annotated genomes hits in pseudogenes are more readily identified.
Even for these cases pseudogenes that consist largely of UTR fragments cannot be
identified as such using protein based similarity searches. In databases broad enough to
include large amounts of unannotated sequence (e.g. RFAMSEQ10) it is particularly
difficult to distinguish hits in genes or pseudogenes from hits in intergenic regions.
Matches in the IRE families’ full alignments that are semi-automatically generated
from RFAMSEQ10 undoubtedly contain hits that will correspond to pseudogenes and
intergenic regions. For this reason when following an iterative approach to extend
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the primary seed it is probably best to limit this to sequences closely associated with
genes homologous to those with experimental evidence. This observation will apply to
cis-acting elements other than the IRE.

Another point to note is that when dealing with large and developing datasets such
as the annotation of the human genome there is likely to be the odd unusual feature.
The IRE Family Model 2 results showed a high scoring hit in the 3’ UTR – this turned
out to be FTH1P3 – a ferritin pseudogene with a mis-annotated 3’ UTR. Also in the
search of RFAMSEQ10 there was a hit in Vaccinia virus GLV that was due to the
engineering of a human TFRC sequence into this viral vector.

2.5.2

Sensitivity and Specificity

Inevitably lowering bit score cut offs yields more potential IRE candidates with the
sacrifice of specificity. Simply limiting search results to gene exons, particularly UTRs,
gives greater certainty that a hit is not due to random occurrence. We have calculated specificity according to the method used by SIREs in order to allow comparison
(Campillos et al., 2010). According to this measure the models presented here offer improved specificity. These models also detect an experimentally proven IRE not matched
by SIREs (in NDUFS1 ). The SIREs webserver does however detect more IREs in homologues of CDC42BPA. These methods may be used together in a complementary
approach. Another useful direction may be to extend the IRE models presented here
beyond the experimental data. This could be done by including currently weak scoring
IREs from some of the homologues of genes known to contain IREs.

The hits produced by the models have been shown to match the human genome
much more frequently than in random sequence. However, the models could also be
matching similar, but as yet unidentified, enriched functional elements other than the
IRE in the genome. The analysis with RepeatMasker showed that only a small fraction
of the hits found by IRE Family 1 are in repeat regions and IRE Family 2 results do
not coincide with repeat regions at all.
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2.5.3

Novel predicted IRE motifs conserved across species

Our results from searching the RFAMSEQ10 database shows IRE hits in many species.
These results are consistent with the study by Piccinelli & Samuelsson in not identifying
IREs in taxa such as Acoelomata. This earlier work additionally identifies IREs for
ferritin orthologues in diverse taxa such as Crustacea and Porifera. At the thresholds
used here these new models do not identify these IREs. The models presented here
could be employed for further evolutionary study. In an evolutionary analysis the
IRE sequences searched may be targeted to known IRE containing genes using protein
homology. A lower bit score threshold would be justified due to the smaller size of the
search space and the homology information. The cautious addition of plausible seed
sequences lacking experimental support could also be considered. We have started with
a set of experimentally supported seed sequences and a higher more conservative bit
score threshold for the purposes of helping to find the most likely novel IREs.
There are several novel IREs predicted in mRNAs with high bit scores and conservation across species (Figure 2.4). Several have scores higher than the lowest true positive
(NDUFS1, bit score 19). The 3’ UTR of MGAT4A contained an IRE like element with
a bit score of 20 (1.8 of 14 hits predicted to be due to chance – Appendix B.2). mRNAs
that contain one or multiple IREs in their 3’ UTRs are expected to show decreased expression under high iron conditions. High throughput mRNA expression studies from
the GEO database that tested iron effects were examined. In a study of rat duodenal
mucosa in response to dietary iron, covering post-natal development of rats (Collins
et al., 2005) there was decreased MGAT4A mRNA for high iron conditions but only at
the 6-12 week stage of development. This change was similar but smaller to the change
seen for TFRC expression where IRE / IRP binding in the 3’ UTR has been shown
to prevent endonucleolytic cleavage of the TFRC mRNA (Koeller et al., 1989). Other
high throughput studies showed no significant difference in iron dose related MGAT4A
mRNA expression (Chicault et al., 2006; Rodriguez et al., 2007; Ohyashiki et al., 2009).
The limited developmental window could explain why the IRE motif hasn’t so far been
identified in studies involving cultured cells or mature organisms.
The predictions were extended to the coding parts of mRNAs, although a role for
IREs in these regions has not been tested or demonstrated. Of these one of the highest
scoring was an IRE like element in the coding region of DSTN (Score 23, 0.3 of 2
hits due to chance) - it is found in eleven homologous mRNAs. This hit is interesting
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given recently published evidence suggesting that CDC42BPA regulates iron uptake via
transferrin mediated endocytosis dependent on cytoskeletal structure (Cmejla et al.,
2010). DSTN has a functional role in actin depolymerisation and filament dynamics
(Carlier et al., 1997). A hypothesis is that this element is part of a molecular localisation
mechanism for the DSTN mRNA.
The refinement of the IRE families in this study provides testable predictions as
to the functional parts of the IRE. The predictions of novel IREs using these models
suggest avenues for further experimentation.

2.6

Further Discussion

The material in this chapter was published in 2011 – this is an update on subsequent
research.
As part of the RFAM update process the wikipedia page was updated according to
the work in this chapter. This includes detailed and convenient references. Also there
is an animated description of the IRE-IRP binding. A current (2013) screenshot is
shown in Figure 2.5.
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Figure 2.5: Screenshot of the wikipedia page updated by the author
of this thesis as part of the RFAM update process.

Two of the putative IREs presented in this chapter were tested in a reporter system
in cells. The putative IREs identified in the 3’ UTRs of the VHL gene and MGAT4A
genes were tested Wardell (2013 - unpublished). They conferred iron dependent changes
in the expression of a luciferase reporter when the putative IRE was inserted into the 5’
UTR of a transfected reporter construct. Effects were similar to the FTL IRE used as
a control, and not seen in an FTL IRE mutant. This work is in progress but indicates
that the predicted IREs are capable of functioning. Their role in the 3’UTR of the
natural genes has not yet been tested.
It would be predicted that these putative IREs would bind to IRPs. This binding
may depend on iron status and whether the IRE containing mRNAs are expressed in
particular tissues. Shortly after the publication of the work in this chapter, Sanchez
et al. (2011) presented a number of mRNA transcripts identified following immunoprecipitation of IRP1 and IRP2 in mouse tissue extracts. Those mRNAs that immunoprecipitated included the mRNA for the DSTN gene which was also identified as
having a putative IRE by the models presented here. The DSTN mRNA was bound
by IRPs in samples from the liver, spleen and brain but not the bone marrow or duodenum. Other mRNAs with putative IREs predicted in this chapter were not seen in
any of the tissue extracts tested by Sanchez et al. (2011).
Further experimentally confirmed IREs could assist with the models, but there have
been no more discovered since 2011. However, research into mutations affecting the IRE
in the FTL gene has better defined the functional residues. These mutations can cause
hereditary hyperferritinaemia – a rare autosomal dominant disease. It is characterized
by increased levels of serum ferritin and the early onset of bilateral cataracts (Girelli
et al., 1995). Luscieti et al. (2013) have identified a new ‘Badalona’ mutation and have
also shown that hyperferritinaemia causing mutations affecting the apical region and
C bulge result in the biggest consequences in vivo for the regulatory function of the
IRE. The Badalona mutation (C36U) affects the upper stem loop of the IRE – the
substituted uridine base potentially allows wobble pairing with the guanine opposite.
Assay by competitive electrophoretic mobility shift shows only a mild reduction in
binding affinity for the Badalona mutant. There is however still an observable clinical
effect of increased levels for serum ferritin.
Only one study has shown health consequences for mutations of an IRE found in a
human gene other than FTL - in the FTH gene (Kato et al., 2001). In contrast with
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the FTL mutations found in hyperferritinaemia, there is increased binding affinity with
IRPs. This leads to lowered H-Ferritin levels and iron overload.
A further development of the models presented in this chapter could include the
addition of the mutated IREs that have been shown to have some regulatory effect –
even if this effect has been identified as pathological. This would have the potential to
increase the detection sensitivity for novel IREs. Mutations which completely abolish
IRE-IRP interactions should not be included.
Further work has been done identifying important nucleotides for the interaction of
the IRE and IRP1 (Selezneva et al., 2013). This may help as a further guide to screening
of putative IREs although interactions with other iron regulatory proteins such as IRP2
may be somewhat different. Interaction with specific IRPs is important for the function
of some IREs (Wilkinson and Pantopoulos, 2013). Also IRP-IRE interaction varies for
different IREs – there are now crystal structures available of IRP1 bound to an IRE
from the TFRC mRNA (Walden et al., 2012).
Further details of how iron levels may influence the translation efficiency of mRNAs
are still emerging. It appears that the IRE in the 5’ UTRs of mRNAs can bind eIF4F
and this is promoted by high iron such that IRPs are outcompeted for IRE binding
(Ma et al., 2012).
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Chapter 3

De-novo element discovery in localised
yeast mRNAs.

3.1

Abstract

De-novo element prediction was undertaken on a set of yeast mRNAs for nuclear genes
encoding mitochondrial proteins. Previous publications have shown that some of these
mRNAs localise to the mitochondria and others do not. The PUF3 element (a binding
partner for the Puf3p protein) has been identified as part of one of the mechanisms for
the mRNA localisation, but the mechanism for the localisation of other mRNAs has
not been explained. The search for alternative localisation elements led to a putative
primary sequence pattern with potential to bind Pub1p. However, further experimental
investigation using in situ hybridisation by our collaborator has not confirmed the
mitochondrial localisation for these mRNAs. This is in contrast to the considerable
localisation shown in the original published data using fractionation by differential
centrifugation. The PUF3 element and uridine rich motif identified in this chapter
may be involved in other processes that co-regulate mitochondrial mRNAs.
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3.2

Introduction

Targeting of polysomes to the mitochondria by means of a nascent polypeptide chain
about 20 amino acids in length has been demonstrated in Saccharomyces cerevisiae
(Lithgow, 2000). It has also been shown that the 3’ UTRs of nuclear encoded mRNAs
for mitochondrial proteins localise to the mitochondria independently of translation
(Marc et al., 2002). Localisation mechanisms for mitochondrial mRNAs may operate in addition to targeting via the nascent polypeptide and may or may not involve
translational control.

PUF proteins are important in the post-transcriptional regulation of target mRNAs
(Quenault et al., 2011). Yeast has 6 PUF proteins. Puf6p plays a role in localisation of
the ASH1 mRNA to budding daughter cells. Translation of ASH1 is repressed while
the mRNA is in transit - this repression is released by phosphorylation of Puf6p at
the bud tip (Deng et al., 2008). The Puf3p protein has been shown to be involved in
the regulation of transcript degradation in yeast (Olivas and Parker, 2000) acting with
other protein partners such as PAN2 to accelerate the deadenylation of transcripts (Lee
et al., 2010). Puf3p also acts as a specific regulator of translation (Rowe et al., 2013),
further examples are reviewed elsewhere (Quenault et al., 2011).

Puf3p is thought to play a role in yeast mRNA localisation to the mitochondria.
This precise mechanism for the observed localisation has yet to be elucidated but may
be more or less dependent on Puf3p for different mRNAs (Gadir et al., 2011). This
chapter demonstrates that the Puf3p binding element can be detected de-novo with
bioinformatic methods using the published work by Saint-Georges et al. (2008) which
has a dataset of mRNAs that co-fractionate with mitochondria, even when proteins
are dissociated from ribosomes by puromycin. These RNAs have been taken to be a
large set of mitochondrial localised mRNAs in subsequent publications.

This chapter describes the search for primary sequence motifs and structural elements with potential to form part of additional mitochondrial localisation mechanisms
independent of Puf3p.
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3.3
3.3.1

Materials and Methods
Data

Localisation data for nuclear mRNAs encoding mitochondrial proteins in Saccharomyces cerevisiae including puromycin & cycloheximide treatments and also a ΔPUF3 strain were obtained from a previously published dataset (Saint-Georges et al.,
2008).

3.3.2

Element discovery

The primary tool employed for element discovery was MEME (Bailey et al., 2006).
This has been discussed previously in Section 1.3.4. Command line options were used
to i) Stop searching for motifs once an E-value greater than 10 had been reached. ii)
“zoops” mode was used to allow for the fact that any putative motif may be missing
for some of the sequences within the datasets. iii) Minimum motif width was set to 6
and maximum width was set to 11.
Sequences shorter than the minimum motif width were filtered from the analysis.
The computationally intensive TEIRESIAS algorithm (Rigoutsos and Floratos,
1998) was used to search for motifs in mRNAs that localised to the mitochondria
independent of Puf3p and also in the non-localising mRNAs. The number of nonambiguous enforced literals was set to 4, the minimum motif width was set to 6 and
at least 3 occurrences of the motif was required.
The CMFinder (Yao et al., 2006) program was used for the de-novo detection of
structural elements. Default values were used in the CMFinder search including a
minimum motif length of 30 and a maximum length of 100. The sequence input for
the CMFinder program were regions encompassing 100 bases up and and 100 bases
down stream of motifs identified in the MEME search. The Infernal software package
(Nawrocki et al., 2009) was used to further search the yeast mitochondrial mRNAs
based on the output of CMFinder.
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3.3.3

Background model calculation

For all MEME runs a background Markov model was supplied. A 2nd order Markov
model was calculated using “fasta-get-markov” - a script that comes with the MEME
package. Input for “fasta-get-markov” was restricted to non-localised nuclear mRNAs
encoding mitochondrial proteins - either the whole transcript or just the 3’ UTRs as
noted. The benefit of using such a 0th order background model is that the likelihood
of identifying a particular motif can account for the fact that the yeast genome does
not contain equal numbers of the different nucleotides. The use of a 2nd order model
additionally accounts for sequences such as CpG islands which occur commonly and are
clearly not random primary sequence data. A 1st order model would account for nonrandomly occurring couplets but not the commonly occurring CpG islands which may
obfuscate the search for functional RNA elements. Additionally, the "-norc" option
was used so as to consider only the forward strands of the nucleotide sequences.

3.3.4

Searching for putative elements

The FIMO tool (Grant et al., 2011) was used to count and locate occurrences of motifs
identified in the MEME runs. All nuclear mRNAs encoding mitochondrial proteins
were searched and occurrences of the motifs were counted within those mRNAs localised
and not localised to the mitochondria. Options were set to avoid searching the reverse
complement of the transcript sequences and the same background models were used
as employed in element discovery (see Methods 3.3.3.) The default p-value threshold
of 0.0001 was used for identifying motif occurrences. Di-nucleotide shuffled sequences
were also searched to provide a background comparison.

3.4
3.4.1

Results
Element discovery

The MEME software was used to identify motifs in the 3’ UTRs of 449 mRNAs localised
to the mitochondria in yeast (see Methods 3.3.2). Table 3.1 summarises the MEME
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Table 3.1: Summary of element discovery results obtained by running MEME on the 3’ UTRs of 449 mRNAs localised to the mitochondria in yeast. The background model used was calculated from
3’ UTRs of mRNAs not localised to the mitochondria. Full results
are available in Appendix C.1
results. The identified motif is similar to the PUF3 element CNTGTANATA (see
Figure 1.6.) It had previously been shown in the literature that Puf3p had a role in
mitochondrial localisation of mRNAs (Saint-Georges et al., 2008) but this experiment
assumed no knowledge of the Puf3p relationship.
The MEME software was also used to identify motifs in the 3’ UTRs of 79 mRNAs
which had been identified by Saint-Georges et al. (2008) as localising to the mitochondria in a Puf3p dependent fashion. Table 3.2 summarises the MEME results which
are similar to Table 3.1 although the E-value is lower due to the reduced number of
training sequences. Although graphical representation of the motifs in Tables 3.1 and
3.2 appear similar the underlying position weight matrices are slightly different as can
be seen in Appendices C.1 and C.2. The similar motif identified from the Puf3p dependent dataset would be expected to produced a slightly more accurate representation of
the PUF3 binding site. The motif from the Puf3p dependent dataset has a stronger
weighting given to the adenosine at position 6 and this base has been shown by x-ray
diffraction to be involved in Puf3p binding (Zhu et al., 2009).
In order to find putative elements with a role in the observed mRNA localisation
independent of Puf3p the MEME software was used to identify motifs in a further 79
mRNAs identified by Saint-Georges et al. (2008) as localised to the mitochondria in
a strain of yeast with a Δ-PUF3 mutation. These MEME results are summarised in
Table 3.3. MEME was also run using just the 3’ UTRs of these mRNAs but perhaps due
to the small size of the dataset no motifs were discovered that passed the significance
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Table 3.2: Summary of element discovery results obtained by running MEME on the 3’ UTRs of 79 mRNAs identified as highly dependent on Puf3p (Saint-Georges et al., 2008) for localisation to the
mitochondria in yeast. The background model used was calculated
from 3’ UTRs of mRNAs not localised to the mitochondria. Full
results are available in Appendix C.2
threshold. It appears that the first motif identified in Table 3.3 is part of a pattern
in the coding sequence – due to the high weighting on what would be the first base
of each codon. The second motif is rich in uridine bases and as such may represent
binding sites for Pub1p (Duttagupta et al., 2005).
In order to find putative elements for use as negative controls, MEME was additionally run to identify motifs in the 3’ UTRs of 281 mRNAs found by Saint-Georges
et al. (2008) to not be localised to the mitochondria in yeast. These MEME results are
summarised in Table 3.4. The AU rich motif identified from this search would not be
expected to play a role in the localisation of mRNAs to the mitochondria although it
may still be present in localised mRNAs.
The TEIRESIAS motif search allowed for the detection of patterns including sequence gaps. Motif occurrence frequency was compared for the mRNAs localised to
the mitochondria independently of Puf3p and mRNAs which did not localise to the
mitochondria. Table 3.5 shows the motifs with the largest differences in frequency
between the two sets of mRNAs. These motifs include several uridine rich sequences.
The full results from the TEIRESIAS motif search and the comparison of occurrence
frequencies are available on the attached DVD.
The motifs identified using TEIRESIAS included a ‘GTA.ATA’ pattern. This is
a subset of the canonical Puf3p binding pattern. The ‘GTA.ATA’ motif occurred in
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Table 3.3: Summary of element discovery results obtained by running MEME on the 79 mRNAs localised to the mitochondria in a
yeast Δ-PUF3 mutant. The background model used was calculated
from yeast mRNAs not localised to the mitochondria. Full results are
available in Appendix C.3
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Table 3.4: Summary of element discovery results obtained by running MEME on the 3’ UTRs of 281 mitochondrial nuclear mRNAs
found to be not localised to the mitochondria in yeast. The background model used was calculated from the same set of mRNAs. Full
results are available in Appendix C.4
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Table 3.5: TEIRESIAS motifs identified during the search for Puf3p
independent mitochondrial localisation elements. The motifs shown
have the largest differences in frequency of occurrence between sets
of Puf3p independent mitochondrially localised mRNAs and nonlocalised mitochondrial mRNAs. Full results are available on the DVD
attached to this thesis.
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20% of mRNAs localised to the mitochondria independently of Puf3p and in 33% of
non-localised mRNAs. Also, the ‘GTA.ATA’ pattern occurs in 60% of all mitochondrially localised mRNAs compared to the Puf3p binding pattern which occurs in 36%
of these mRNAs. Interestingly the ‘GTA.ATA’ pattern occurs within a mean distance
of 78 bases from a Puf3p binding element in mRNAs with dependence on Puf3p for
mitochondrial localisation. There is a mean distance of 216 bases from a Puf3p binding
element for those mRNAs which localise independently of Puf3p.
The CMFinder program was used in order to investigate whether the uridine rich
motif shown in Table 3.3 might form part of a larger structured element. Transcript
regions containing the motif were used as input and two structured elements were
predicted. The consensus structure and sequence for these are shown in Listing 3.1.
Full covariance models and the aligned seeds may be found on the DVD attached to
this thesis.
CMFinder Model A contained 150 different sequences and there were many gaps
in the alignment. A further covariance model based on CMFinder Model A but with
some sequences removed was constructed by hand. This is shown in Listing 3.2. The
CMFinder Model B contained 18 different sequences and fewer alignment gaps.
The covariance models produced using the CMFinder program were used to search
for the mRNAs localised to the mitochondria independently of Puf3p and those mRNAs
which did not localise to the mitochondria. All covariance models matched with a
greater percentage of localised mRNAs compared to non-localised mRNAs (see Table
3.6).
Listing 3.1:

Consensus structures and sequences produced by

CMFinder searches in selected mRNA regions containing uridine rich
motifs. The mRNAs were selected based on their localisation to the
mitochondria in a yeast Δ-PUF3 mutant.
Covariance Model A .
#= GC SS_cons

< < < < < < <. < < < < < _ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ___ ._ > > > > > -... > > > > > > >

#= GC RF

ggaagaa . cGcgGg . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . uAg . cCcgCgu ... uucuucc

Covariance Model B .
#= GC SS_cons

: < < < < - < < < < < < < < < < < _______ > > > > > > > - - - > > > > - >. > > >:

#= GC RF

U a u G c U c U c u G a G a u a c A U U U G A A g u a u U u U u A u a g G g U g . CauA
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Listing 3.2:

Consensus structures and sequence produced by

CMFinder searches in selected mRNA regions containing uridine rich
motifs produced Model A which had lots of alignment gaps (ggaagaa.cGcgGg....................uAg.cCcgCgu...uucuucc).

This covariance

model was modified to remove these gaps.
# STOCKHOLM 1.0
#= GF AU Infernal 1.0
YML120C :1643 -1672 G A A A A A A G G U G G U A G G C A C C G U U U U U U C C
YMR257C :2898 -2924 GAAACAAGAUGUAAC - - - CCUUUUUUUCU
YOR090C :126 -156

GUAGAAAAACAGGAUUCACUUCUUUCUAC

YPL132W :818 -846

G- AAGAAAUAGAUAUGCCUGUCUUCUUUU

YNL137C :413 -441

GAAAAAAGGCUUGAUUUUGCCCUU - UUCA

YDR337W :938 -967

AUAAGAAACCGUCAUAUUCUUUUUUUUUU

YOL023W :169 -197

GAAAGAGUUAAAGC - CUCUC AAUUUU UCU

YER069W :2347 -2375 - C A A U A A A A A A A G G U U C C U U G U C U A U U G A
YDL107W :1020 -1048 - A A G A A A A C A A U G A U A A A U G U C U U U C U U G
YLR393W :362 -389

GAAAGAAGAUA - - A A G C U U U G U U U U U U C C

YDR069C :797 -825

G- GAGAAAAAAUCAUUAAUUACUUCUCCU

YDL107W :1019 -1049 C A A G A A A A C A A U G A U A A A U G U C U U U C U U G
YDR120C :120 -148

AAGGAAAAGCAGAA - - - AUUCUUUUCCCU

#= GC SS_cons

< - < < < < < < - - < _______ > - - > > > > > > - >

//

3.4.2

Searching for putative elements

All of the nuclear mRNAs encoding mitochondrial proteins in yeast were searched using
FIMO for occurrence of motifs identified by the MEME runs (see Methods 3.3.4). Table
3.7 shows results for occurrence counts of the motifs in both those mRNAs localised and
those not localised to the mitochondria. The motifs used to search the mRNAs were
the PUF3-like motif as shown in Table 3.2, the uridine rich motif as shown in Table 3.3
and the AT rich motif as shown in Table 3.4. More PUF3-like motifs were found in the
localised mRNAs than in the non-localised ones. There was also 5.6 times more PUF3like motifs found in the localised sequence and 3 times more in non-localised sequence
than found in the same di-shuffled sequences. There were more uridine rich motifs
found in the localised sequence than AT rich motifs but only 1.2 more uridine rich
motifs were found in localised sequences and 1.1 times more in non-localised sequences
than found in the same di-shuffled sequences.
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Table 3.6:

shuffled

Actual

Di-

Actual

shuffled

Actual

Di-

Model

shuffled

Occurrence of structured elements predicted by

CMFinder in sets of Puf3p independent mitochondrially localised
mRNAs and non-localised mitochondrial mRNAs. The number of
elements found in di-shuffled sequence and the difference between localised and non-localised sets is shown.
The percentage of mRNAs containing the different motifs which localised to the mitochondria in wild type yeast, both puromycin and cycloheximide antibiotic treatments
and also a Δ-PUF3 mutant are shown in Figure 3.1. Antibiotic treatments consistently
reduced the observed localisation, puromycin more so than cycloheximide. For those
mRNAs containing the PUF3-like motif there is a reduced percentage localising to the
mitochondria for the Δ-PUF3 mutant. There is no such reduction for those mRNAs
containing the uridine rich motif and only a slight decrease for those containing the
AT rich motif.
In order to select putative mRNAs for further wet lab testing, the dataset was
filtered to just include the 20 mRNAs showing mitochondrial localisation of over 20%
in puromycin treated cells (Saint-Georges et al. (2008) data.) These putatives were
further filtered to select those mRNAs where the uridine rich motif appears in the 3'
UTR. These mRNAs are shown in Table 3.8 along with the corresponding localisation
data from Saint-Georges et al. (2008). Note that Saint-Georges et al. (2008) used a
cut off of 8% to define mitochondrial localisation - this is discussed in Section 3.5.
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Table 3.7: Counts of MEME motif matches identified using FIMO in
nuclear encoded mitochondrial mRNAs. Mitochondrial localisation is
determined from Saint-Georges et al. (2008) data for wild type yeast.
Numbers in brackets are the counts found in di-shuffled sequence.
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Figure 3.1: Mitochondrial localisation of mRNAs containing selected elements. The percentage of mRNAs localising to the mitochondria are shown in wild type yeast, both puromycin and cycloheximide antibiotic treatments and a Δ-PUF3 mutant.
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Table 3.8: Candidate mRNAs for testing the putative U-rich localisation element. All listed mRNAs have FIMO matches in the 3’
UTR for the U-rich elements characterised by MEME (see Table 3.2.
Candidates are further filtered to only include those mRNAs showing
at least 20% mitochondrial localisation in puromycin treated cells using data from (Saint-Georges et al., 2008)

3.5

Discussion

Detection of the Puf3p binding motif in the mitochondrially localised mRNAs shows
that the bioinformatic approach is capable of de-novo prediction of functional regulatory transcript elements given an appropriate biological dataset. The use of additional
biological knowledge can provide a more specific dataset and this allows the prediction
of more accurate binding motifs. This is seen in the detection of the Puf3p binding
motif in the set of transcripts with mitochondrial localisation highly dependent upon
Puf3p.
TEIRESIAS identifies all primary sequence patterns within the input sequence, this
is in contrast to MEME which reports those passing a significance threshold distinguishing the pattern from background sequence. The large number of motifs identified
by TEIRESIAS does make analysis more difficult but the identification of motifs containing gaps is an advantage. The discovery of the ‘GTA.ATA’ motif and its proximity
to Puf3p binding sites in the mRNAs localised to mitochondria is an interesting result.
A possible hypothesis is that this motif represents a low specificity binding site for
Puf3p and the proximity to the Puf3p binding site alters the dynamics of the interaction between Puf3p and mRNAs.
A uridine rich motif found in transcripts localising to the mitochondria in a strain of
yeast with a Δ-PUF3 mutation has been identified. This motif may represent a Pub1p
target. Previously published work which included immunopurification of Pub1p, the
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identification of bound mRNAs and subsequent motif detection has found a uridine
rich motif (Hogan et al., 2008). The motif detected here resembles the motif identified
by Hogan et al. (2008) and possibly represents an RNA target of Pub1p. The Pub1p
protein also has a role in transcript stability (Ruiz-Echevarria and Peltz, 2000) and furthermore it has interactions with the poly(A) RNA binding protein 2 (Nab2) (Apponi
et al., 2007).
Liu and Liu (2007) have described a possible structured localisation element found
in the ATP2 mRNA. This contains a uridine rich sequence in the 5’ end of a predicted
bulged hairpin structure. The structures identified here using CMFinder have a uridine
rich sequence in the 3’ end of a predicted bulged hairpin structure. One of the models
produced by CMFinder appeared to be over trained with a large number of highly
gapped alignments. The other model was more plausible and may be useful if the
uridine rich sequence is shown to be functional. Whether or not the uridine rich
sequence identified here forms part of a functionally significant RNA structure could
now be experimentally tested.
According to mRNA localisation data from Saint-Georges et al. (2008), for those
mRNAs containing the newly identified uridine rich motif, 64% localise to the mitochondria. The observed localisation is reduced somewhat by use of antibiotics acting
as translational repressors – puromycin treatment which causes premature chain termination of the nascent polypeptide has a particularly strong effect and reduces the
observed mitochondrial localisation to less than 40% of transcripts. A similar or greater
reduction in the proportion of mitochondrially localised transcripts is seen for those
transcripts containing a Puf3p binding motif. This reduction may be due to removal
of the effect of the protein targeting to the mitochondria.
The de-novo prediction of functional regulatory transcript elements is quite different
from an ab-initio approach. Lack of knowledge of the identity and nature of the binding
partner(s) makes it impossible to predict how a small variation at a specific locus may
affect any putative binding. Putative elements must be tested experimentally after
identification. The fact that the Puf3p binding site could be predicted de-novo shows
that this approach is successful.
A student of our collaborator (Prof Anne Spang from the Biozentrum, University
of Basel) tested this hypothesis using a more stringent technique – that of in situ
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hybridization. Localisation was scored double blind by a masters student (Heidi Mergentaler, MSc 2012). They were not able to demonstrate the mitochondrial localisation
of the mRNAs previously shown to be localised by fractionation Saint-Georges et al.
(2008). Some of those tested contained the uridine rich candidate motif or PUF3 motif. The uridine rich motif and the Puf3p motif may be involved in mitochondrial
regulatory processes other than the localisation of mRNAs.
Another explanation is that the method used in Saint-Georges et al. (2008) to determine mitochondrial localisation involved a fractionation process that may be vulnerable
to some contamination. Though other methods have also indicated a role for Puf3p in
mitochondrial localisation (Gadir et al., 2011), both Puf3p and Pub1p are also found
in the cytoplasm and particularly if the yeast is growing in restricted glucose concentrations these are also found in stress granules (Mitchell et al., 2013). It may be that
the contamination of the mitochondrial fraction with stress granules would explain the
observed enrichment for mRNAs containing Puf3p and Pub1p binding motifs.
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Chapter 4
Translation Efficiency in Human Cell
Lines

This chapter is reproduced under license from recently published work (Stevens and
Brown, 2013). Dr C M Brown acted in a supervisory role.

4.1

Abstract

Recently large scale transcriptome and proteome datasets for human cells have become
available. A striking finding from these studies is that the level of an mRNA typically
predicts no more than 40% of the abundance of protein. This correlation represents
the overall figure for all genes. We present here a bioinformatic analysis of translation
efficiency – the rate at which mRNA is translated into protein.
We have analysed those human datasets that include genome wide mRNA and
protein levels determined in the same study. The analysis comprises five distinct human
cell lines that together provide comparable data for 8,170 genes. For each gene we have
used levels of mRNA and protein combined with protein stability data from the HeLa
cell line to estimate translation efficiency. This was possible for 3,990 genes in one or
more cell lines and 1,807 genes in all five cell lines.
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Interestingly, our analysis and modelling shows that for many genes this estimated
translation efficiency has considerable consistency between cell lines. Some deviations
from this consistency likely result from the regulation of protein degradation. Others
are likely due to known translational control mechanisms. These findings suggest it
will be possible to build improved models for the interpretation of mRNA expression
data. The results we present here provide a view of translation efficiency for many
genes. We provide an online resource allowing the exploration of translation efficiency
in genes of interest within different cell lines (http://bioanalysis.otago.ac.nz/
TranslationEfficiency - see Figure 4.1).

4.2

Introduction

The nature of a cell, tissue, or organism is largely determined by the precise and specific regulation of protein expression. Recent transformational advances in molecular
technologies have made determining the amounts of mRNA common in many studies.
However, to usefully interpret this data we need to understand how mRNA is translated into functional proteins. In the last few years advances in proteomic technologies
have made it technically feasible to measure the expression of thousands of proteins,
reviewed in (Vogel and Marcotte, 2012; Geiger et al., 2012). A significant finding from
these studies is that there is not a good correlation between the amount of protein and
corresponding mRNA.
The amount of protein corresponding to the mRNAs for a particular gene depends
on how efficiently the mRNAs are translated, translation efficiency (TE) and the protein stability. In a general model of gene expression it is expected that increases in
mRNA levels would have concomitant increases in protein, providing that the protein
half-life does not vary. Deviations from this simple relationship during changes in gene
expression may be due to translational control mechanisms, or could result from variation in translation efficiency of alternative mRNA isoforms (Moore and Proudfoot,
2009; Gingold and Pilpel, 2011).
The relationship between mRNA and protein levels has been modelled with differing levels of detail and complexity (Gingold and Pilpel, 2011; Amman et al., 2012).
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A calculation for translation efficiency similar to that used here has been used in previous studies (Hargrove and Schmidt, 1989; Schwanhäusser et al., 2011). Alternative
measures of estimating TE have been successfully used to model translation, recent examples include ribosome profiling, tRNA Codon Adaptation Indices (tCAI), or other
measures of codon bias (e.g. CAI) (Tuller et al., 2011). Ribosome and polysome profiling have some advantages in that protein data need not be collected (Ingolia et al.,
2011; Tebaldi et al., 2012). Measures such as CAI and tCAI can be derived directly
from the genome but do not allow for much cell specificity (Waldman et al., 2010;
Mahlab et al., 2012), these measures have been most useful in single celled eukaryotes
and prokaryotes (Tuller et al., 2010).
Proteins mediate some of the best known post-transcriptional regulatory mechanisms – a classic example being the binding to an Iron Responsive Element (IRE) in
ferritin mRNAs (Stevens et al., 2011; Jacobs et al., 2009; Szostak and Gebauer, 2012).
Non-coding RNAs such as miRNAs binding to target sites in mRNAs can also effect
translation. These can both repress translation and destabilise specific mRNAs, though
recent studies have indicated that the predominant form of regulation may be mRNA
destabilisation (Guo et al., 2010). Modulation of RNA stability is not considered in
this study as experimentally determined absolute mRNA levels are used.
To measure gene expression it is presently technically easier to detect mRNA, rather
than protein, or indeed functional protein. Therefore, despite indications of widespread
translational control mechanisms, many studies utilise mRNA expression as a proxy
for gene expression.
Gygi et al. (1999) showed that in Saccharomyces cerevisiae protein expression could
not be predicted from mRNA expression data. Several more recent studies using human
cell lines have generated large datasets that contain both protein and mRNA levels for
thousands of genes (Lundberg et al., 2010; Schwanhäusser et al., 2011; Nagaraj et al.,
2011). In each study protein levels were determined by mass spectrometry and mRNA
levels were determined by high throughput sequencing. Protein stability data were
determined using the pulsed SILAC method (Schwanhäusser et al., 2009; Ong et al.,
2002) in the HeLa cell line (Cambridge et al., 2011). These combined datasets have
provided the opportunity to compare TE values across different cell lines for many
individual genes. This study presents data for 3,990 genes in five human cell lines. It
provides a gene by gene comparison of TE and suggests avenues for further research.
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4.3

Materials and Methods

Figure 4.2 shows a summary of the pipeline used to estimate translation efficiency in
the five cell lines.
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Figure 4.1: (Caption next page.)
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Figure 4.1: (Previous page.) Screenshot of the online tool for analysis of translation efficiency. The tool allows access to data for gene
expression in five different human cell lines for both the mRNA and
protein expression levels. Protein stability data in the HeLa cell line
and an estimate of translation efficiency can be investigated for single
genes or groups of genes. The translation efficiency of some mRNAs
varies between these different cell lines. It is hoped that this will help
researchers investigate their genes of interest and assist in screening for likely candidates for further research when analysing highthroughput data. The R code used to process the data and build the
models is available in Appendix D.1. The Java code which runs the
website is available on the attached DVD.
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Figure 4.2: The pipeline used to estimate translation efficiency in
the five cell lines.

4.3.1

Data

Published NGS and IBAQ data were obtained for MCF-7 and HeLa cell lines (Schwanhäusser et al., 2011; Nagaraj et al., 2011). For the A-431, U-2 OS and U-251 MG cell
lines (Lundberg et al., 2010) published NGS data were also available and the proteomic
data were available as mass spectrometry intensities. The MCF-7 and HeLa are the
well established breast and cervical cancer cell lines. A-431 is an epidermoid (squamous cell) carcinoma cell line. U-2 OS is an osteosarcoma cell line. U-251 MG is a
glioblastoma cell line.

The transcript data for the MCF-7 cell line (Schwanhäusser et al., 2011) were acquired from 36 base reads and the HeLa cell line (Nagaraj et al., 2011) were acquired
from 76 base reads both using the Illumina GAIIx platform. Transcript data for the
A-431, U-2 OS and U-251 MG cell lines (Lundberg et al., 2010) were acquired from
50 base reads using the SOLID sequencing platform. The reads from all studies were
trimmed to 36 bases and the tophat / cufflinks pipeline (Trapnell et al., 2009, 2010)
was used to map these and compute FPKMs.

For A-431, U-2 OS and U-251 MG the intensity data were converted to IBAQ values
using the method previously followed for the MCF-7 cell line (Schwanhäusser et al.,
2011) (see below). For MCF-7 and HeLa the published IBAQ values were used.

4.3.2

Conversion of intensity data to IBAQ values

Initially the sophisticated model of PeptideCutter from ExPASy (Wilkins et al., 1999)
was used to predict trypsin peptide fragments for each protein. A count was made of
all peptides in this prediction between 6 and 30 amino acids in length. The intensity
values from the Lundberg dataset were divided by these peptide counts to give IBAQ
values. A small proportion of the data (47/5237) related to proteins with a varying
number of predicted peptides - these were excluded from the analysis.
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4.3.3

Data pre-processing

The FPKM (Fragments Per Kilobase of exon model per Million mapped reads) data
counts are intrinsically a normalised dataset. The IBAQ values were normalised to
ensure the average intensities had the same empirical distribution between the different
cell lines studied. The limma package from bioconductor (Smyth and Speed, 2003)
was employed for this purpose – using the normalizeBetweenArrays function with the
“Aquantile” method. Data points with an FPKM value less than 0.1 were excluded
from analysis. The FPKM, IBAQ, TE and Protein Stability (kdeg) values are available
in Supplementary Material S1.

4.3.4

Estimated Translation Efficiency (TE)

An estimated measure of translation efficiency was calculated by using three experimental values: the amount of protein, the amount of mRNA, and protein stability.
This is shown in the formula in Figure 4.3. At the time the determination is made the
amount of each protein and mRNA is assumed to be in a steady state. This means
that the amount of newly synthesized protein is equal to the amount of protein being
degraded.
Protein stability data were obtained from pulsed SILAC experiments on HeLa cells.
In absence of more cell specific information, the protein stability data from the HeLa cell
line (Cambridge et al., 2011) were used as an estimate of stability in the other human
cell lines. In support of this use, there was a strong correlation between protein stability
T ranslationEf f iciency =

P roteinLevel×(1−e−kdeg )
RN ALevel

Figure 4.3: Calculation of translation efficiency. This calculation
provides a measure of translation efficiency, an important determinant
of gene expression. The term that accounts for the protein stability
is (1 − e−kdeg ), the protein stability accounting term (PSAT). The
kdeg is the decay constant of the protein from Nagaraj 2012. The
interquartile range of overall TE is 10 fold and for the PSAT factor
1.85 fold.
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in HeLa and both NIH-3T3 (Figure 4.5) and C2C12 mouse myoblast (Cambridge et al.,
2011) cell lines.

The estimated translation efficiency (TE) was calculated for those genes where protein stability data were available. Where data were available for all five of the human
cell lines, the median and coefficient of variation (CV) of the translation efficiency was
calculated on a gene by gene basis.

4.3.5

Gene Ontology Analysis

The genes were divided into quintiles based on their median and per cell line estimated translation efficiency. These were uploaded to DAVID (Huang da et al.,
2009b) together with a background consisting of all the genes for which cell line /
median translation efficiency data were available. The Functional Annotation Charts
denoted by “GOTERM_BP_FAT”, “GOTERM_BP_FAT”, “GOTERM_BP_FAT”
and “KEGG_PATHWAY” were used – these are ontologies which have had the broadest terms filtered. Thresholds were changed to a gene count of 2 and EASE score of 1
(modified Fisher exact p-value). Ontologies were filtered to include enrichments with
Benjamini corrected p-values < 0.05. All of the ontologies showing such significant
enrichment are reported in the results – this means that in some cases there is overlap
between terms.

In a similar analysis to the above, the genes in the upper and lower quintiles of
translation efficiency in HeLa cells were intersected with those in the upper and lower
quintiles of protein stability in HeLa cells. A background was used of all the genes
where both protein stability and translation efficiency data were available.
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4.4
4.4.1

Results
Messenger RNA and protein levels in five human cell
lines.

Paired protein and mRNA data for five human cell lines from published studies were
available. The MCF-7 and HeLa are the well established breast and cervical cancer
cell lines. A-431 is an epidermoid (squamous cell) carcinoma cell line. U-2 OS is an
osteosarcoma cell line. U-251 MG is a glioblastoma cell line. The protein and mRNA
data were determined by similar methodologies in three different laboratories. The
number of paired detectable proteins and mRNA values was 24,920. In total there
were paired data for 8,170 unique genes in one or more cell lines. The well studied
cervical cancer cells (HeLa) had the most comprehensive dataset with 7,297 pairs. This
may indicate a greater sensitivity of protein detection in that study. For 2,156 mRNA
and protein pairs, there were data for all five cell lines, and protein stability data were
available for 1,807 of these. The data and analysis for each of 8,375 genes and the major
groups defined below are available at bioanalysis.otago.ac.nz/TranslationEfficiency and
in a supplementary spreadsheet (Supplemental DVD).
In order to compare the five sets of data a common analysis pipeline was used. The
amounts of mRNAs (FPKM) and proteins (normalised IBAQ) are plotted on a log scale
for all of the data points (24,920 pairs) and for each of the cell lines in Figure 4.4. The
interdecile range of mRNA varies over 2 orders of magnitude, and the protein over 4
orders of magnitude. This demonstrates the ability of these newly developed techniques
to capture a wide dynamic range of both protein and mRNA levels. The dynamic range
of the protein levels is greater than that of the mRNA, confirming suggestions of the
importance of post-transcriptional control from other studies (Schwanhäusser et al.,
2011).
There is no significant stratification in the data that might indicate technical limitations with high or low abundances, or lack of sensitivity in any of the studies or cells.
However, there is some evidence of saturation in the upper protein amounts in the three
cells lines (Figure 4.4, upper red points on last three panels) from the Lundberg study,
possibly reflecting a small systematic saturation effect for the abundant proteins.
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Figure 4.4: (Caption next page.)

Figure 4.4: (Previous page.) The relationship between mRNA and
protein levels for five human cell lines. The source datasets originate
from the referenced studies and are processed as displayed to allow
comparison (see Methods). Each point on the graphs represents a
gene, the amount of mRNA on the x-axis and the amount of protein
on the y-axis. The mRNA levels are the counts of Fragments Per
Kilobase of exon model per Million mapped reads (FPKM). The protein quantities are Limma normalised intensity based absolute quantification (IBAQ). The first panel shows the combined results and
subsequent panels particular human cell lines highlighted in red. The
r-values indicate the Spearman’s rank correlation coefficient, n - indicates the number of mRNA/protein pairs for each cell line or in total
for the first panel.
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There are a range of correlations between the amount of protein and the mRNA that
encodes it in each cell line (Spearman’s correlation coefficient r=0.48-0.58). For all the
data combined the overall correlation is r=0.52 and the coefficient of determination,
R-squared, R2 = 0.28 (Methods). This indicates that assuming a linear model, 28%
of the amount of protein can be estimated from the amount of mRNA. The individual
cell lines differed but all show a similar distribution of points within the overall dataset
(Figure 4.4). The best correlation, r = 0.58 was seen for the largest dataset – the HeLa
cells, in agreement with the previously reported correlation (0.6) from this data prior
to processing though our pipeline (Nagaraj et al., 2011).
These figures represent the overall correlation between protein and mRNA levels.
However, some genes show better correlations for the five cells. This is due to either
differing mRNA amounts in each cell line with proportional changes in protein levels,
or similar amounts of both mRNA and protein in all cell lines.

4.4.2

Calculation of estimated Translation Efficiency (TE)

For each gene a relative measure of estimated TE was calculated (formula Figure 4.3,
Methods and (Schwanhäusser et al., 2011)). This calculation includes mRNA levels,
protein levels, and protein stability. This calculation also assumes steady state of both
mRNA levels and protein levels. The dataset for protein stability used was determined
by pulsed SILAC in HeLa cells (Cambridge et al., 2011) – this dataset came from the
same group as the HeLa mRNA and protein levels. These protein stability values were
also used for the other cell lines.
To investigate the effect of applying the protein stability levels from HeLa to other
human cell lines, protein stability data collected using similar methods in mouse (NIH3T3) cell lines (Schwanhäusser et al., 2011) were compared for orthologus genes (Figure
4.5). This result is similar to a comparison between the HeLa cell line and the mouse
C2C12 cell line (Cambridge et al., 2011). There was a good protein by protein correlation (r=0.58), however the mean protein stability determined for the mouse NIH-3T3
cell line is about twice that for the HeLa cell line (half life of ˜40 h vs. ˜80 h). As
protein stability is regulated in specific cells, the use of HeLa data is a limitation of
our model for non-HeLa cell lines.
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The normalised protein stability values and comparison for the NIH-3T3 and HeLa
cell lines are available in the supplemental material.
The term in the TE formula (Figure 4.3) which accounts for the protein stability

Figure 4.5: Comparison of protein stability data between orthologues in HeLa and NIH-3T3 cells. The correlation of r=0.58 shows a
strong relationship despite the comparison between a human epithelial cell line and a mouse fibroblast cell line. The protein stability data
from the HeLa cell line were used as an estimate for protein stability
in other cell lines where specific data were not available.
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is (1 − e−kdeg ), the protein stability accounting term (PSAT). The interquartile range
of this term is 0.015 to 0.027 (1.85 fold) with a median of 0.019. This term scales the
ratio of protein level to mRNA level, by accounting for protein stability.
The calculated TE values have the approximately log-normal distribution shown in
Figure 4.6. The log10 (TE) values have a median of 3.12, standard deviation of 0.72.
Each of the cell lines had a similar range of TE (Figure 4.6).

4.4.3

The relationship between translation efficiency and gene
function.

Genes involved in particular processes, functions or cellular components possibly have
similar TE. We tested this idea by dividing the genes present in all five cell lines into
five groups by TE (Figure 4.7, red points). Each group was analysed for enrichment
in Gene Ontology (GO) and KEGG pathway terms (Methods).
Surprisingly, there were no ontologies or pathways that showed significant enrichment over all five cell lines. However, significant (p < 0.05, Benjamini corrected)
enrichment was observed for individual cell lines, these terms are shown in Figure 4.8.
The different types of cells showed various enrichments in high or low TE. “GTP binding” showed enrichment within the high TE genes for the HeLa, MCF-7 and U-251
MG cell lines. The biological process, “small GTPase mediated signal transduction”
shows enrichment for high TE in HeLa cells. Notably, mitochondrial groups show enrichment within the high TE genes in MCF-7 cells. The A-431 and U-2 OS cell lines
also had significant enrichment for “RNA splicing” within the high TE genes. The
U-2 OS cell line showed enrichment for “steroid biosynthetic process” within high TE
genes. There was significant enrichment for KEGG “pathways in cancer”, “focal adhesion” and “ECM-receptor interaction” within the low TE genes for the HeLa cell line.
Interestingly within the second lowest TE quintile the A-431, U-2 OS and U-251 MG
cell lines all show enrichment for the ribosome cellular component and KEGG pathway
in addition to several similar terms (Figure 4.8).
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Figure 4.6: Distribution of estimated translation efficiency in the
five types of cell. The distributions of TEs are shown for each cell
line. The median log10 T E is 3.12 and SD 0.72 for all cell lines (n
= 15,918); A-431 (median: 3.15, SD: 0.69, n=3,376); HeLa (median:
3.11, SD: 0.67, n=3,661); MCF-7 (median: 2.79, SD: 0.74, n=2,158);
U 251-MG (median: 3.23, SD: 0.72 n=3,358); U-2 OS (median: 3.20,
SD: 0.73, n=3,365)
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Figure 4.7: (Caption next page.)
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Figure 4.7: Quintiles using the median estimated TE for genes with
available data in all five cell lines are highlighted in red. Genes with
higher TE tend to have higher accumulated protein levels. There are
some genes in the combined data (grey) that are not included - these
are only expressed in some of the cell lines, or there were no protein
stability data available.
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Figure 4.8: (Caption next page.)

Figure 4.8: (Previous page.) Analysis of enrichment within gene
ontology (GO) and KEGG pathway classifications for genes within
each quintile of TE for each cell line. All ontologies shown have at
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least one enrichment passing a Benjamini corrected p-value < 0.05.
The colours in the figure correspond to corrected p-values such that
reds are the smallest p-values and colours ranging to white correspond
to p-value < 0.05. The blue colours show no significant enrichment
with p-values up to 1. A spreadsheet of these p-values is included in
the Supplementary DVD.

In order to assess the robustness of the estimated TE data and enrichments, a
similar analysis using NIH-3T3 protein stability data was completed. Detailed results
are shown in Appendix D in Figures D.1 and D.2.

4.4.4

The relationship between translation efficiency and
protein stability

Translation efficiency and protein stability might be correlated, as for example, genes
with a high TE might have high protein stability, both increasing protein levels. We
tested for correlation in the HeLa cell data. For the HeLa cells the relationship between
TE and half life of the protein is shown in Figure 4.9. The inter quintile range for TE
is ten fold, but for protein half life it is less than two fold. Surprisingly, there is no
significant overall correlation between TE and protein stability (Figure 4.9), despite
protein stability being included in the TE calculation.
It might be expected that TE and protein stability would work synergistically to
give high or low expression for classes of genes. Therefore sets of high TE + high
stability (Figure 4.9, upper right, quintiles), and low TE + low stability (Figure 4.9,
lower left, quintiles) might be expected to show enrichment for specific classes of genes.
We have analysed these two expected groups, and the other two combinations, more
closely. Figure 4.10 shows those terms with significant enrichment in intersecting quintile groups.
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Figure 4.9: Plot of the translation efficiency versus the protein half
life for each gene expressed in HeLa cells. The pink highlighting indicates intersections between the upper and lower quintiles of translation efficiency and protein half life.
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Figure 4.10: (Caption next page.)

Figure 4.10: (Previous page.) Functional characteristics of genes
grouped by translation efficiency and protein half life. This shows
the enrichment within gene ontology classes for the four groups of
genes highlighted in Figure 4.9. All ontologies shown have at least
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one enrichment passing a Benjamini corrected p-value < 0.05. The
colours in the figure correspond to corrected p-values such that reds
are the smallest p-values and colours ranging to white correspond to
p-value < 0.05. The blue colours show no significant enrichment with
p-values up to 1. A spreadsheet of these p-values is included in the
Supplementary DVD.

The genes that have both low TE and low protein stability are significantly enriched
for those involved in “regulation of growth”, “regulation of transcription”, “chromatin
modification” and “extracellular matrix organization”. An example in this class of genes
is the STAT6 transcription factor which has a protein half life of 18 hours, PSAT =
0.038 and a log10 TE of 2.57. The IBAQ value of 555,142 is in the 2nd quartile for
HeLa cells and the FPKM value of 56 is in the 3rd quartile for HeLa cells.
The genes that have high TE and high protein stability are significantly enriched
for those involved in “nucleosome assembly” and “macromolecular complex assembly".
These include mainly histones and other DNA binding proteins. The histone mRNAs
lack polyA tails and so their transcripts may be underrepresented. An example of this
class of gene (other than a histone) is TUBB3 – from the tubulin protein family. The
TUBB3 gene has a protein half life of 65 hours, PSAT = 0.011 and a log10 TE of 3.68.
The IBAQ value of 526,639 is in the 2nd quartile for HeLa cells and the FPKM value
of 1 is in the 1st quartile for HeLa cells.
The two groups where TE and protein stability go in opposing directions show
enrichment in only one term. Genes with a low TE but high protein stability are
enriched for the GO term, “translational elongation”. These include 15 very stable
ribosomal proteins and a translation elongation factor. The median log10 TE for these
ribosomal proteins is 2.18 and the median protein half life is 72 hours (PSAT = 0.0096).
A spreadsheet of the classes and p-values, also including those not passing the
stringent Benjamini correction, is included in the supplementary DVD.

4.4.5

Variation of estimated translation efficiency for genes in
different cell lines

In order to determine if specific genes had similar TEs in the different cell lines, we
calculated the coefficient of variation for the TE (TE CV, the standard deviation
divided by the mean, Methods). This was done for the 1,807 genes with a TE value in
each cell line. The distribution of TE CV across the datasets is shown in Figure 4.11.
Some genes have very small variations in TE, and therefore have CVs near 0. This is
postulated to have a biological basis, however it is possible that many genes may have
similar TEs by chance. To assess this, we permuted the genes and TE values 20 times
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and determined the spread of the TE CV. The random sets had significantly higher
variation in TE indicating selection for consistent TE in different cell lines for some
genes (t-test p-value < 2.2x10-16).
Genes with low or high variation in TE may be enriched in particular categories.
To address this the data were first divided into five groups of 362 genes by ranking on
TE CV. Protein level is closely coupled to the mRNA levels in the 20% with the lowest
TE CV (those with a log10 TE CV of less than 0.075, Figure 4.11). Notably only 4%
of randomly permuted TEs were so consistent (Figure 4.11). This low TE CV group
are enriched in genes involved in the molecular function gene ontology class, “RNA
binding”.
The data for five individual genes with low variation in TE are shown in Figure
4.12. These genes have been shown as they were well studied and show representative
ranges of expression. More detailed data for each of the 1,807 genes is available on the
companion website. The most extreme range in expression among genes in the lowest

Figure 4.11: The distribution for the gene by gene coefficient of
variation (CV) of the estimated translation efficiency for all genes is
shown with the quintiles marked. A similarly calculated distribution
using randomly permuted translation efficiency values is shown for
comparison. The real data has a lower translation efficiency CV than
would be expected randomly.
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quintile of TE CV was for FARSA (phenylalanyl-tRNA synthetase, alpha subunit) –
this showed a low variation in estimated translation efficiency over a 23 fold change in
mRNA level between different cell lines.

Figure 4.12: Genes with a small variation in TE. Some examples
of well-studied genes are shown. They either have similar expression
values at both the protein and mRNA level (e.g. RAB10, SRP72 ) or
have linear relationships between these values (e.g. HMOX2, HSPB1,
FARSA). A line is drawn representing this latter relationship where
the p-value is < 0.01.
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For the RAS member (RAB10 ) expression of both mRNA and protein is high in
all the cell lines (blue triangles), but there is little difference between the points (log10
TE = 3.55 ± 0.07, protein half life 32 h, PSAT = 0.021). In contrast for the heme
oxygenase (HMOX2 ), there are cell type specific changes in expression. There are a
five fold range of mRNA levels in the five cell lines (yellow squares) however protein
levels are proportional (log10 TE = 3.77 ± 0.1, protein half life 35 h, PSAT = 0.020)
and a line is shown to indicate that a log-linear model closely describes this gene's data
(R2 , 0.95, p= 0.003). SRP72 and HSPB1 also show consistent TEs (log10 TE = 2.96
± 0.1, 4.11 ± 0.2). They have similar protein half lives (44 h, 43 h, PSAT = 0.016)
this indicates that HSPB1 is translated with a consistently (˜14 fold) higher efficiency
than SRP72.
In contrast, the data for selected genes with a large variation in TE (quintile with
TE CV > 0.21) are shown in Figure 4.13. The genes shown represent genes that have
known translational control mechanisms (FTH1, VIM ) and other well studied genes
(SMARCC1, CDK4, MTOR). Genes such as SMARCC1 have large variation in the
amount of mRNA with smaller variation in the amount of protein. Conversely genes
such as CDK4 have a wide range of protein levels but little difference in the amounts of
mRNA. Other genes such as VIM vary differently in both protein and mRNA amounts.
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Figure 4.13: Estimated translation efficiency for some genes is
highly variable between cell lines. Examples indicated here are FTH1,
which has well studied translational control mechanisms. Some genes
(e.g. SMARCC1 ) have large variation in the amount of mRNA but
not in the amount of protein. Conversely other genes (e.g. CDK4 )
have a large variation in protein but little variation in mRNA. Other
genes (e.g. VIM ) vary in both protein and mRNA amounts.
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4.5

Discussion

In this work data from several different studies have been integrated and reanalysed to
gain insight into potential translational control mechanisms in human cells. In the five
cell lines analysed there is limited overall correlation between mRNA levels and protein.
Messenger RNA levels predict 24-34% (R2 values) of individual protein levels using lognormal models, this is consistent with correlations from prior studies (Schwanhäusser
et al., 2011; Vogel and Marcotte, 2012). Non-linear models might improve this prediction, although in other studies using such models similar relationships were obtained
(27%) (Vogel et al., 2010).
In Saccharomyces cerevisiae the relationship between mRNA and protein levels correlated strongly (r=0.9) when the most abundant proteins were included (Gygi et al.,
1999). In this study, for the HeLa cell line data the correlation between mRNA and
protein levels also improves but less dramatically when more abundant proteins are
included (Appendix D, Figure D.3). A log-normal model predicting protein levels in
the HeLa cell line restricted to half the dataset representing the most abundant proteins had an R2 of 0.23. This was higher than the R2 of 0.12 for the other half of
the dataset representing the least abundant proteins. The model for protein prediction
from mRNA levels including all the data had an R2 of 0.34 in the HeLa cell line.
The primary protein and mRNA data were collected by three different groups. These
datasets were processed in this study using a standard pipeline. This pipeline aimed
to minimise differences in read lengths and mapping strategies between the original
studies. The ranges of values for FPKM and IBAQ values were similar in the cell
lines (Figure 4.4). As more datasets become available these can be integrated into our
analysis system.

4.5.1

Translation efficiency

We have used a previously described calculation for TE that utilises mRNA levels,
protein levels and protein stability (Figure 4.3). TE has previously been defined as
the number of protein molecules translated from an mRNA per unit time (proteins per
mRNA per hour) and this is an intuitively useful unit (Schwanhäusser et al., 2011). For
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a published mouse cell line, where absolute quantification was possible due to inclusion
of an internal standard (human) the median was 140 proteins per mRNA per hour and
interquartile range 47 - 387 (Schwanhäusser et al., 2013). Without calibration against
known values or internal standards the TE calculated in this study has relative units.
If overall TEs in human and mouse cell lines are similar then the TE median of 1,318
(log10 (TE) 3.12, Figure 4.6) would correspond to 140 proteins per mRNA per hour,
and the interquartile range of these human TEs 444 – 3,648 corresponds to 47 - 387
proteins per mRNA per hour.
Translation efficiencies varied widely for individual genes (Figure 4.8). Although,
some classes of genes were highly translated in some cell lines (e.g. “spliceosome” genes
in A-431 cells), grouping by median TE showed no significant enrichments within GO
groups or KEGG pathways. For some abundant proteins the TE was not high. For
example, for the 98 genes encoding the “cytosolic ribosome” both proteins and mRNAs
were abundant, however the mean protein half was high at 68 h, PSAT = 0.010 (HeLa)
thus the median log10 (TE) was low (2.93 – in the second quintile and 3.02 in HeLa
cells).
The inclusion of protein stability is a significant difference between the TE calculation used here and a simple protein/mRNA ratio. If protein stability were not taken
into account then the “cytosolic ribosome” mRNAs would fall into the third quartile
of a simple ratio calculation. Ribosomal mRNAs are translationally regulated by the
TOP element - a sequence of pyrimidines at the 5’ terminal. Messenger RNAs with
TOP elements are translationally repressed in slow growth. In growing cells about 30%
of these mRNAs are sequestered and not translationally active (Meyuhas, 2000). In
resting cells this percentage is higher. The analysis of TE presented here is an average
for all mRNAs in the cell and for all cells. A particular gene may have some mRNAs
that will be translated more or less efficiently and cells will be in various states of
growth. If the fraction of ribosomal mRNAs that are sequestered and translationally
inactive is estimated at 30% it would mean that the log10 (TE) for the “cytosolic ribosome” mRNAs would be 3.08 – close to the median. Other studies also indicate that
proteins involved in translation are regulated translationally (Tebaldi et al., 2012).
The analysis presented in this study provides a large set of genes and estimated TEs
that may be further investigated to identify transcript features common to high or low
TE. Previous studies have used transcript, coding sequence or UTR characteristics
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such as length, predicted structure and the presence of upstream open reading frames
(uORFs) to help build models capable of predicting protein levels from RNA levels
(Vogel et al., 2010; Araujo et al., 2012; Tuller et al., 2011; Gingold and Pilpel, 2011).
Directly measured or estimated TE offers the possibility of building improved models
for the prediction of protein levels from mRNA levels.

4.5.2

Protein stability

Protein stability data are required to accurately estimate TE (Figure 4.6). In this study
protein stability data from the HeLa cell line were used (Cambridge et al., 2011). This
was published by the same group as the expression data for this cell line (Nagaraj et al.,
2011). We therefore expect the TE values will be most accurate for HeLa cells. The
experimentally determined stability data were used as an estimate of protein stability in
the other human cell lines, although tissue or cell specific regulation of protein turnover
is important (Hinkson and Elias, 2011). Our model could be improved by the use of
further protein stability datasets as these become available.

Previous studies have used computational estimates of protein stability predicted
from sequences of the proteins (Vogel et al., 2010), this also generates a single cell
type independent value. These stability prediction methods are still under active development and have not yet been tested, improved or refined by the extensive protein
stability data used here (Huang et al., 2010; Song et al., 2011).

TE values have a wider range than protein stability values, furthermore we found no
overall correlation between TE and protein stability (Figure 4.9). This supports previous studies that showed that protein stability lies within a narrower range than mRNA
or protein abundance (Vogel and Marcotte, 2012). Previous findings also showed protein stability to be a relatively small contributor to overall gene expression in mouse
(NIH-3T3) cells (Schwanhäusser et al., 2011) and for some Saccharomyces cerevisiae
genes (Law et al., 2005) although this may be a larger contributor in bacteria (Dressaire
et al., 2009).
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4.5.3

Variation in translation efficiency

This study shows that there was much less variation in TE across cell lines than expected by chance (Figure 4.11). This analysis of variation is equivalent to determining
the coefficient of variation for the mRNA / protein ratio as the estimate of protein
stability used here is the same for every cell line. Some genes show not only low TE
variation but also similar expression of the message and protein in all cell lines. These
could be useful as internal mRNA or protein level controls across cell lines. As selection
of internal controls is critical for quantitative comparisons across tissues there has been
much gene-by-gene analysis done of candidate controls (Radonic et al., 2004; Andersen
et al., 2004; Tunbridge et al., 2011; Thellin et al., 2009).
For some genes with low variation in TE between cell lines there can still be proportional differences in protein levels and mRNA levels. For 88 genes of the 362 genes
with the smallest TE variation there is over a five fold range in mRNA levels. For 114
genes of these 362 genes with smallest TE variation there is over a five fold range in
protein levels. These genes provide good targets for studying translation without cell
specific control.
Analysing gene expression data at the mRNA level has been a challenge for understanding biological function and the elucidation of many diseases. Often high throughput results present many targets for follow up. Changes in mRNA levels for genes with
low TE variation would be more likely to result in a change at the level of protein
and a biological effect. The degree of variation seen in translation efficiency could be
incorporated into tools that rank gene candidates (Reich et al., 2006).

4.5.4

Possible examples of translational control

Many genes exhibit a large variation in TE between different cell lines (362 genes in
the upper quintile, Figure 4.11, 4.13). These large variations (CV > 0.21) though
partly due to noise in the underlying data (about 20%, Figure 4.11), reflect underlying
differences in biological processes in these cells. In particular this pattern of varying
efficiencies between different cell lines would be consistent with different translational
control mechanisms acting in these cells. This could be protein or RNA (e.g. miRNA)
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mediated. As examples in support of this idea, two genes (FTH1, VIM ) with well established cell or environment specific translational control mechanisms have significant
TE variation. For the ferritin heavy chain 1 mRNA (FTH1 ) there is an IRE in the 5'
UTR that inhibits translation depending on iron levels (Stevens et al., 2011). Subtle
differences in iron in the media between the studies or in iron / oxygen metabolism between the cell lines could produce significantly different TEs (Chepelev and Willmore,
2011). The vimentin (VIM ) message is localised within some cells and such localisation
is often coupled with translational control (Bermano et al., 2001).
In this study we could not separate the mRNAs or proteins corresponding to alternatively spliced transcripts from the same gene. Alternatively spliced transcripts may
be translated with different efficiencies, particularly when these alter UTRs (Moore
and Proudfoot, 2009; Szostak and Gebauer, 2012; Law et al., 2005). Therefore, differences in translation efficiency identified in this study may be explained by differential
expression of splice variants, differences in protein stability and/or by active translational control mechanisms.
This study has analysed the relationship between protein and mRNA levels in human cell line data. Large scale quantitative data are becoming available for more
complex systems, e.g. plants or animals (Kleffmann et al., 2007; Sury et al., 2010;
Walther and Mann, 2011) and the methodology described here will be applicable to
new datasets as they become available. Comparing data from non-human species would
reveal conservation and differences in the regulation of gene expression (Ghazalpour
et al., 2011).
We provide an analysis in a graphical form for each of 8,170 genes on a companion
website. Researchers can examine the data for their own gene of interest or groups of
interesting genes. We also provide all the processed data for additional bioinformatic
analysis.
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Chapter 5
Predictive models of gene expression

5.1

Abstract

This chapter presents and compares models to predict individual protein expression in
four different human cell lines and one mouse cell line. The amount of mRNA is a key
predictive variable in all models.
Many sequence based characteristics are also considered- such as structure in the
5' UTR and the presence of upstream open reading frames. A score based on the
’ideal’ AUG context for efficient translation initiation is developed. Consistent with
expectations, protein abundance is higher for genes with less structure predicted in
their 5' UTRs and with fewer upstream open reading frames. Such sequence based
characteristics are shown to be capable of predicting some of the variation in translation
efficiency and protein stability previously observed in the HeLa cell line (Chapter 4).
However, much of the variation in translation efficiency and protein stability remains
unexplained.
Measures of translation efficiency (calculated in Chapter 4) and protein stability
from the HeLa cell line are used to construct a model for protein prediction in other
human cell lines. This model has the potential to include the effects of unknown
mechanisms that may alter either translation efficiency or protein stability.
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5.2

Introduction

Recently high-throughput proteomic data have become available and it has become
apparent that while there is a good relationship, mRNA abundance only predicts 2040% of measured protein abundance (Vogel et al., 2010; Schwanhäusser et al., 2011;
Stevens and Brown, 2013). Functional molecules affecting phenotype are often proteins
and protein abundance is therefore of great interest although the high-throughput
proteomic techniques are more expensive and less developed.
It follows from the central dogma that transcription rates, transcript decay rates,
translation efficiency and protein stability are all capable of affecting gene expression.
Transcription rates and transcript decay are ultimately effectors of mRNA abundance
in whole gene networks, however mRNA transcript levels can be measured using next
generation sequence data (Trapnell et al., 2013). Given mRNA abundance, knowledge
of protein abundance depends therefore on an understanding of translation efficiency
and protein stability.
Many different mechanisms have been shown to regulate the translation efficiency
of mRNAs, mostly affecting the translation initiation. Upstream open reading frames
(uORFs) may cause premature ribosomal dissociation and nascent peptide chains can
arrest the translational machinery. Recognition of uORFs can depend on varying concentrations of translation initiation factors with subsequent regulatory effect (Barbosa
et al., 2013). The identity of the bases just upstream and downstream of the initiating
AUG codon affects the recognition by the 43S ribosomal complex– the so called Kozak
consensus. Recognition of the initiation context interplays with the presence of uORFs
- leaky scanning being required for translation of the main downstream open reading
frame (Kozak, 2002). Lactimidomycin treatments of HEK293 cells arrests ribosomes
at the initiation stage. Ribosome profiling of these cells shows the importance of the
initiation context at the AUG codon (Lee et al., 2012).
There is differential abundance of tRNAs and their availability could interact with
the codon usage found in particular transcripts thus affecting translation elongation
(Gingold and Pilpel, 2011). Measures to compute this effect of codon usage and tRNA
abundance have been developed (e.g. CAI and tAI) (dos Reis et al., 2003, 2004). The
application of these measures is controversial, Gunawardana and Niranjan (2013) have
recently applied tRNA Adaption Index (tAI) as a predictor in a bioinformatic model for
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protein abundance in yeast, but a study of sequence constructs also in yeast have shown
that codon usage is not significantly correlated with protein abundance. However, the
structure in the 5' UTR does reduce protein abundance, perhaps because of reduced
rates of translation initiation (Shah et al., 2013).
Many RNA binding proteins have regulatory roles in translation (Pichon et al.,
2012). Examples include the IRP proteins which represses translation of mRNAs with
specific binding elements in the 5' UTR (Stevens et al., 2011). In some cases miRNAs
have been seen to have a repressive role in translation (Shi et al., 2013) though their
predominant form of regulation may be mRNA destabilisation (Guo et al., 2010).
The stability of proteins effect their abundance. A key player in this regulation
is the ubiquitin-proteasome complex. Enzymes act to conjugate ubiquitin to lysine
residues in the target protein (Finley, 2009). Polypeptide sequences enriched in proline
(P), glutamic acid (E), serine (S) and threonine (T), PEST sequences, also target the
protein for degradation (Rechsteiner and Rogers, 1996).
Many studies in this area have been done in yeast or in bacteria. However in
mammalian cells the links are less clear. Vogel et al. (2010) published a model of
protein abundance in the human medulloblastoma Daoy cell line - but just 512 genes
were included in the study. Many of the factors introduced above were correlated with
gene expression (Table 5.1). However, not all of these sequence based predictors were
successfully included in the Vogel et al. (2010) explanatory model. Surprisingly, coding
sequence length was the greatest such contributor to the model (19%). A further 23
explanatory variables were included, each yielding 0.7-2.2% of predictive power. The
model which was available in the supplementary material from that paper can be seen
in Table 5.2.
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Table 5.1: Correlations with gene expression and sequence based
predictors, reproduced from Vogel et al. (2010). The correlations
between a number of sequence based predictors and both mRNA and
protein abundance are shown.
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Table 5.2: A model predicting protein abundance, reproduced under
license from Vogel et al. (2010). Each prediction is listed in order of
decreasing power, for example log2 mRNA predicting 26.9% of the
variability in the amount of the protein. This model is the basis for
the paper title: “Sequence signatures and mRNA concentration can
explain two-thirds of protein abundance variation in a human cell
line” and can be found in the supplementary material of Vogel et al.
(2010).
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5.3
5.3.1

Materials and Methods
Data

Messenger RNA transcript abundance and protein abundance data for the NIH-3T3
mouse cell line were obtained from previously published material (Schwanhäusser et al.,
2011). RNA transcript and protein abundance data for the A-431, MCF-7, U-251 MG
and U-2 OS human cell lines were obtained from the results in Chapter 4 - see 4.3.1.
Protein stability data from the HeLa cell line (Cambridge et al., 2011) was used to
estimate protein stability in other cell lines - this is discussed in Section 4.4.2.
Calculations for translation efficiency (TE) which are used here to predict protein
abundance were obtained from the published results in Chapter 4 (Stevens and Brown,
2013). The translation efficiency calculated for the HeLa cell line (TEHeLa ) was used for
all models in this chapter – this is calculated from protein stability, mRNA and protein
abundance data all measured in the HeLa cell line. The calculated TEHeLa would be
expected to be more accurate than the TEA-431 , TEMCF-7 , TEU-251 MG or TEU-2 OS since
these estimated TE values are all based on protein stability measured in the HeLa cell
line. The TEHeLa has no numerical relationship to the expression data in the A-431,
MCF-7, U-2 OS or U-251 MG cell lines.
Schwanhäusser et al. (2011) mapped reads from next generation sequence data for
the NIH-3T3 cell line to the mouse mm9 genome, the same mm9 genome was therefore
used to obtain transcript sequences for which there were expression data. This was
obtained using the UCSC genome browser (Kent et al., 2002). Transcript sequences
for genes with expression data in the A-431, MCF-7, U-251 MG and U-2 OS human
cell lines were obtained from Ensembl.

5.3.2

Sequence based predictors

The use of some sequence predictors was adopted from the work in Vogel et al. (2010)
(see Tables Tables 5.1 and 5.2).
The lengths of the 5' UTR, 3' UTR and the CDS were calculated using the
fastalength script from the exonerate package (Slater and Birney, 2005).
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The minimum free energy (MFE) in a 40 base pair window at the 3' end of the 5'
UTR (MFE40) was calculated by using BEDTools (Quinlan and Hall, 2010) to extract
the appropriate sequence and RNAfold (Hofacker et al., 1994) to calculate the MFE.
See the attached DVD for a utility script used in this calculation.
The AUG counts were calculated from the 5' UTRs of transcripts using the
scan_for_matches program (Overbeek, 2011). See the attached DVD for a utility
script used in this calculation.
The R package, “seqinr” (Charif and Lobry, 2007) was used to compute the frequency
of serine, glutamine, leucine and glycine amino acids along with the percentage of polar
amino acids. See the attached DVD for a utility script used in this calculation.
Other sequence predictors not appearing in the work by Vogel et al. (2010) were
also used. The tRNA adaptation index (tAI) was calculated using methods described
in dos Reis et al. (2003, 2004).
Expression data for miRNAs in the mouse fibroblast 3T12 cell line were obtained
from the microRNA database(Betel et al., 2008). The 3T12 cell line was likely to be
the closest available match to the mouse fibroblast NIH-3T3 cell line. The micro RNA
expression data were factored with the probability of target site predictions obtained
from Ellmo (Gaidatzis et al., 2007). The resulting products were summed for each gene
target and used as a combined predictor of miRNA action for each gene (miRNAPred).
A method for scoring the initiation context, AUG CAI has previously been published
(Miyasaka, 1999). An optimum context was calculated based on the genes in the
highest quintile of translation efficiency in the HeLa cell line. This optimal context
was used to produce an AUG CAI score for individual transcripts – the geometric mean
of weightings corresponding to bases found in the initiation context at positions (-6 to
+4). The context was also calculated based on genes in the lowest quintile of translation
efficiency in the HeLa cell line. This was used to produce a further AUG CAI score.

5.3.3

Models

Linear models were fitted using R (with the "lm" command.) Log terms in these models allow linear modelling of non-linear relationships with the independent variables.
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Coefficients applied to the log terms are equivalent to raising the non-logged term to
a power. Furthermore addition of log terms is equivalent to multiplication of the nonlogged variables so the model fitting can also account for interactions between terms.
The linear models fitted using R also produce a constant which is the intercept used
to calculate the fitted dependent variable.

5.4
5.4.1

Results
The correlation of potential sequence based predictors
with protein abundance and mRNA abundance in the
NIH-3T3 cell line

In this study previous metrics were applied to larger datasets – firstly for over 5,000
genes from the NIH-3T3 cell line (Schwanhäusser et al., 2011), then to other human cell
lines. A predictive model was built using several biologically plausible sequence based
predictors. These included minimum free energy (MFE) in a 40 base pair window at
the 3' end of the 5' UTR sequence, AUG count in the 5' UTR and the frequency of
serine, glutamine and glycine amino acids.
Coding sequence, and both UTR lengths were negatively correlated with protein
abundance and mRNA abundance in the NIH-3T3 cell line (e.g. -0.40, and -0.19 for
CDS Length - see Table 5.3). Correlations with coding sequence length were stronger
for protein, whereas correlation with 3' UTR length was stronger for the mRNA. A
similar pattern had been observed in the medulloblastoma Daoy cell line (Vogel et al.,
2010).
The predicted minimum free energy (MFE) in a 40 base pair window at the 3' end
of the 5' UTR provides the MFE40 score – high values predict no stable structure. The
MFE40 score correlated with higher protein in the NIH-3T3 cell line, but there was
no significant correlation with mRNA. This was also similar to the observation in the
medulloblastoma Daoy cell line (Vogel et al., 2010).
Exon count, the miRNA interaction prediction (see Methods) and an AUG count
in the 5' UTR all negatively correlated with protein and mRNA in the NIH-3T3 cell
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Table 5.3: Correlations between specific sequence based predictors
and the abundance of mRNA and Protein in the NIH-3T3 cell line.
Spearman’s test is used in all cases.
Protein Abundance

mRNA Abundance

(Spearman’s r-value)
CDS Length

−0.40∗∗∗

−0.19∗∗∗

5'UTR Length

−0.12∗∗∗

−0.077∗∗∗

3'UTR Length

−0.18∗∗∗

−0.33∗∗∗

MFE40
AUG Count

0.079∗∗∗

0.0077

−0.23∗∗∗

−0.14∗∗∗

0.18∗∗∗

0.22∗∗∗

Exon count

−0.28∗∗∗

−0.11∗∗∗

miRNA Prediction

−0.15∗∗∗

−0.19∗∗∗

Serine frequency

−0.44∗∗∗

−0.22∗∗∗

Glutamine frequency

−0.41∗∗∗

−0.21∗∗∗

Leucine frequency

−0.43∗∗∗

−0.43∗∗∗

Glycine frequency

−0.32∗∗∗

−0.13∗∗∗

Polar residue frequency

−0.093∗∗∗

−0.065∗∗∗

tAI

∗

Note:
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p<0.05;

∗∗

p<0.01;

∗∗∗

p<0.001

line. Exon count correlated more strongly with the protein than the mRNA. The AUG
count in the 5' UTR was also more strongly correlated with protein than mRNA – the
results here were similar to the published result in the medulloblastoma Daoy cell line
(Vogel et al., 2010).
The frequency of all polar residues and the serine, glutamine, leucine and glycine
residues all negatively correlated with both protein and mRNA in the NIH-3T3 cell
line. The strength of the correlations with polar residue frequency were lower (<0.1).
Frequency of the other tested residues all correlated more strongly with protein than
mRNA. These differences were not seen so clearly in the Vogel et al. (2010) study.
In addition to predictors previously used, a measure of tRNA abundance was calculated and tested for correlation. High tRNA Adaption Index (tAI) scores indicate
codon usage is biased towards available tRNAs. The tAI score was positively correlated
with both protein and mRNA in the NIH-3T3 cell line (0.18,0.22) (Table 5.3.)
A log linear model was built to account for the variability in protein abundance
for genes in the NIH-3T3 cell line using the sequence based predictors used in Table
5.3. Non-significant predictors were removed to produce a minimal model for protein
abundance. The 5' UTR length, leucine residue frequency, frequency of polar residues,
tAI score and exon count were removed as predictors in the construction of the minimal
model.
The remaining significant predictors, along with mRNA abundance, were coding
sequence length, MFE40, 3' UTR length, AUG count, and the frequencies of the serine,
glutamine and glycine residues. These additional sequence based predictors gave an
improved value of 0.501 for the model’s R2 compared to 0.410 for a model using just
the mRNA abundance as a predictor. The details for these models may be seen in
Appendix E.1.

5.4.2

Model to predict protein abundance from mRNA
abundance using estimates of translation efficiency.

Another approach to the prediction of protein abundance may be to use direct experimental measurements of translation efficiency and protein stability rather than the
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sequence based predictors. Such measurements are not currently available for most
tissue or cell lines of interest. Previously published work has shown that translation
efficiency and protein stability have considerable consistency between different cell lines
(see Section 4.4.5 and Cambridge et al. (2011)). The results in Table 5.4 show the improvement to the R2 that is obtained by using TEHeLa and ProteinStabilityHeLa along
with mRNA abundance data to predict protein abundance.
Table 5.4: Comparison of log linear models predicting protein abundance in four different human cell lines. Models using just mRNA expression and also those considering translation efficiency and protein
stability are considered
Cell line

Protein

Protein

Protein

˜

˜

˜

mRNA

mRNA

+

mRNA + TEHeLa +

TEHeLa

ProteinStabilityHeLa

A-431

0.32

0.42

0.49

MCF-7

0.32

0.46

0.55

U-251 MG

0.25

0.37

0.45

U-2 OS

0.24

0.35

0.43

Improvements in the prediction of protein abundance were seen for each of the
human cell lines. Graphs plotting the measure amounts of protein against predicted
amounts were made for the A-431 (Figure 5.1), MCF-7 (Figure 5.2), U-2 OS (Figure
5.4) and U-251 MG (Figure 5.3).
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Figure 5.1: Predicted Protein Levels against Levels Measured by Mass Spectrometry in the
A-431 cell line. On the x-axis both graphs show the experimentally measured IBAQ scores for
proteins expressed in the A-431 cell line. The graph on the left is plotted with protein levels
predicted using a simple log-linear model with the sole explanatory variable being mRNA
transcript levels detected in the same A-431 cell line. The graph on the right adds additional
explanatory variables - the estimated translation efficiency and protein stability data for the
HeLa cell line. Points coloured with darker red have higher TE covariance.
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Figure 5.2: Predicted Protein Levels against Levels Measured by Mass Spectrometry in the
MCF-7 cell line. On the x-axis both graphs show the experimentally measured IBAQ scores
for proteins expressed in the MCF-7 cell line. The graph on the left is plotted with protein
levels predicted using a simple log-linear model with the sole explanatory variable being mRNA
transcript levels detected in the same MCF-7 cell line. The graph on the right adds additional
explanatory variables - the estimated translation efficiency and protein stability data for the
HeLa cell line. Points coloured with darker red have higher TE covariance.
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Figure 5.3: Predicted Protein Levels against Levels Measured by Mass Spectrometry in the
U-251 MG cell line. On the x-axis both graphs show the experimentally measured IBAQ
scores for proteins expressed in the U-251 MG cell line. The graph on the left is plotted with
protein levels predicted using a simple log-linear model with the sole explanatory variable being
mRNA transcript levels detected in the same U-251 MG cell line. The graph on the right adds
additional explanatory variables - the estimated translation efficiency and protein stability data
for the HeLa cell line. Points coloured with darker red have higher TE covariance.
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Figure 5.4: Predicted Protein Levels against Levels Measured by Mass Spectrometry in the
U-2 OS cell line. On the x-axis both graphs show the experimentally measured IBAQ scores
for proteins expressed in the U-2 OS cell line. The graph on the left is plotted with protein
levels predicted using a simple log-linear model with the sole explanatory variable being mRNA
transcript levels detected in the same U-2 OS cell line. The graph on the right adds additional
explanatory variables - the estimated translation efficiency and protein stability data for the
HeLa cell line. Points coloured with darker red have higher TE covariance.

5.4.3

Comparison of models predicting protein abundance in
human cell lines using translation efficiency and protein
stability with those using sequence based predictors

The sequence based predictors from the minimal model built for NIH-3T3 cells were
calculated for each of the 8,170 genes with expression data in the A-431, MCF-7, U-2
OS or U-251 MG cell lines. Log linear models were built for the prediction of protein
abundance using these and the mRNA data. In addition the translation efficiency in the
HeLa cell line (TEHeLa ) and protein stability (kdegHeLa ) were considered as predictors
both with and without the sequence based predictors.
Long coding sequence lengths predicted higher protein abundance in A-431 and U251 MG cell lines. High glycine frequency predicted higher protein abundance in A-431,
MCF-7 and U-2 OS cell lines. Long 3' UTR length predicted lower protein abundance
in A-431, U-251 MG and U-2 OS cell lines. For all of the four cell lines high MFE40
(no stable structure) predicted higher protein abundance. Also AUG count in the 5'
UTR and serine frequency predicted lower protein abundance in all four cell lines. Full
details of the models are in Tables 5.5 to 5.8.
The models for the human cell lines were similar to that produced for the NIH3T3 cell line (see Table E.1). There were differences for the 3' UTR length predictor
which indicated lower protein abundance in A-431, U-251 MG and U-2 OS cell lines
but higher protein abundance in the NIH-3T3 cell line. Also for the glycine frequency
predictor which indicated higher protein abundance for A-431, MCF-7 and U-2 OS cell
lines but lower protein abundance for NIH-3T3. The MFE40, AUG count and serine
frequency predictors were all in agreement between these human and mouse cell lines.
In all four human cell lines the TEHeLa and kdegHeLa were significant predictors
of protein abundance. Higher protein level is not only predicted by higher mRNA
abundance, but also by both higher translation efficiency and higher protein stability
(The kdeg is the decay constant to which the protein half life is inversely proportional).
Similarly lower protein is predicted by lower translation efficiency and lower protein
stability. This is an intuitively likely result.
The predictive power of the models built with TEHeLa and kdegHeLa yielded
favourable R2 values when compared to models built using only the sequence based
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Table 5.5: Regression results for the A-431 cell line. The numbers
alongside the predictors are estimates of effect size and the numbers
in brackets are the standard errors found for these estimates.
Dependent variable:
A-431 IBAQ

A-431 FPKM

(1)

(2)

(3)

0.823∗∗

0.814∗∗

0.848∗∗

(0.019)
MFE40

(0.021)

0.040∗∗

0.024∗∗

(0.008)
CDS Length

5'UTR Length

5'UTR Length

AUG Count

Serine frequency

Glutamine frequency

(0.008)

0.0002

0.00004

(0.0001)

(0.0001)

−0.0001

0.0002

(0.0002)

(0.0002)

−0.0001∗∗

−0.0001∗∗

(0.00003)

(0.00003)

−0.508∗∗

−0.229∗∗

(0.068)

(0.068)

−0.025∗∗

−0.012∗∗

(0.003)

(0.003)
−0.002

0.001
(0.003)

Glycine frequency

(0.004)

0.008∗∗

0.012∗∗

(0.003)

(0.003)

TEHeLa

0.383∗∗

kdegHeLa

Constant

(0.020)

17.479∗∗

(0.018)

(0.017)

−1.077∗∗

−1.147∗∗

(0.055)

(0.054)

7.393∗∗

(0.147)

0.413∗∗

(0.416)

5.953∗∗
(0.368)

Observations

4, 856

3, 049

3, 084

R2

0.361

0.509

0.492

Adjusted

R2

Residual Std. Error
F statistic

0.360

0.508

0.491

2.504(df = 4846)

2.000(df = 3037)

2.033(df = 3080)

304.558∗∗ (df = 9; 4846)

286.671∗∗ (df = 11; 3037)

994.299∗∗ (df = 3; 3080)
∗ p<0.05; ∗∗ p<0.01

Note:
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Table 5.6: Regression results for the MCF-7 cell line. The numbers
alongside the predictors are estimates of effect size and the numbers
in brackets are the standard errors found for these estimates.
Dependent variable:
MCF-7 IBAQ

MCF-7 FPKM

(1)

(2)

(3)

0.995∗∗

1.161∗∗

1.210∗∗

(0.028)
MFE40

(0.031)

0.028∗∗

CDS Length

0.013

(0.010)

(0.011)

−0.00005

−0.0002

(0.0002)
5'UTR Length

(0.0002)

−0.0001

−0.0003

(0.0003)
3'UTR Length

AUG Count

Serine frequency

Glutamine frequency

Glycine frequency

(0.0003)

0.0001

0.0001

(0.00005)

(0.00005)

−0.400∗∗

−0.247∗∗

(0.090)

(0.093)

−0.037∗∗

−0.026∗∗

(0.004)

(0.004)

0.002

0.009

(0.005)

(0.005)

0.018∗∗

0.017∗∗

(0.004)

(0.005)

TEHeLa

0.424∗∗

kdegHeLa

Constant

(0.030)

15.636∗∗

(0.024)

(0.023)

−1.333∗∗

−1.514∗∗

(0.076)

(0.076)

2.382∗∗

(0.215)

0.507∗∗

(0.594)

−0.433
(0.532)

Observations

2, 833

1, 954

1, 979

R2

0.418

0.583

0.550

Adjusted

R2

Residual Std. Error
F statistic

0.416

0.581

0.549

2.423(df = 2823)

2.080(df = 1942)

2.162(df = 1975)

225.356∗∗ (df = 9; 2823)

246.992∗∗ (df = 11; 1942)

803.297∗∗ (df = 3; 1975)
∗ p<0.05; ∗∗ p<0.01

Note:
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Table 5.7: Regression results for the U-251 MG cell line. The numbers alongside the predictors are estimates of effect size and the numbers in brackets are the standard errors found for these estimates.
Dependent variable:
U-251 MG IBAQ

U-251 MG FPKM

(1)

(2)

(3)

0.730∗∗

0.748∗∗

0.788∗∗

(0.020)
MFE40

(0.021)

0.040∗∗

0.024∗∗

(0.008)
CDS Length

(0.008)

0.0005∗∗

0.0002

(0.0001)
5'UTR Length

3'UTR Length

AUG Count

Serine frequency

Glutamine frequency

Glycine frequency

(0.0001)

0.0001

0.0005

(0.0002)

(0.0002)

−0.0001∗∗

−0.0001∗∗

(0.00003)

(0.00003)

−0.554∗∗

−0.241∗∗

(0.071)

(0.070)

−0.029∗∗

−0.015∗∗

(0.003)

(0.003)

−0.004

−0.005

(0.003)

(0.004)

0.001

0.007∗

(0.003)

(0.003)

TEHeLa

0.397∗∗

kdegHeLa

Constant

(0.021)

18.134∗∗

(0.019)

(0.018)

−1.123∗∗

−1.205∗∗

(0.056)

(0.056)

7.443∗∗

(0.150)

0.439∗∗

(0.433)

5.798∗∗
(0.382)

Observations

4, 810

3, 030

3, 065

R2

0.313

0.469

0.451

Adjusted

R2

Residual Std. Error
F statistic

0.312

0.468

0.451

2.604(df = 4800)

2.069(df = 3018)

2.104(df = 3061)

243.040∗∗ (df = 9; 4800)

242.772∗∗ (df = 11; 3018)

838.390∗∗ (df = 3; 3061)
∗ p<0.05; ∗∗ p<0.01

Note:
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Table 5.8: Regression results for the U-2 OS cell line. The numbers
alongside the predictors are estimates of effect size and the numbers
in brackets are the standard errors found for these estimates.
Dependent variable:
U-2 OS IBAQ

U-2 OS FPKM

(1)

(2)

(3)

0.695∗∗

0.730∗∗

0.774∗∗

(0.019)
MFE40

(0.022)

0.042∗∗

CDS Length

5'UTR Length

3'UTR Length

AUG Count

Serine frequency

Glutamine frequency

0.025∗∗

(0.008)

(0.008)

0.0002

0.0001

(0.0001)

(0.0001)

−0.0003

−0.0001

(0.0002)

(0.0002)

−0.0002∗∗

−0.0002∗∗

(0.00003)

(0.00003)

−0.499∗∗

−0.234∗∗

(0.070)

(0.071)

−0.027∗∗

−0.015∗∗

(0.003)

(0.003)
−0.003

0.001
(0.003)

Glycine frequency

(0.004)

0.008∗∗

0.012∗∗

(0.003)

(0.003)

TEHeLa

0.397∗∗

kdegHeLa

Constant

(0.022)

18.378∗∗

(0.019)

(0.018)

−1.102∗∗

−1.201∗∗

(0.057)

(0.058)

7.735∗∗

(0.147)

0.439∗∗

(0.440)

5.822∗∗
(0.391)

Observations

4, 835

3, 032

3, 067

R2

0.312

0.459

0.433

Adjusted

R2

Residual Std. Error
F statistic

0.311

0.457

0.433

2.595(df = 4825)

2.104(df = 3020)

2.154(df = 3063)

243.528∗∗ (df = 9; 4825)

233.351∗∗ (df = 11; 3020)

780.236∗∗ (df = 3; 3063)
∗ p<0.05; ∗∗ p<0.01

Note:
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predictors. For the A-431 cell line a basic log linear model for the prediction of protein
abundance from mRNA abundance gave R2 = 0.32, adding the sequence based predictors did give an improvement of R2 = 0.361 but using the TEHeLa and kdegHeLa gave
an even better R2 = 0.49. There was questionable benefit in adding these sequence
based predictors to the TEHeLa and kdegHeLa based model as in this case the improved
prediction only yielded a small increase R2 = 0.51. A similar result was seen for the
other human cell lines - see Tables 5.5 to 5.8.

5.4.4

Further investigation of sequence based predictors.

Sequence based predictors of protein abundance may be determinants of protein stability or translation efficiency. The sequence based predictors were correlated with the
translation efficiency and the protein stability measured in the HeLa cell line. The
strongest correlations for Log2 (TEHeLa ) were with coding sequence length (r=-0.29,
p-value < 0.001), serine frequency (r=-0.29, p-value < 0.001), glutamine frequency
(r=-0.28, p-value < 0.001) and glycine frequency (r=-0.26, p-value < 0.001). The
strongest correlations for Log2 (kdegHeLa ) were with coding sequence length (r=0.11,
p-value < 0.001), serine frequency (r=0.13, p-value < 0.001) and glutamine frequency
(r=0.11, p-value < 0.001). Full results can be seen in Table 5.9.
Log linear models were built to predict both kdegHeLa and TEHeLa . These were
initially built using the sequence based predictors with a correlation passing the p=0.05
threshold. Non-significant predictors were then removed from the model to produce
minimal models. These models are summarised in Table 5.10. High MFE40 (no stable
structure) was significantly predictive of higher TE (p-value < 0.001) but was not
significantly predictive of protein stability. Longer 5' UTR lengths were predictive of
lower protein stability (p-value < 0.001) but were not significantly predictive of TE.
Longer 3' UTR lengths were predictive of lower protein stability (p-value = 0.002)
and higher TE (p-value < 0.001). The AUG counts in the 5' UTR were predictive of
lower TE (p-value < 0.001) but were not significantly predictive of protein stability.
Higher serine frequencies were predictive of lower protein stability (p-value < 0.001)
and lower translation efficiency (p-value < 0.001). Higher glycine were predictive of
higher protein stability (p-value < 0.001) but were not significantly predictive of TE.
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Table 5.9: Correlations for sequence based predictors with translation efficiency and protein stability in the HeLa cell line. Spearman’s
test is used in all cases.
Log2 (kdegHeLa )

Log2 (TEHeLa )

(Spearman’s r-value)
MFE40

−0.0077

0.043∗

CDS Length

0.11∗∗∗

−0.29∗∗∗

5'UTR Length

0.078∗∗∗

−0.016

3'UTR Length

0.080∗∗∗

AUG Count

0.037∗

−0.12∗∗∗

Serine frequency

0.13∗∗∗

−0.29∗∗∗

Glutamine frequency

0.11∗∗∗

−0.28∗∗∗

Glycine frequency

0.070∗∗∗

−0.26∗∗∗

Note:

∗

p<0.05;
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∗∗

p<0.01;

0.033∗

∗∗∗

p<0.001

Only a small amount of the variation in protein stability and translation efficiency
was predicted by the models. The model for protein stability had an R2 of 0.025 and
the model for translation efficiency had an R2 of 0.11 (see Table 5.10)
Table 5.10: Regression Results for minimal models of translation
efficiency and protein stability. Predictors showing significant correlations in Table 5.9 were used for modelling. The predictors that
failed to reach a significance threshold of p=0.05 were removed from
the models. The numbers alongside the predictors are estimates of
effect size and the numbers in brackets are the standard errors found
for these estimates.
Dependent variable:

5'UTR Length

Log2 (kdegHeLa )

Log2 (TEHeLa )

(1)

(2)

0.0003∗∗
(0.0001)

MFE40

0.026∗∗
(0.008)

3'UTR Length

0.00003∗∗
(0.00001)

AUG Count

0.0002∗∗
(0.00003)
−0.482∗∗
(0.062)

Serine frequency

Glycine frequency

0.003∗∗

−0.017∗∗

(0.0005)

(0.001)

−0.002∗∗
(0.001)

Constant

−5.766∗∗

11.224∗∗

(0.021)

(0.100)

Observations

3, 969

3, 609

R2

0.025

0.110

Adjusted R2

0.025

0.109

0.711(df = 3964)

2.092(df = 3604)

25.919∗∗ (df = 4; 3964)

110.876∗∗ (df = 4; 3604)

Residual Std. Error
F statistic

∗ p<0.05; ∗∗ p<0.01

Note:
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5.4.5

Further prediction of translation efficiency

Since the sequence based predictors used so far had only explained a small fraction of
the variation observed in translation efficiency it was of interest to assess the potential
of further predictors. The translation initiation context (a region including six bases
downstream of the translation start codon and one base upstream) has previously
been shown to be a significant factor predicting translation efficiency (Kozak, 1986).
An initiation context derived from the genes in the highest quintile of translation
efficiency in the HeLa cell line is shown in Table 5.11. For comparison the initiation
context derived from genes in the lowest quintile of translation efficiency in the HeLa
cell line is also shown. These can be seen graphically in Figures 5.5 and 5.6.
The resulting initiation contexts were both similar to Kozak's mammalian optimum
of GCCRCCaugG (Kozak, 2002). Vogel et al. (2010) had noted that inefficient translation was associated with reduced frequency of the cytosine at position -5 and reduced
frequency of the guanine at position +4. Differences at the +4 position were not so
clear in the result presented here but there was also increased frequency of guanine at
position -5.
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Table 5.11: Base weightings for the initiation context of genes in
the highest quintile of translation efficiency. Kozak's mammalian optimum is GCCRCCaugG (Kozak, 2002).
Highest quintile TE initiation context
-9

-8

-7

-6

-5

-4

-3

-2

-1

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

A

0.16

0.16

0.14

0.18

0.12

0.21

0.51

0.31

0.17

1.00

0.00

0.00

0.13

0.17

0.10

0.22

0.32

0.15

0.27

C

0.24

0.38

0.41

0.22

0.41

0.47

0.03

0.43

0.48

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.14

0.57

0.25

0.19

0.35

0.37

0.26

G

0.45

0.29

0.27

0.42

0.29

0.24

0.43

0.16

0.28

0.00

0.00

1.00

0.58

0.14

0.43

0.46

0.18

0.33

0.31

U

0.15

0.17

0.18

0.18

0.18

0.08

0.03

0.10

0.07

0.00

1.00

0.00

0.14

0.11

0.21

0.13

0.15

0.14

0.16

G

C

C

G

C

C

A

C

C

A

U

G

G

C

G

G

C

G

G

Most
common

Lowest quintile TE initiation context
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-9

-8

-7

-6

-5

-4

-3

-2

-1

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

A

0.15

0.17

0.16

0.18

0.15

0.22

0.52

0.31

0.14

1.00

0.00

0.00

0.17

0.24

0.12

0.22

0.25

0.17

0.19

C

0.28

0.36

0.33

0.19

0.35

0.47

0.09

0.41

0.48

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.12

0.51

0.28

0.21

0.34

0.32

0.29

G

0.41

0.30

0.31

0.45

0.33

0.23

0.37

0.16

0.32

0.00

0.00

1.00

0.57

0.12

0.47

0.44

0.20

0.37

0.39

U

0.16

0.17

0.20

0.17

0.17

0.08

0.03

0.11

0.06

0.00

1.00

0.00

0.15

0.12

0.12

0.12

0.21

0.14

0.14

G

C

C

G

C

C

A

C

C

A

U

G

G

C

G

G

C

G

G

Most
common

Figure 5.5: The frequency at which the different nucleotides appear
in the initiation context of genes in the highest quintile of translation
efficiency. See Table 5.11 for the numeric results.
Prediction of translation efficiency using the AUG CAI score previously developed for
the initiation context gave a significant result for some cell lines (p <0.05). The R2
values are very low (see Table 5.12) so despite this significant association and biological
interest the score may not be a useful predictor as it stands. Despite the apparent
similarity seen in Figures 5.5 and 5.6 between the initiation contexts calculated from the
low TE and high TE genes there is a clear difference between AUG CAI scores calculated
from initiation sites in the high TE genes and the low TE genes. The AUG CAI score
developed from the initiation context of low TE genes shows no significant (p <0.05)
association with TE (Table 5.12).
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Figure 5.6: The frequency at which the different nucleotides appear
in the initiation context of genes in the lowest quintile of translation
efficiency. See Table 5.11 for the numeric results.
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Table 5.12: Summary of log linear models predicting translation
efficiency from scoring of translation initiation context in the five
different human cell lines.
Cell line

High TE initiation context
R

2

Low TE initiation context

p

R2

p

HeLa

0.0016

0.059

-0.00048

0.65

MCF-7

0.0023

0.074

0.00029

0.26

A-431

0.0022

0.037

0.00044

0.20

U-2 OS

0.0036

0.011

0.0013

0.087

U-251 MG

0.0025

0.029

0.00084

0.13
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5.5

Discussion

The sequence based determinants of translation efficiency considered here generally
correlated with reduced translation. The tAI score may be an exception to this but
this effect could indicate the repression of translation by means of codon usage. In
the Vogel et al. (2010) model the coding length is by far the most important predictor
( 20%) after mRNA level ( 27%). However, the lack of clear biological explanation and
the inconsistencies between the predictive models reduce the application of sequence
length as a predictor.
Longer 3' UTRs had a negative correlation with protein abundance in NIH-3T3
cells. Regression models also showed longer 3' UTRs were predictive of lower protein
abundance in the A-431, U-251 MG and U-2 OS cell lines but not the MCF-7 cell
line. Possible hypotheses are that many regulators of translation are inhibitory and
so these are statistically more likely to be found in the longer 3' UTR or that early
occurrence of a Poly-A tail following termination of translation is important for efficient
ribosome recycling. An alternative way of looking at this, is that mRNAs that need to
be repressed in multiple ways will evolve longer UTRs.
Counter-intuitively longer 3' UTRs were also predictive of higher translation efficiency. This may be because of interactions with other predictors in the model such as
AUG count and MFE40. Longer 3' UTRs may be associated with increased translation because they contain binding elements which are involved in releasing translational
control mechanisms (D’Ambrogio et al., 2013). A more complete model of translation
efficiency and interactions between its predictors would be needed to further elucidate
this.
Evidence for structure in the 5' UTR was predictive of lower protein abundance in
every model. This is consistent with observations made using sequence constructs of a
GFP reporter in yeast (Shah et al., 2013). Also a high AUG count in the 5' UTR was
associated with lower protein abundance in every model. A more sophisticated determination of uORFs and their likely effect (e.g. Kozak consensus) may further improve
the value of these predictors. The use of both structure prediction and AUG counts as
predictors of protein abundance is consistent with current biological understanding of
translation efficiency (Gingold and Pilpel, 2011; Barbosa et al., 2013).
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Recent bioinformatic models in yeast have found the tRNA adaption index (tAI)
to be a useful predictor of protein abundance (Gunawardana and Niranjan, 2013).
The tAI score calculated here for the NIH-3T3 cell line did correlate with protein
abundance but was not seen to be predictive in the final model. This result for the
NIH-3T3 cell line is also consistent with observations in yeast which showed tAI was
not related to protein abundance (Shah et al., 2013). It may be that dynamics of
tRNA concentrations and codon usage in transcripts are important regulators but only
in some growth conditions, particularly for yeast. It may be of interest to further
investigate tAI as a predictor in other human cell lines.
The results presented here show the utility of using experimentally derived translation efficiency and protein stability as measured in the HeLa human cell line for
the prediction of protein abundance in other human cell lines. This is a contrasting
approach to that taken by Vogel et al. (2010) and more recently by the Gunawardana and Niranjan (2013) study which present predictive models using sequence based
predictors. Given that the biological determinants of both translation efficiency and
protein stability are not completely understood, it is better to use direct measures of
translation efficiency and protein stability, as shown here. A disadvantage of both approaches is that cell specific regulation of translation and protein stability is not taken
into account. It would be better if translation efficiency and protein stability could be
determined for the system of interest rather than relying on measurements in the HeLa
cell line.
It would be interesting to test whether multiple sequence based predictors of protein
abundance are predictive of translation efficiency or protein stability, this is the case
for measures such as structure in the 5' UTR and AUG count. Although this study
did not consider every possible predictor, there were quite small values of R2 = 0.112
and R2 = 0.025 for the prediction of TEHeLa and kdegHeLa respectively. Improved determination of TEHeLa and kdegHeLa would be expected as mechanisms behind these
molecular interactions are further elucidated, and high throughput experimental techniques improve. The results presented here present a basis for further research, as
these mechanisms are of importance in the treatment and pathology of human diseases
(Kuhn et al., 2012; Weathington et al., 2013).
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Chapter 6
Concluding Remarks and Future
Directions

6.1

Conclusion

This thesis has demonstrated the utility of an ab initio approach to searching for
regulatory elements affecting the fate of mRNAs. The iron-responsive element (IRE)
is part of an important translational control mechanism, particularly affecting the
mRNAs of genes involved with the regulation of cellular iron. Models of this regulatory
element have been constructed to characterise this element. The models have been used
to search diverse genomes. Particular attention has been given to the human genome
in order to identify further putative IREs (See Chapter 2). Encouraging experimental
evidence is currently being gathered in support of at least one of these putative elements
Wardell (2013 - unpublished).
The models that were built here have been contributed to the RFAM database.
The previous IRE model had not been updated for some time. The updated models
will hopefully be useful for researchers in the future to produce their own annotations
and analysis for existing and new nucleotide sequences. The curators of RFAM have
also encouraged the use of Wikipedia as a curational tool and this thesis embraces this
collaborative intent (see Section 2.6).
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It is fascinating that the IRE can be found in organisms ranging from sponges to
humans. The presence of the IRE in such a broad phylogeny is not only interesting
for the story of iron regulation but also when thinking about gene regulation as a
whole. Regulation of transcription has historically been studied more extensively than
post-transcriptional controls. The IRE shows the long evolutionary history of such
controls.
This thesis has also included de novo determination of regulatory elements thought
to be responsible for the mitochondrial localisation of mRNAs in yeast (Saint-Georges
et al., 2008). It has been demonstrated that de novo detection of the Puf3p binding
element is technically possible (see Chapter 3). This step represented a successful
validation of the detection method.
A further uridine rich element - possibly a Pub1p binding site – was also detected.
Messenger RNAs containing this element were further investigated by collaborators. It
was interesting to hear that mitochondrial localisation was not observed for mRNAs
that appeared to be localised in the earlier Saint-Georges et al. (2008) study. Whatever
its function, the detected uridine rich element was very unlikely to occur simply by
chance – the element may be involved in mitochondrial regulatory processes other
than the localisation of mRNAs. The detection of regulatory elements in mRNAs is
a step towards understanding their regulation via transcript stability, localisation or
translational control.
After having considered these examples of post-transcriptional control of gene expression, this thesis turned to a more global view of mRNA and protein expression
levels seen in cell lines. Protein abundance can be predicted only in part by mRNA
abundance. Estimates of protein abundance just from the abundance of mRNA is
likely to be less accurate for genes with mRNAs translated at particularly low or high
efficiencies. Such estimates are also likely to be inaccurate when protein products are
particularly stable or unstable or when there are specific regulations of protein stability
and translation.
This thesis has undertaken a global calculation of translation efficiency and analysed
how this varies for specific genes and groups of genes in five different human cell lines
(see Chapter 4). The method used here provided an overall estimate of translation
efficiency for all mRNAs in all the cells from which the transcripts and proteins were
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collected. Individual mRNAs for one gene may be translated actively in one part of the
cell and have repressed expression in another part of the cell. This is exactly the case
in the localisation of many mRNAs. Variation in translation efficiency is however an
indication of translational control and this approach may help screen for mRNAs that
are subject to a regulatory response affecting translation. Another possible benefit of
this approach is to screen for mRNAs that are particularly efficiently translated – for
example in the development of RNA vaccines (Schlake et al., 2012).
Another way of considering translation along with gene expression is ribosome profiling (Ingolia et al., 2009). This method uses antibiotics to immobilise ribosomes. A nuclease is then used to digest unprotected nucleotides and the remaining oligonucleotides
are sequenced to determine ribosome footprints. This method has the advantage of accounting for not just expression but also ribosome occupancy. A disadvantage of this
approach is that an antibiotic treatment is required. The data produced is also not a
direct measure of translation efficiency and so not as useful in constructing models like
those presented in Chapter 5.
The work in this thesis made use of protein stability data from the HeLa cell line to
estimate translation efficiency in other cell lines. Ideally there would have been protein
stability data for each of the other cell lines that were investigated. In the future it
would be very useful to have even one additional protein stability dataset from a human
cell line so as to better understand the impact of this for overall gene expression and
to better quantify the accuracy of the translation efficiency estimates.
The use of cell lines is in itself a limitation. There are many intra- and extra-cellular
differences compared with in vivo conditions, which will certainly have an effect on gene
regulation. The HeLa and other cancer cell lines have many genomic rearrangements,
duplications and deletions which lead to highly abnormal levels of gene transcripts.
This results in an abnormal post-transcriptional environment. Furthermore the growth
of these cells in culture has many differences with the in vivo environment – living cells
have a rich communication with surrounding extra-cellular fluid and neighbouring cells.
The environment a cell is growing in will have a profound effect on the regulation of
gene programmes within the cell.
There may be some unusual regulation of translation and protein degradation for
specific genes in specific cancer cell lines. Other genes (such as those involved in
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apoptotic pathways) may be altered in many cancer cell lines. Ideally data should be
collected from real tissue samples to confirm that the conclusions made here still hold.
Multiple cell lines have been used in this thesis and so the global conclusions are likely
to remain generally applicable.
It was useful to observe that on a gene by gene basis, variation in translation efficiency across cell lines was significantly smaller than expected by chance. This led
to the development of a model to predict protein abundance in other human cell lines
using the translation efficiencies calculated from the HeLa cell line. Such a model was
shown to function in four different human cell lines.
Previous models for protein abundance have attempted to include a large variety
of predictors. Some of these such as coding sequence length have dominated these expression models big parts in the expression model without much biological justification.
For a global model of protein abundance, the simple use of experimentally measured
translation efficiency and protein stability has intuitive appeal.
Some of the many predictors that were used in previous models of protein expression were shown to be associated with translation efficiency and protein stability (see
Chapter 5). For example, the prediction of structure in the 5' UTRs of mRNAs and
evidence for uORFs were both associated with reduced translation. This thesis has not
tested every possible predictor of translation efficiency. The results from those that
were tested indicate that there are still important determinants of translation efficiency
left to discover.

6.2

Future Directions

Translation efficiency and protein stability are intrinsically connected with protein expression and have been shown to be useful predictors of protein abundance in this
thesis. A better approach may be to use transcript and amino acid sequence features
to model translation efficiency and protein stability rather than model protein abundance directly. Such models could help in the understanding of post-transcriptional
control and serve as a benchmark for our understanding of the processes involved. Furthermore they can be measured experimentally. Many of the mechanisms at work in
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the regulation of translation apply to a large number of transcripts and yet these are
not all affected equally by a given change, e.g. increased eIF4F activity in high iron
conditions depends also on 5' UTR structure (Ma et al., 2012). Building models that
are generally applicable, biologically meaningful and that capture the rich interactions
that occur in regulatory mechanisms is an ongoing challenge.
The activity and concentrations of many molecules have the potential to alter the
translation efficiency of mRNAs. One suggested approach for identifying proteins that
may regulate translation is to correlate their expression with the translation efficiency of
mRNAs for other genes measured in the same cells. Preliminary work for this has been
done and there are indications that regulatory effects may be seen for some proteins.
This group of proteins is enriched with genes from several relevant gene ontology classes,
e.g. ribosome biogenesis, translation and RNA processing. See (Appendix F).
There is a very strong significant correlation (r=0.7, p<0.001) between translation
efficiency and protein expression levels in HeLa cells. Genes with high protein expression are likely to be translated more efficiently. Interestingly there is also a weak,
significant negative correlation (r=-0.17, p < 0.001) between translation efficiency and
mRNA expression levels in HeLa cells. Genes with high mRNA expression are likely
to be translated less efficiently. These correlations are made globally and may not hold
true for all genes, but this late result exemplifies the importance of post-transcriptional
control mechanisms.
Any study considering gene expression ought to consider post-transcriptional control. Simply considering mRNA expression may lead to misleading results. Chapter
4 shows the wide range of translation efficiency for different genes - an interquartile
range of 47 - 387 proteins per mRNA per hour. This represents a greater than eightfold difference in protein expression – this is a large difference considering that many
differential expression studies result in candidate gene lists with two-fold expression
changes or even lower. Even so, the models of protein expression presented in this
thesis show that protein expression is very much dependent upon mRNA expression
- it was shown to explain between 24% and 34% of observed variation. This strong
dependence explains the success of using mRNA expression in analysis of differential
expression. This thesis has presented methods to account for post-transcriptional
control mechanisms (see Chapters 4 and 5).
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When considering candidate genes for follow up in microarray and other differential
expression studies one very simple improvement that can be made is to consider the
data presented in Chapter 4. Based upon mRNA expression changes alone, genes
with low or widely varying translation efficiency values may not be so attractive to
pursue compared to genes with higher and more consistent translation efficiency values.
The advantage of this consideration is that it does not require any major changes to
analysis pipelines. The disadvantage is that genes with higher translation efficiency
but marginal differences in mRNA expression may miss out on becoming candidates
in the first place.
One advantage of the method presented in Chapter 5 is that differential protein expression (albeit predicted expression) rather than mRNA expression is considered. It
is protein expression that really matters phenotypically. Another advantage is the simplicity of the model in how it parallels the central dogma. This method simply depends
on mRNA levels, translation efficiency and protein stability and does not depend on
knowing all the details of the many mechanisms involved in post-transcriptional controls. The method relies upon consistent translation efficiency for specific genes over
different cell lines. As such the disadvantage of the method is that it does not account
for any cell line- or environment-specific specific translation controls. This disadvantage
may be reduced by building additional datasets of translation efficiency. It is also possible to consider the results of this method in conjunction with a more straightforward
direct consideration of differential mRNA expression.
When the material in Chapter 4 was published the interquartile range of translation
efficiency was reported as being 17 - 92 proteins per mRNA per hour. These figures
were based on Schwanhäusser et al. (2011), which has since been the subject of a
corrigendum (Schwanhäusser et al., 2013). The updated figures as reported in this
thesis are 47 - 387 proteins per mRNA per hour. The new figures have not effected the
conclusions drawn here other than resulting in higher absolute values for translation
efficiency and a higher fold change between the extremes of the interquartile range.
The inability of mRNA expression levels alone to account for observed variation in
protein expression levels is a problem for differential gene expression studies. These
studies are highly valuable to understanding and developing treatments for human
disease. This thesis has shown that a substantial improvement can be made to the
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prediction of protein expression by considering translation efficiency and protein stability. This thesis argues strongly for these to be considered in differential expression
analysis. The use of the methods suggested by this thesis has the potential to add
value to existing microarray studies and should also be considered in new expression
studies.
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Name
General Tools
UCSC
Genome
Browser

Table A.1: Summary of tools and data sources
Type
Ref

Purpose

Visualise and download many different
data for various genomes.
Version of the UCSC browser that inncRNA
Genome
cludes many data tracks particularly
Browser
aimed at RNA analysis.
Web based service that eases data acGalaxy Suite
quisition, processing and visualisation
by integrating many different tools.
Narrowing the Search Space

Web

(Kent et al.,
2002)

http://genome.ucsc.edu/

Web

(Mituyama
et al., 2009)

http://www.ncrna.org

Web

(Goecks et al.,
2010)

http://galaxy.psu.edu/
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RepeatMasker

Identify Repeat Elements.

Command
Line
Via UCSC

Transfac

Identify TFBS.

Web

Jaspar
STAMP

Web
Binding
tool.

motif/matrix

comparison

Gene annotation database that allows
focus on UTRs.
Known Regulatory Elements
Contains covariance models of many
RFAM
known regulatory elements.
Refseq

URL

Web
Command
Line

(Jurka, 2000;
Kent et al.,
2002)
(Matys et al.,
2006)
(Bryne et al.,
2008)

http://www.repeatmasker.org/

http://www.gene-regulation.com/

http://jaspar.genereg.net/

(Mahony and
Benos, 2007)

http://www.benoslab.pitt.edu/services.html

Via UCSC

(Pruitt et al.,
2009)

http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/RefSeq/

Web

(Gardner
et al., 2011)

http://rfam.sanger.ac.uk/

Continued on next page
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Table A.1 Continued from previous page
Name
Purpose
Type
Ref
Contains pattern based models of
(Jacobs et al.,
Transterm
Web
known regulatory elements.
2009)
(Grillo et al.,
UTRsite
Web
2010)
(Cook et al.,
RBPDb
Database of protein binding sites.
Web
2010)
Tools and database of predicted Web
(Lewis et al.,
TargetScan
miRNA binding sites.
Via UCSC 2005)
Database of predicted miRNA binding
(Krek et al.,
PicTar
Web
sites.
2005)
(Kozomara
miRbase
Database of miRNAs.
Web
and GriffithsJones, 2010)
Database of predicted miRNA binding
(Gaidatzis
ElMMo
sites – also allows searching based on Web
et al., 2007)
mRNA expression profiles.
Primary Sequence Analysis
Web
Tools for finding over represented pat(Bailey et al.,
Command
MEME
terns in primary sequence.
2006)
Line
Web
(Pavesi et al.,
Weeder
Command
2001)
Line
Web
(Rigoutsos
TEIRESIAS
Command and Floratos,
Line
1998)
Secondary structure prediction

URL
http://mrna.otago.ac.nz/Transterm.html

http://utrsite.ba.itb.cnr.it/

http://rbpdb.ccbr.utoronto.ca/

http://www.targetscan.org/

http://pictar.mdc-berlin.de/

http://www.mirbase.org/

http://www.mirz.unibas.ch/ElMMo2/

http://meme.nbcr.net/

http://www.pesolelab.it/

http://cbcsrv.watson.ibm.com/Tspd.html

Continued on next page

Table A.1 Continued from previous page
Type
Ref
Command (Zuker
and
mfold / UNAfold
Line
Stiegler, 1981)
Web
RNAfold
and
(Hofacker
Command
RNAplFold
et al., 1994)
Line
Web
(Bernhart
RNAalifold
Command
et al., 2008)
Line
Simultaneous alignment of multiple Command
(Mathews,
Dynalign / Multilign similar RNAs and folding to predict Line
2011)
structure.
GUI
Command
(Mathews,
Turbofold
Line
2011)
GUI
Comparing secondary structures
Command (Hofacker
RNAdistance
2D Structure comparison.
Line
et al., 1994)
Command (Hochsmann
RNAforester
Line
et al., 2004)
Searching for Secondary Structures
Search method to identify motifs that
Command (Macke et al.,
RNAMotif
may be described structurally and/or
Line
2001)
by sequence.
A tool that finds conserved motifs Web
(Yao et al.,
CMFinder
based on predicted structures using co- Command
2006)
variance models.
Line
Combining Primary and Secondary Structural Search Methods
Name

Purpose

URL
http://mfold.rna.albany.edu/

http://www.tbi.univie.ac.at/RNA/

http://www.tbi.univie.ac.at/RNA/

http://rna.urmc.rochester.edu/RNAstructure.
html
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http://rna.urmc.rochester.edu/RNAstructure.
html

http://www.tbi.univie.ac.at/\~{}ivo/RNA/
http://bibiserv.techfak.uni-bielefeld.de/
rnaforester/

http://casegroup.rutgers.edu/

http://wingless.cs.washington.edu/htbinpost/unrestricted/CMfinderWeb/CMfinderInput.pl

Continued on next page
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Table A.1 Continued from previous page
Name
Purpose
Type
Ref
Search method using covariance modCommand (Nawrocki
Infernal
els built from sequence alignments to a
Line
et al., 2009)
consensus structure.
Command (Overbeek,
scan_for_matches
Pattern based search method.
Line
2011)
Evidence for Common Regulation and Tissue Specific Expression
Database of gene expression experi- Web
(Barrett et al.,
GEO
ments.
2010)
Publicly Available Combinatorial Methods
An extension of MEME guided by pre- Command (Hiller et al.,
MEMERIS
dicted secondary structure.
Line
2006)
Web
A tool that finds conserved structural
(Washietl
RNAz
Command
motifs in aligned sequences.
et al., 2005)
Line
A tool that combines detection of over- Web
(Elemento
FIRE
represented primary sequence patterns Command
et al., 2007)
with other biological data.
Line

URL

http://infernal.janelia.org/

http://blog.theseed.org/servers/2010/07/scanfor-matches.html

http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/geo/

http://cs.stanford.edu/people/hillerm/Data/
MEMERIS/

http://www.tbi.univie.ac.at/\~{}wash/RNAz/

https://iget.princeton.edu/

Concluded
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Appendix B
Supporting material for iron
responsive element analysis
B.1

Covariance Models
Listing B.1: IRE Family 1 Covariance Model

# STOCKHOLM 1.0
#= GF
#= GF
#= GF
#= GF
#= GF
#= GF
#= GF
#= GF
#= GF
#= GF
#= GF
#= GF
#= GF
#= GF
#= GF
#= GF
#= GF

AC
ID
DE
AU
SE
SS
TP
BM
SQ
CC
RA
RA
RT
RT
RL
CC
RA

RF00XXX
IRE_FAMILY1
Iron response element
Stevens S , Gardner P , Brown C
Leipuviene , R . and Theil , E . C .
Published ; PMID :17849083
Cis - reg ;
cmbuild CM SEED
17
TFRC
D . M . Koeller , J . L . Casey , M . W . Hentze , E . M . Gerhardt ,
L . N . Chan , R . D . Klausner , J . B . Harford ;
A cytosolic protein binds to structural elements within the iron regulatory
region of the transferrin receptor mrna .
Proc Natl Acad Sci U S A , 86(10) :35748 , May 1989.
SLC40A1
A . Lymboussaki , E . Pignatti , G . Montosi , C . Garuti , D . Haile , A . Pietrangelo

RT
RT
RT
RL
CC
RA
RT
RT
RL
CC
RA
RA
RT
RL
CC
RA

The role of the iron responsive element in the control of
ferroportin1 / ireg1 / mtp1
gene expression .
Journal of hepatology , 39(5) :710 , 2003.
SDHB
S . Kohler , B . Henderson , L . Kuhn ;
Succinate dehydrogenase b mrna of drosophila melanogaster has a functional
iron - responsive element in its 5 - untranslated region .
Journal of Biological Chemistry , 270(51) :30781 , 1995.
SLC11A2
H . Gunshin , C . Allerson , M . Polycarpou - Schwarz , A . Rofts ,
J . Rogers , F . Kishi , M . Hentze , T . Rouault , N . Andrews , M . Hediger ;
Iron - dependent regulation of the divalent metal ion transporter .
FEBS letters , 509(2) :309316 , 2001.
CDC42BPA
R . Cmejla , J . Petrak , and J . Cmejlova ;

;
#= GF
#= GF
#= GF
#= GF
#= GF
#= GF
#= GF
#= GF
#= GF
#= GF
#= GF
#= GF
#= GF
#= GF
#= GF
#= GF
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#= GF
#= GF
#= GF
#= GF
#= GF
#= GF
#= GF
#= GF
#= GF
#= GF
#= GF
#= GF
#= GF
#= GF
#= GF
#= GF
#= GF
#= GF
#= GF
#= GF
#= GF
#= GF
#= GF
#= GF
#= GF
#= GF
#= GF
#= GF

RT
A novel iron responsive element in the 3 utr of human mrckalpha .
RL
Biochem Biophys Res Commun , 341(1) :15866 , Mar 2006.
CC
ACO2
RA
N . Gray , K . Pantopoulos , T . Dandekar , B . Ackrell , M . Hentze ;
RT
Translational regulation of mammalian and drosophila citric acid
RT
cycle enzymes via iron - responsive elements
RL
Proc Natl Acad Sci 93(10) :4925 -30 , 1996.
CC
ALAS2_H . SAPIENS
RA
T . Dandekar , R . Stripecke , N . Gray , B . Goossen , A . Constable ,
RA
H . Johansson , M . Hentze ;
RT
Ide ntific ation of a novel iron - responsive element in murine and human
RT
erythroid delta - am inolev ulinic acid synthase mrna .
RL
The EMBO Journal , 10(7) :1903 , 1991.
CC
CDC14A
RA
M . Sanchez , B . Galy , T . Dandekar , P . Bengert , Y . Vainshtein , J . Stolte ,
RA
M . Muckenthaler , M . Hentze ;
RT
Iron regulation and the cell cycle : ident ificat ion of an iron - responsive
RT
element in the 3 - untranslated region of human cell division cycle 14 a mrna
RT
by a refined microarray - based screening strategy .
RL
Journal of Biological Chemistry , 281(32) :22865 , 2006.
CC
EPAS1
RA
M . Sanchez , B . Galy , M . U . Muckenthaler , M . W . Hentze ;
RT
Iron - regulatory proteins limit hypoxia - inducible factor -2 alpha
RT
expression in iron eficiency .
RL
Nat Struct Mol Biol , 14(5) :4206 , May 2007.
CC
ALAS2_D . RERIO
RA
Wingert RA , Galloway JL , Barut B , Foott H , Fraenkel P , Axe JL , et al . ;
RT
Deficiency of glutaredoxin 5 reveals Fe - S clusters are required for
vertebrate
#= GF RT
haem synthesis .
#= GF RL
Nature 2005; 436:1035 -39.
#= GF CC
qoxD
#= GF RA
Alwn C , Sonenshein AL .
#= GF RT
Bacillus subtilis aconitase is an RNA - binding protein .
#= GF RL
Proc Natl Acad Sci U S A 1999; 96:10412 -7.
#= GF CC
Hao1
#= GF RA
Kohler SA , Menotti E , Kuhn LC .
#= GF RT
Molecular cloning of mouse glycolate oxidase . High evolutionary
#= GF RT
conservation and presence of an iron - responsive element - like sequence
#= GF RT
in the mRNA .
#= GF RL
J Biol Chem 1999; 274:2401 -7.
#= GF CC
NDUFS1
#= GF RA
Lin E , Graziano JH , Freyer GA .
#= GF RT
Regulation of the 75 - kDa subunit of mitochondrial complex I by iron .
#= GF RL
J Biol Chem 2001; 276:27685 -92.
TRFC | NM_003234 /3450 -3480
TRFC | NM_003234 /3500 -3530
TRFC | NM_003234 /3904 -3934
TRFC | NM_003234 /3971 -3997
TRFC | NM_003234 /4016 -4046
SLC40A1 | NM_016917 /101 -131
SDHB | NM_057753 /96 -124
SLC11A2 | NM_000617 /1858 -1889
CDC42BPA | NM_014826 /6645 -6675
ACO2 | NM_173977 /7 -37
ALAS2_H . SAPIENS | NM_000032 /95 -125
CDC14A | NM_003672 /2575 -2605
EPAS1 | NM_001430 /77 -108
ALAS2_D . RERIO | AF095747 /62 -92
qoxD | M86548 | BACQOXA /4804 -4833
Hao1 | NM_010403 /1916 -1945
NDUFS1 | NM_005006 /8 -35

UAUUUAUCAGUG . ACAGAGUUC . ACUAUAAAUG
UAAUUAUCGGAA . GCAGUGCCU . UCCAUAAUUA
ACAUUAUCGGGA . GCAGUGUCU . UCCAUAAUGU
-- UGUAUCGGAG . ACAGUGAUC . UCCAUAUG - UAAUUAUCGGGA . ACAGUGUUU . CCCAUAAUUU
CCAACUUCAGCU . ACAGUGUUA . GCUAAGUUUG
UAAUU - GCAAAC . GCAGUGCCG . UUUC - AAUUG
UAGCCAUCAGAG . C C A G U G U G U u U C U A U G G U U U
UAGAAAACACUU . GCAGAGCCA . GGUUUUGCUG
ACCUCAUCUUUG . UCAGUGCAC . AAAAUGGCGC
AUUCGUUCGUCC . UCAGUGCAG . GGCAACAGGA
AUAUUUACAUGU . ACAGUGUUA . CAUUAUAUAU
GUACAAUCCUCG . G C A G U G U C C u G A G A C U G U A U
AGAAGUUCGUCC . UCAGUGCAG . GUCAACAGCU
AAAAAC - CCUCU . UCAGUGGAA . GAGGGUUUUU
UAUA - GUCACAU . UCAGUGUAA . AGUACAUAUU
- GGCC - - CG G CU gA C AG AG U UA . GCCGAGGCC -

#= GC SS_cons
#= GC RF
//

< < < < < < < - < < < <. < < ___ > - > >. > > > > > > > > > >
xxxxxxxCxxxx . xCAGxGxxx . xxxxxxxxxx
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Listing B.2: IRE Family 2 Covariance Model
# STOCKHOLM 1.0
#= GF
#= GF
#= GF
#= GF
#= GF
#= GF
#= GF
#= GF
#= GF
#= GF
#= GF
#= GF
#= GF
#= GF
#= GF
#= GF
#= GF
#= GF
#= GF
#= GF
#= GF
#= GF
#= GF
#= GF
#= GF
#= GF
#= GF
#= GF
#= GF
#= GF
#= GF
#= GF
#= GF
#= GF
#= GF

AC
ID
DE
AU
SE
SS
TP
BM
SQ
CC
RA
RA
RT
RT
RL
CC
RA
RT
RT
RL
CC
RA
RT
RL
CC
RA
RT
RT
RL
CC
RA
RT
RT
RT
RL

RF00XXX
IRE_MODEL2
Iron response element
Stevens S , Gardner P , Brown C
Leipuviene , R . and Theil , E . C .
Published ; PMID :17849083
Cis - reg ;
cmbuild CM SEED
6
FTH1
M . W . Hentze , S . W . Caughman , T . A . Rouault , J . G . Barriocanal ,
A . Dancis , J . B . Harford , R . D . Klausner ;
Id entifi cation of the iron - responsive element for the translational
regulation of human ferritin mrna .
Science , 238(4833) :15703 , Dec 1987.
FTL
M . C . Sammarco , S . Ditch , A . Banerjee , E . Grabczyk ;
Ferritin l and h subunits are di fferen tially regulated on a
post - tr a ns c ri pt i on al level .
J Biol Chem , 283(8) :457887 , Feb 2008.
FT_M . SEXTA
Zhang D , Albert DW , Kohlhepp P , D - Pham DQ , Winzerling JJ .
Repression of Manduca sexta ferritin synthesis by IRP1 / IRE interaction .
Insect Mol Biol 2001; 10:531 -9.
FT_C . ETHLIUS
Nichol H , Winzerling J .
Structured RNA upstream of insect cap distal iron responsive elements
enhances iron regulatory protein - mediated control of translation .
Insect Biochem Mol Biol 2002; 32:1699 -710.
FT_P . LENI
Huang TS , Melefors O , Lind MI , Soderhall K .
An atypical iron - responsive element ( IRE ) within crayfish ferritin mRNA
and an iron regulatory protein 1 ( IRP1 ) - like protein from crayfish
he patopa ncreas .
Insect Biochem Mol Biol 1999; 29:1 -9.

FTH1 | NM_002032 /55 -89
FTL | NM_000146 /23 -57
FT_M . SEXTA | L47123 /40 -71
FT_C . ETHLIUS | AF161707 /96 -126
FT_C . ETHLIUS | AF161709 /100 -132
FT_P . LENI | X90566 /7 -42

G G GU UU C CU GC U UC A AC AG U GC UU G GA CG G - AACCC
C U G UC U C U UG C U U CA A C A G UG U U U GG A C G GA - ACAG
UC - - GCC . U U C U G C A C C A G U G U G U G U A A A G G C C U G A
-- UAGCC . UUCUGCGCCAGUGUGUGUAAAGGCUA - - GUCGCC . UUCUGCGCCAGUGUGUGUAAAGGCUGC - G AC G C U CC G G G UC G C C A GU G U G UG A A C GA G C - UC -

#= GC SS_cons
#= GC RF

< < < < < < < < - < - < < < < < < ___ > - > > > > > > > > > > > > > >
xxxxxxxxUxCxxxxxCAGxGxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
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B.2

IRE hits in human genome (hg18, UCSC) using the new RFAM IRE models
over a wide range of scoring thresholds.

28,130,973

8,316,280

33,733,356

26,763

68,275,928

5,017,407,839

1,129,670,779

Introns

Base
Coverage

Intergenic

Table B.1: IRE Family 1 hits in human genome (hg18) using the new IRE models over a wide range of scoring thresholds. The number of hits
found at different bit score thresholds within Refseq annotated regions are shown. Pseudo refers to the regions identified by blast search with IRE
containing exons as described in the Methods. Hits outside annotated genes and possible pseudogenes are recorded as intergenic. Hits found in
either exons or possible pseudogenes are shown under “Exons U Pseudo”. Some hits overlap annotation boundaries and so are counted in multiple
columns. Sensitivity is calculated based on the ability to detect experimentally established IREs. Specificity is calculated using the SIREs method
to allow comparison. Figures in brackets denote the number of hits expected in that region by searching random sequence of the same size.

28
(12.0)
22
(6.4)
17
(3.3)
14
(1.8)

11
(3.5)
8
(1.9)
7
(1.0)
6
(0.5)

23
(14.4)
13
(7.6)
6
(4.0)
4
(2.2)

14
(0.0)
14
(0.0)
14
(0.0)
13
(0.0)

62
(29.1)
43
(15.5)
30
(8.1)
24
(4.4)

Sensitivity

Exon ∪ Pseudo

20

Pseudo

19

CDS

18

5’ UTRs

Score
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17

3’ UTRs

mRNA

2573
685
100
(2136.5) (481.0)
1449
369
100
(1135.8) (255.7)
794
203
100
(593.4) (133.6)
433
109
93
(323.0) (72.7)
Continued on next page

25
26
27
28
29
30

3
(1.2)
3
(0.6)
2
(0.3)
2
(0.1)
1
(0.1)
1
(0.0)
1
(0.0)
1
(0.0)
0
(0.0)
0
(0.0)

13
(0.0)
13
(0.0)
13
(0.0)
13
(0.0)
13
(0.0)
12
(0.0)
11
(0.0)
8
(0.0)
5
(0.0)
5
(0.0)

18
(2.4)
16
(1.2)
15
(0.5)
15
(0.2)
14
(0.1)
13
(0.1)
11
(0.1)
8
(0.1)
5
(0.0)
5
(0.0)

Sensitivity

5
(0.3)
5
(0.1)
5
(0.1)
5
(0.0)
5
(0.0)
4
(0.0)
3
(0.0)
2
(0.0)
1
(0.0)
1
(0.0)

Introns

10
(1.0)
8
(0.5)
8
(0.2)
8
(0.1)
8
(0.1)
8
(0.0)
8
(0.0)
6
(0.0)
4
(0.0)
4
(0.0)

Intergenic

Exon ∪ Pseudo
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24

Pseudo

23

CDS

22

5’ UTRs

21

3’ UTRs

Score

Table B.1 Continued from previous page

228
60
93
(173.8) (39.1)
117
26
93
(91.3)
(20.6)
69
16
93
(38.6)
(8.7)
38
5
93
(14.0)
(3.2)
13
2
93
(8.8)
(2.0)
7
2
86
(5.3)
(1.2)
2
1
86
(3.5)
(0.8)
2
1
64
(3.5)
(0.8)
2
1
36
(1.8)
(0.4)
2
1
36
(0.0)
(0.0)
Continued on next page

4
(0.0)
4
(0.0)
4
(0.0)
4
(0.0)
2
(0.0)
2
(0.0)

1
(0.0)
1
(0.0)
1
(0.0)
1
(0.0)
0
(0.0)
0
(0.0)

0
(0.0)
0
(0.0)
0
(0.0)
0
(0.0)
0
(0.0)
0
(0.0)

5
(0.0)
5
(0.0)
5
(0.0)
5
(0.0)
2
(0.0)
2
(0.0)

5
(0.0)
5
(0.0)
5
(0.0)
5
(0.0)
2
(0.0)
2
(0.0)

1
(0.0)
0
(0.0)
0
(0.0)
0
(0.0)
0
(0.0)
0
(0.0)

1
(0.0)
1
(0.0)
0
(0.0)
0
(0.0)
0
(0.0)
0
(0.0)

Sensitivity

Introns

36

Intergenic

35

Exon ∪ Pseudo
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34

Pseudo

33

CDS

32

5’ UTRs

31

3’ UTRs

Score

Table B.1 Continued from previous page

36
36
36
36
14
14
Concluded

28,130,973

8,316,280

33,733,356

26,763

68,275,928

5,017,407,839

1,129,670,779

Introns

Base
Coverage

Intergenic

Table B.2: IRE Family 2 hits in human genome (hg18) using the new IRE models at a wide range of scoring thresholds. The number of hits
found at different bit score thresholds within Refseq annotated regions are shown. Pseudo refers to the regions identified by blast search with IRE
containing exons as described in the Methods. Hits outside annotated genes and possible pseudogenes are recorded as intergenic. Hits found in
either exons or possible pseudogenes are shown under “Exons U Pseudo”. Some hits overlap annotation boundaries and so are counted in multiple
columns. Sensitivity is calculated based on the ability to detect experimentally established IREs. Specificity is calculated using the SIREs method
to allow comparison. Figures in brackets denote the number of hits expected in that region by searching random sequence of the same size.

21
22

11
(3.0)
6
(1.8)
4
(0.9)
2
(0.5)
2
(0.2)
1
(0.1)

9
(0.9)
7
(0.5)
6
(0.3)
5
(0.1)
4
(0.1)
2
(0.0)

21
(3.6)
14
(2.2)
9
(1.1)
7
(0.6)
5
(0.3)
4
(0.1)

37
(0.0)
37
(0.0)
35
(0.0)
32
(0.0)
32
(0.0)
31
(0.0)

72
(7.2)
58
(4.4)
48
(2.2)
40
(1.2)
38
(0.6)
35
(0.3)

Sensitivity

Exon ∪ Pseudo

20

Pseudo

19

CDS

18

5’ UTRs

17

3’ UTRs
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Score

mRNA

1087
315
100
(531.9) (119.8)
560
172
100
(321.3) (72.3)
309
89
100
(163.3) (36.8)
175
51
100
(86.0)
(19.4)
85
30
100
(42.1)
(9.5)
38
21
100
(21.1)
(4.7)
Continued on next page

27
28
29
30
31
32

2
(0.1)
0
(0.1)
0
(0.0)
0
(0.0)
0
(0.0)
0
(0.0)
0
(0.0)
0
(0.0)
0
(0.0)
0
(0.0)

31
(0.0)
30
(0.0)
28
(0.0)
27
(0.0)
27
(0.0)
27
(0.0)
26
(0.0)
25
(0.0)
22
(0.0)
20
(0.0)

33
(0.2)
30
(0.1)
28
(0.1)
27
(0.0)
27
(0.0)
27
(0.0)
26
(0.0)
25
(0.0)
22
(0.0)
20
(0.0)

Sensitivity

2
(0.0)
2
(0.0)
2
(0.0)
2
(0.0)
2
(0.0)
2
(0.0)
2
(0.0)
2
(0.0)
2
(0.0)
2
(0.0)

Introns

1
(0.1)
1
(0.0)
1
(0.0)
1
(0.0)
1
(0.0)
1
(0.0)
1
(0.0)
1
(0.0)
1
(0.0)
1
(0.0)

Intergenic

Exon ∪ Pseudo
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26

Pseudo

25

CDS

24

5’ UTRs

23

3’ UTRs

Score

Table B.2 Continued from previous page

22
11
100
(12.3)
(2.8)
10
6
100
(7.0)
(1.6)
9
3
100
(3.5)
(0.8)
4
0
100
(1.8)
(0.4)
1
0
100
(1.8)
(0.4)
0
0
100
(0.0)
(0.0)
0
0
100
(0.0)
(0.0)
0
0
100
(0.0)
(0.0)
0
0
100
(0.0)
(0.0)
0
0
100
(0.0)
(0.0)
Continued on next page

Intergenic

Introns

1
(0.0)
1
(0.0)
1
(0.0)
1
(0.0)

2
(0.0)
2
(0.0)
2
(0.0)
2
(0.0)

0
(0.0)
0
(0.0)
0
(0.0)
0
(0.0)

18
(0.0)
17
(0.0)
16
(0.0)
14
(0.0)

18
(0.0)
17
(0.0)
16
(0.0)
14
(0.0)

0
(0.0)
0
(0.0)
0
(0.0)
0
(0.0)

0
(0.0)
0
(0.0)
0
(0.0)
0
(0.0)

Sensitivity

Exon ∪ Pseudo

215

36

Pseudo

35

CDS

34

5’ UTRs

33

3’ UTRs

Score
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100
100
100
100
Concluded

B.3

IRE hits in RFAMSEQ10 using the new RFAM
IRE models.

IRE Family 1
Table B.3: IRE Family 1 hits in RFAMSEQ10 over a large range of
score thresholds. The proportion of hits occurring near regions that
encode a protein encoded by an mRNA having an IRE. The regions
identified were extended by 2kb to include potential UTRs
Bit
Score Matched
No match Total NumThreshold
to Known to Known ber of Hits
Protein
Protein
17
256
543
799
19
251
524
775
20
248
505
753
23
239
475
714
25
226
433
659
26
222
409
631
29
155
234
389
32
137
175
312
35
57
72
129

IRE Family 2
Table B.4: IRE Family 2 hits in RFAMSEQ10 over a large range of
score thresholds. The proportion of hits occurring near regions that
encode a protein encoded by an mRNA having an IRE. The regions
identified were extended by 2kb to include potential UTRs
Bit
Score Matched
No match Total NumThreshold
to Known to Known ber of Hits
Protein
Protein
17
398
1543
1941
20
396
1468
1864
23
390
1373
1763
26
384
1226
1610
28
365
1117
1482
29
356
1053
1409
32
309
815
1124
35
243
620
863
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Appendix C
Supporting material for element
discovery in localised yeast mRNAs
C.1

Results for element discovery obtained by running MEME on the 3’UTRs of mRNAs localised
to the mitochondria in yeast.

MEME version 4.4
ALPHABET = ACGT
strands : +
Background letter frequencies ( from y e a s t _ c l a s s I I I _ 3 u t r _ w u . hmm ) :
A 0.33700 C 0.16500 G 0.14800 T 0.35100
MOTIF CHTGTAWATA
log - odds
-167
-36
-1441
-1441
-1441
148
72
157
-1441
157

matrix :
191
111
-1441
-1441
-1441
-1441
-35
-1441
-1441
-1441

alength = 4 w = 10 E = 1.7 e -177
-219
-52
-142
-10
-1441
151
276
-1441
-1441
151
-183
-425
-400
-18
-1441
-1441
-1441
151
-1441
-1441

letter - probability matrix : alength = 4 w = 10 nsites = 217 E = 1.7 e -177
0.105991
0.617512
0.032258
0.244240
0.262673
0.354839
0.055300
0.327189
0.000000
0.000000
0.000000
1.000000
0.000000
0.000000
1.000000
0.000000
0.000000
0.000000
0.000000
1.000000
0.940092
0.000000
0.041475
0.018433
0.552995
0.129032
0.009217
0.308756
1.000000
0.000000
0.000000
0.000000
0.000000
0.000000
0.000000
1.000000
1.000000
0.000000
0.000000
0.000000
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C.2

Results for element discovery obtained by running MEME on the 3’UTRs highly dependent
on Puf3p for localisation to the mitochondria in
yeast.

MEME version 4.4
ALPHABET = ACGT
strands : +
Background letter frequencies ( from / Network / Servers / biocldap . otago . ac . nz / Volumes /
BiochemXsan / Student_Users / st ewarts tevens / yeast / yeastpuf / yeast_wu_3utr . hmm ) :
A 0.34100 C 0.16000 G 0.16000 T 0.34100
MOTIF CHTGTAWATA
log - odds
-465
-95
-1285
-1285
-1285
153
55
153
-1285
155

matrix :
222
139
-1285
-1285
-1285
-1285
-75
-1285
-1285
-1285

alength = 4 w = 10 E = 3.8 e -122
-198
-75
-198
10
-1285
155
265
-1285
-1285
155
-356
-1285
-1285
25
-1285
-465
-1285
155
-1285
-1285

letter - probability matrix : alength = 4 w = 10 nsites = 74 E = 3.8 e -122
0.013514
0.743243
0.040541
0.202703
0.175676
0.418919
0.040541
0.364865
0.000000
0.000000
0.000000
1.000000
0.000000
0.000000
1.000000
0.000000
0.000000
0.000000
0.000000
1.000000
0.986486
0.000000
0.013514
0.000000
0.500000
0.094595
0.000000
0.405405
0.986486
0.000000
0.000000
0.013514
0.000000
0.000000
0.000000
1.000000
1.000000
0.000000
0.000000
0.000000

C.3

Results for element discovery obtained by running MEME on the the mRNAs localised to the
mitochondria in a yeast Δ-PUF3 mutant.

MEME version 4.4
ALPHABET = ACGT
strands : +
Background letter frequencies ( from / Network / Servers / biocldap . otago . ac . nz / Volumes /
BiochemXsan / Student_Users / st ewarts tevens / yeast / yeastpuf / y e a s t _ c l a s s I I I _ w u . hmm ) :
A 0.32200 C 0.18800 G 0.20300 T 0.28700
MOTIF CTTTTTTTTTT
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log - odds
-47
-1155
-1155
-1155
-127
-1155
-1155
-1155
-1155
-1155
-1155

matrix :
183
-149
-1155
-1155
-1155
-1155
-249
-49
-91
-1155
-1155

alength = 4 w = 11 E = 4.5 e -002
-1155
-152
-1155
170
-1155
180
-1155
180
-29
129
-1155
180
-1155
175
-1155
160
-1155
165
-1155
180
-1155
180

letter - probability matrix : alength = 4 w = 11 nsites = 30 E = 4.5 e -002
0.233333
0.666667
0.000000
0.100000
0.000000
0.066667
0.000000
0.933333
0.000000
0.000000
0.000000
1.000000
0.000000
0.000000
0.000000
1.000000
0.133333
0.000000
0.166667
0.700000
0.000000
0.000000
0.000000
1.000000
0.000000
0.033333
0.000000
0.966667
0.000000
0.133333
0.000000
0.866667
0.000000
0.100000
0.000000
0.900000
0.000000
0.000000
0.000000
1.000000
0.000000
0.000000
0.000000
1.000000
MOTIF GGTGBTGGTGC
log - odds
-1140
-312
-1140
-1140
-1140
-312
-1140
-1140
-1140
-1140
-1140

matrix : alength = 4 w = 11 E = 1.0 e -006
-1140
207
-95
-34
154
-37
-134
-1140
169
-1140
230
-1140
-2
135
5
-234
-146
157
-1140
230
-1140
47
186
-1140
-234
-87
157
-1140
230
-1140
241
-1140
-1140

letter - probability matrix : alength = 4 w = 11 nsites = 27 E = 1.0 e -006
0.000000
0.000000
0.851852
0.148148
0.037037
0.148148
0.592593
0.222222
0.000000
0.074074
0.000000
0.925926
0.000000
0.000000
1.000000
0.000000
0.000000
0.185185
0.518519
0.296296
0.037037
0.037037
0.074074
0.851852
0.000000
0.000000
1.000000
0.000000
0.000000
0.259259
0.740741
0.000000
0.000000
0.037037
0.111111
0.851852
0.000000
0.000000
1.000000
0.000000
0.000000
1.000000
0.000000
0.000000

C.4

Results for element discovery obtained by running MEME on the 3’UTRs of mitochondrial nuclear mRNAs found not to be localised to the
mitochondria in yeast.

MEME version 4.4
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ALPHABET = ACGT
strands : +
Background letter frequencies ( from / Network / Servers / biocldap . otago . ac . nz / Volumes /
BiochemXsan / Student_Users / st ewarts tevens / yeast / yeastpuf / y e a s t _ c l a s s I I I _ 3 u t r _ w u . hmm
):
A 0.33700 C 0.16500 G 0.14800 T 0.35100
MOTIF ATATATATATA
log - odds
157
-1304
137
-1304
127
-1304
148
-1304
111
-1304
157

matrix :
-1304
38
-1304
102
-1304
2
-147
91
-79
-47
-1304

alength = 4 w = 11 E = 9.0 e -003
-1304
-1304
-1304
116
-17
-1304
-1304
93
17
-388
-263
121
-1304
-1304
-1304
98
27
-1304
-1304
133
-1304
-1304

letter - probability matrix : alength = 4 w = 11 nsites = 84 E = 9.0 e -003
1.000000
0.000000
0.000000
0.000000
0.000000
0.214286
0.000000
0.785714
0.869048
0.000000
0.130952
0.000000
0.000000
0.333333
0.000000
0.666667
0.809524
0.000000
0.166667
0.023810
0.000000
0.166667
0.023810
0.809524
0.940476
0.059524
0.000000
0.000000
0.000000
0.309524
0.000000
0.690476
0.726190
0.095238
0.178571
0.000000
0.000000
0.119048
0.000000
0.880952
1.000000
0.000000
0.000000
0.000000
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Appendix D
Global analysis of translation
efficiency
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Figure D.1: Functional characteristics of genes grouped by estimated translation efficiency calculated from HeLa protein stability
data. Analysis of enrichment within gene ontology (GO) and KEGG
pathway classifications for genes within each quintile of TE for each
cell line. All ontologies shown have at least one enrichment passing
a Benjamini corrected p-value<0.05. The colours in the figure correspond to corrected p-values such that colours from white to red
show significance up to a significant p-value<0.05 (red). Only genes
with protein stability data available in HeLa and NIH-3T3 cells are
considered in the analysis.
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Figure D.2: Functional characteristics of genes grouped by estimated translation efficiency calculated from NIH-3T3 protein stability
data. Analysis of enrichment within gene ontology (GO) and KEGG
pathway classifications for genes within each quintile of TE for each
cell line. All ontologies shown have at least one enrichment passing
a Benjamini corrected p-value<0.05. The colours in the figure correspond to corrected p-values such that colours from white to red
show significance up to a significant p-value<0.05 (red). Only genes
with protein stability data available in HeLa and NIH-3T3 cells are
considered in the analysis.
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Figure D.3: The correlation between mRNA and protein levels in
the HeLa cell line as progressively more abundant proteins are considered. The correlation improves as more genes are considered in the
analysis. This is equivalent to the Figure 6 in the paper by Gygi et al.
(1999).
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D.1

TEAnalysis.R
Listing D.1: Code for global analysis of translation efficiency

# Utilities to calculate and investiage translation efficiency
#
# Copyright 2012 Stewart Stevens
library ( Cairo )
sourcedir = getwd ()
##
# # Prepare Data
##
cellLines = c ( " U2OS " ," U251MG " ," A431 " ," MCF7 " ," HELA " )
c el lL i ne C ol ou r s = c ( col = rgb (255 ,0 ,0 ,80 , maxColorValue =255) , col = rgb (0 ,255 ,0 ,80 ,
maxColorValue =255) , col = rgb (0 ,0 ,255 ,80 , maxColorValue =255) , col = rgb (255 ,165 ,0 ,80 ,
maxColorValue =255) , col = rgb (50 ,255 ,255 ,80 , maxColorValue =255) )
s o l i d C e l l L i n e C o l o u r s = c ( col = rgb (255 ,0 ,0 , maxColorValue =255) , col = rgb (0 ,255 ,0 ,
maxColorValue =255) , col = rgb (0 ,0 ,255 , maxColorValue =255) , col = rgb (255 ,165 ,0 ,
maxColorValue =255) , col = rgb (50 ,255 ,255 , maxColorValue =255) )
IBAQValues = read . table ( " Nor mIBAQV alues " , sep = " \ t " , header =T , quote = " " , comment . char = " " ,
row . names =1)
FPKMValues = read . table ( " FPKMValues " , sep = " \ t " , header =T , quote = " " , comment . char = " " , row .
names =1)
tmp = as . matrix ( IBAQValues )
tmp [ which ( FPKMValues < 0.1 , arr . ind = T ) ] = NA
IBAQValues = as . data . frame ( tmp )
tmp = as . matrix ( FPKMValues )
tmp [ which ( FPKMValues < 0.1 , arr . ind = T ) ] = NA
FPKMValues = as . data . frame ( tmp )
P r o t e i n S t a b i l i t y = read . table ( " P r o t e i n S t a b i l i t y " , sep = " \ t " , header =T , quote = " " , comment .
char = " " , row . names =1)
P r o t e i n S t a b i l i t y X t r a I n f o = read . table ( " P r o t e i n S t a b i l i t y 3 T 3 C o m p a r e " , sep = " \ t " , header =T ,
quote = " " , comment . char = " " , row . names =1)
Ense mblGen eKey = read . table ( file = " Ensemb lGeneK ey . txt " , sep = " \ t " , header =T , quote = " " ,
comment . char = " " , row . names =3 , check . names = F )
E n s e m b l E n t r e z G e n e K e y = read . table ( file = " E n s e m b l E n t r e z G e n e K e y . txt " , sep = " \ t " , header =T ,
quote = " " , comment . char = " " , colClasses = " character " )
kdp = 1 - exp (1) ^( - P r o t e i n S t a b i l i t y $ kdeg )
TE = IBAQValues * kdp / FPKMValues
numNAs <- function ( vec ) {
count = 0
for ( i in vec ) {
if ( is . na ( i ) )
count = count + 1
}
count
}
TEVar

<- function (x , na . rm ) {
sd (x , na . rm = na . rm ) / mean (x , na . rm = na . rm )

}
LTE = log10 ( TE )
LTE = LTE [ apply ( LTE ,1 , numNAs ) <= 0 ,]
LTEcov = apply ( LTE ,1 , TEVar , na . rm = T )
LTEmedian = apply ( LTE ,1 , median , na . rm = T )
LTE $ cov = LTEcov
LTE $ median = LTEmedian
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AllTE = vector ()
for ( i in cellLines ) {
AllTE = c ( AllTE , TE [[ i ]])
}
halflife = log (2) / P r o t e i n S t a b i l i t y $ kdeg
halflifehist = hist ( log10 ( halflife ) , plot = F )
AllTEhist = hist ( log10 ( AllTE ) , plot =F , breaks = seq ( -0.7 ,8 ,0.2) )
##
# # Analyse TE Variance
##
d r a w T E C V C e l l H i s t <- function ( myhist ) {
polygon ( myhist , border = " blue " )
}
permuteTE <- function ( numberPermuations , genesIn ) {
genes = getEnsemblIDs ( genesIn )
r a n d o m L T E C V H i s t s = list ()
r a n d o m L T E C V D e n s i t y = list ()
r a n d o m L T E C V A l l P e r m = vector ()
for ( i in 1: n u m b e r P e r m u a t i o n s ) {
randomLTE = vector ()
for ( j in cellLines ) {
randomLTE = cbind ( randomLTE , sample ( LTE [ , j ]) )
}
randomLTECV = apply ( randomLTE ,1 , TEVar , na . rm = T )
r a n d o m L T E C V H i s t s = rbind ( randomLTECVHists , hist ( log10 ( randomLTECV ) , plot =F
, breaks = seq ( from = -3 , to =0.5 , by =0.25) ) )
r a n d o m L T E C V D e n s i t y = rbind ( randomLTECVDensity , density ( log10 ( randomLTECV )
))
r a n d o m L T E C V A l l P e r m = c ( randomLTECVAllPerm , randomLTECV )
}
allmids = flatten ( as . list ( apply ( randomLTECVHists ,1 , function ( item ) { item $ mids }) ) )
allcounts = flatten ( as . list ( apply ( randomLTECVHists ,1 , function ( item ) { item $ counts
}) ) )
realHist = hist ( log10 ( LTEcov ) , plot =F , breaks = seq ( from = -3 , to =0.5 , by =0.25) )
allLTECVHists = rbind ( randomLTECVHists , realHist )
minCount = min ( as . numeric ( flatten ( as . list ( apply ( allLTECVHists ,1 , function ( item )
{ item $ count }) ) ) ) , na . rm = T )
maxCount = max ( as . numeric ( flatten ( as . list ( apply ( allLTECVHists ,1 , function ( item )
{ item $ count }) ) ) ) , na . rm = T )
minMids = min ( as . numeric ( flatten ( as . list ( apply ( allLTECVHists ,1 , function ( item ) {
item $ mids }) ) ) ) , na . rm = T )
maxMids = max ( as . numeric ( flatten ( as . list ( apply ( allLTECVHists ,1 , function ( item ) {
item $ mids }) ) ) ) , na . rm = T )
d = density ( log10 ( LTEcov ) )

library ( sm )
randomFactors = rep ( " Random Permutation " , length ( r a n d o m L T E C V A l l P e r m ) )
allFactors = c ( randomFactors , rep ( " Actual Data " , length ( LTEcov ) ) )
allCV = c ( randomLTECVAllPerm , LTEcov )
sm . density . compare ( allCV , as . factor ( allFactors ) , xlab = " Log 10 ( TE CV ) " , xlim = c
(0 ,0.6) , panel = T )
colfill <-c (2:(2+ length ( levels ( as . factor ( allFactors ) ) ) ) )
legend (0.4 ,5 , levels ( as . factor ( allFactors ) ) , fill = colfill )
list ( actual = LTEcov , random = r a n d o m L T E C V A l l P e r m )
}
dra wTECov Graph <- function () {
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png ( " TEcovariance . png " , width =4000 , height =2000)
par ( cex =4)
par ( lwd =3)
d = permuteTE (20 , rownames ( IBAQValues ) )
abline ( v =0.07542092 , col = " red " )
text (0.07042092 ,0.5 , " 1 st Quintile " , srt =90 , col = " red " )
abline ( v =0.20729778 , col = " red " )
text ( 0.20229778 ,0.5 , " 4 th Quintile " , srt =90 , col = " red " )
abline ( v =0.12640 , col = " red " )
text (0.12140 ,0.5 , " Median " , srt =90 , col = " red " )
title ( " TE Covariance compared to Permuted Data " )
dev . off ()
}
d r a w T E D e n s i t y F i g u r e <- function () {
png ( " TEHist . png " , width =2400 , height =2400)
library ( sm )
par ( lwd =3)
par ( cex =4)
cellFactors = vector () ; for ( cell in cellLines ) { cellFactors = c ( cellFactors ,
rep ( cell ,8375) ) }
cellFactors = cellFactors [ ! is . na ( flatten ( TE ) ) ]
sm . density . compare ( log10 ( as . numeric ( flatten ( TE ) [ ! is . na ( flatten ( TE ) ) ]) ) , as .
factor ( cellFactors ) , xlab = " log10 ( TE ) " , xlim = c (0 ,8) )
title ( main = " Translation Efficiency " )
colfill <-c (2:(2+ length ( levels ( as . factor ( cellFactors ) ) ) ) )
cell LineLa bels = c ( "U -2 OS " ,"U -251 MG " ,"A -431 " ," MCF -7 " ," HeLa " )
legend (0 ,0.65 , cell LineLa bels [ match ( levels ( as . factor ( cellFactors ) ) , cellLines )
] , fill = colfill )
dev . off ()
}
##
# # Produce data overviews
##
drawPoints <- function () {
jpeg ( " AllImage . jpg " , quality =100 , height =2400 , width =2400)
par ( cex =4)
d ra wA l lC e ll Li n e ()
dev . off ()
jpeg ( " A431Image . jpg " , quality =100 , height =2400 , width =2400)
par ( cex =4)
drawCellLine ( " A431 " )
dev . off ()
jpeg ( " U251MGImage . jpg " , quality =100 , height =2400 , width =2400)
par ( cex =4)
drawCellLine ( " U251MG " )
dev . off ()
jpeg ( " U2OSImage . jpg " , quality =100 , height =2400 , width =2400)
par ( cex =4)
drawCellLine ( " U2OS " )
dev . off ()
jpeg ( " MCF7Image . jpg " , quality =100 , height =2400 , width =2400)
par ( cex =4)
drawCellLine ( " MCF7 " )
dev . off ()
jpeg ( " HELAImage . jpg " , quality =100 , height =2400 , width =2400)
par ( cex =4)
drawCellLine ( " HELA " )
dev . off ()
}
drawCellLine <- function ( cellLine ) {
colour = rgb (255 ,0 ,0 ,80 , maxColorValue =255)
bigm odelco lour = rgb (70 ,70 ,70 ,70 , maxColorValue =255)
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cellLines = c ( " U2OS " ," U251MG " ," A431 " ," MCF7 " ," HELA " )
cel lLineL abels = c ( "U -2 OS " ,"U -251 MG " ,"A -431 " ," MCF -7 " ," HeLa " )
par ( mar = c (5 ,7 ,4 ,2) + 0.1)
AllProteins = vector ()
for ( i in cellLines ) {
AllProteins = c ( AllProteins , IBAQValues [[ i ]])
}
AllRNAs = vector ()
for ( i in cellLines ) {
AllRNAs = c ( AllRNAs , FPKMValues [[ i ]])
}
plot ( AllRNAs , AllProteins , type = " n " , log = " xy " , xlab = " Amount of mRNA \ n ( FPKM ) " ,
ylab = " Amount of Protein
( Normalized IBAQ Value / 1000) " , xaxt = " n " , yaxt = "
n")
drawAxis ()
points ( AllRNAs , AllProteins , col = bigmodelcolour , pch =16 , cex =1)
labels = c ( ce llLine Labels [ which ( cellLines == cellLine ) ] , " All cell lines " )
cols = c ( colour , b igmode lcolou r )
legend (8 e2 ,1 e4 , labels , fill = cols )
W o r k i n g F P K M V a l u e s = FPKMValues [ , cellLine ]
W o r k i n g I B A Q V a l u e s = IBAQValues [ , cellLine ]
W o r k i n g I B A Q V a l u e s L o g g e d = as . numeric ( log2 ( W o r k i n g I B A Q V a l u e s ) )
W o r k i n g F P K M V a l u e s L o g g e d = as . numeric ( log2 ( W o r k i n g F P K M V a l u e s ) )
points ( WorkingFPKMValues , WorkingIBAQValues , col = colour , pch =21 , bg = colour , cex =1)
model = lm ( W o r k i n g I B A Q V a l u e s L o g g e d ~ W o r k i n g F P K M V a l u e s L o g g e d )
modelsummary = summary ( model )

newx <- data . frame ( W o r k i n g F P K M V a l u e s L o g g e d = seq ( from = log2 ( min ( AllRNAs , na .
rm = T ) ) , to = log2 ( max ( AllRNAs , na . rm = T ) ) , length = 100) )
predData = predict ( model , se . fit =T , na . action = na . exclude )
print ( summary (2^ predData $ fit ) )
print ( summary (2^ W o r k i n g F P K M V a l u e s L o g g e d ) )
W o r k i n g F P K M V a l u e s L o g g e d = W o r k i n g F P K M V a l u e s L o g g e d [ ! is . na (
WorkingFPKMValuesLogged )]
print ( length ( W o r k i n g F P K M V a l u e s L o g g e d ) )
print ( length
( predData $ fit ) )
print ( cellLine )
print ( summary ( model ) )
model
}
d ra wA l lC el l Li n e <- function () {
colour = rgb (255 ,0 ,0 ,80 , maxColorValue =255)
big modelc olour = rgb (70 ,70 ,70 ,70 , maxColorValue =255)
cellLines = c ( " U2OS " ," U251MG " ," A431 " ," MCF7 " ," HELA " )
par ( mar = c (5 ,7 ,4 ,2) + 0.1)
AllProteins = vector ()
for ( i in cellLines ) {
AllProteins = c ( AllProteins , IBAQValues [[ i ]])
}
AllRNAs = vector ()
for ( i in cellLines ) {
AllRNAs = c ( AllRNAs , FPKMValues [[ i ]])
}
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plot ( AllRNAs , AllProteins , type = " n " , log = " xy " , xlab = " Amount of mRNA \ n ( FPKM ) " ,
ylab = " Amount of Protein
( Normalized IBAQ Value / 1000) " , xaxt = " n " , yaxt = "
n")
drawAxis ()
points ( AllRNAs , AllProteins , col = bigmodelcolour , pch =16 , cex =1)
W o r k i n g F P K M V a l u e s L o g g e d = log2 ( AllRNAs )
W o r k i n g I B A Q V a l u e s L o g g e d = log2 ( AllProteins )
bigmodel = lm ( W o r k i n g I B A Q V a l u e s L o g g e d ~ W o r k i n g F P K M V a l u e s L o g g e d )
print ( summary ( bigmodel ) )
bigmodel
}
d ra wT E Qu a rt il e s <- function () {
jpeg ( " TEQuartiles . jpg " , quality =100 , height =2400 , width =2400)
par ( mfrow = c (2 , 2) )
for ( i in 1:4)
draw TEQuar tile ( i )
dev . off ()
}
d ra wT E Qu i nt il e s <- function () {
jpeg ( " TEQuintiles . jpg " , quality =100 , height =6000 , width =4000)
par ( mfrow = c (3 , 2) )
for ( i in 1:5)
draw TEQuin tile ( i )
dev . off ()
}
draw TEQuar tile <- function ( quartile ) {
colour = rgb (255 ,0 ,0 ,80 , maxColorValue =255)
bigm odelco lour = rgb (70 ,70 ,70 ,70 , maxColorValue =255)
AllProteins = vector ()
for ( i in cellLines ) {
AllProteins = c ( AllProteins , IBAQValues [[ i ]])
}
AllRNAs = vector ()
for ( i in cellLines ) {
AllRNAs = c ( AllRNAs , FPKMValues [[ i ]])
}
par ( cex =2)
plot ( AllRNAs , AllProteins , type = " n " , log = " xy " , xlab = " Amount of mRNA \ n ( FPKM ) " ,
ylab = " Amount of Protein \ n ( Normalized IBAQ Value / 1000) " , main = paste ( "
Quartile " , quartile ) , xaxt = " n " , yaxt = " n " )
drawAxis ()
points ( AllRNAs , AllProteins , col = bigmodelcolour , pch =16 , cex =1)
labels = c ( paste ( " TE in quartile " , quartile ) ," Other Expression Units " )
cols = c ( colour , bi gmodel colour )
legend (200 ,1 e4 , labels , fill = cols )
AllRNAs = vector ()
for ( i in cellLines ) {
AllRNAs = c ( AllRNAs , FPKMValues [ rownames ( LTE [ which ( LTE $ Aquartile ==
quartile ) ,]) ,i ])
}
AllProteins = vector ()
for ( i in cellLines ) {
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AllProteins = c ( AllProteins , IBAQValues [ rownames ( LTE [ which ( LTE $
Aquartile == quartile ) ,]) ,i ])
}
points ( AllRNAs , AllProteins , col = colour , pch =16 , cex =1)
}
dra wTEQui ntile <- function ( quintile ) {
LTE <- within ( LTE , Aquintile <- as . integer ( cut ( median , quantile ( median , probs
=0:5 / 5 , na . rm = T ) , include . lowest = TRUE ) ) )
colour = rgb (255 ,0 ,0 ,80 , maxColorValue =255)
big modelc olour = rgb (70 ,70 ,70 ,70 , maxColorValue =255)
AllProteins = vector ()
for ( i in cellLines ) {
AllProteins = c ( AllProteins , IBAQValues [[ i ]])
}
AllRNAs = vector ()
for ( i in cellLines ) {
AllRNAs = c ( AllRNAs , FPKMValues [[ i ]])
}
par ( cex =2)
plot ( AllRNAs , AllProteins , type = " n " , log = " xy " , xlab = " Amount of mRNA \ n ( FPKM ) " ,
ylab = " Amount of Protein \ n ( Normalized IBAQ Value / 1000) " , main = paste ( "
Quintile " , quintile ) , xaxt = " n " , yaxt = " n " )
drawAxis ()
points ( AllRNAs , AllProteins , col = bigmodelcolour , pch =16 , cex =1)
labels = c ( paste ( " TE in quintile " , quintile ) ," Other Expression Units " )
cols = c ( colour , b igmode lcolou r )
legend (200 ,1 e4 , labels , fill = cols )
AllRNAs = vector ()
for ( i in cellLines ) {
AllRNAs = c ( AllRNAs , FPKMValues [ rownames ( LTE [ which ( LTE $ Aquintile ==
quintile ) ,]) ,i ])
}
AllProteins = vector ()
for ( i in cellLines ) {
AllProteins = c ( AllProteins , IBAQValues [ rownames ( LTE [ which ( LTE $
Aquintile == quintile ) ,]) ,i ])
}
points ( AllRNAs , AllProteins , col = colour , pch =16 , cex =1)
}

drawHists <- function () {
jpeg ( " HELAProtHist . jpg " , quality =100 , height =2400 , width =2400)
par ( cex =3)
par ( lwd =4)
hist ( log10 ( IBAQValues $ HELA ) , ylab = " Number of Protein Species " , xlab = " Amount of
Protein \ n ( Log10 Normalized IBAQ Value ) " , main = " Histogram of Protein Levels
in HELA cells " )
dev . off ()
jpeg ( " MCF7ProtHist . jpg " , quality =100 , height =2400 , width =2400)
par ( cex =3)
par ( lwd =4)
hist ( log10 ( IBAQValues $ MCF7 ) , ylab = " Number of Protein Species " , xlab = " Amount of
Protein \ n ( Log10 Normalized IBAQ Value ) " , main = " Histogram of Protein Levels
in MCF7 cells " )
dev . off ()
jpeg ( " A431ProtHist . jpg " , quality =100 , height =2400 , width =2400)
par ( cex =3)
par ( lwd =4)
hist ( log10 ( IBAQValues $ A431 ) , ylab = " Number of Protein Species " , xlab = " Amount of
Protein \ n ( Log10 Normalized IBAQ Value ) " , main = " Histogram of Protein Levels
in A431 cells " )
dev . off ()
jpeg ( " U251M GProtH ist . jpg " , quality =100 , height =2400 , width =2400)
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par ( cex =3)
par ( lwd =4)
hist ( log10 ( IBAQValues $ U251MG ) , ylab = " Number of Protein Species " , xlab = " Amount of
Protein \ n ( Log10 Normalized IBAQ Value ) " , main = " Histogram of Protein Levels
in U251MG cells " )
dev . off ()
jpeg ( " U2OSProtHist . jpg " , quality =100 , height =2400 , width =2400)
par ( cex =3)
par ( lwd =4)
hist ( log10 ( IBAQValues $ U2OS ) , ylab = " Number of Protein Species " , xlab = " Amount of
Protein \ n ( Log10 Normalized IBAQ Value ) " , main = " Histogram of Protein Levels
in U2OS cells " )
dev . off ()
jpeg ( " HELARNAHist . jpg " , quality =100 , height =2400 , width =2400)
par ( cex =3)
par ( lwd =4)
hist ( log10 ( FPKMValues $ HELA ) , ylab = " Number of mRNA Species " , xlab = " Amount of mRNA
\ n ( Log10 FPKM ) " , main = " Histogram of mRNA Levels in HELA cells " )
dev . off ()
jpeg ( " MCF7RNAHist . jpg " , quality =100 , height =2400 , width =2400)
par ( cex =3)
par ( lwd =4)
hist ( log10 ( FPKMValues $ MCF7 ) , ylab = " Number of mRNA Species " , xlab = " Amount of mRNA
\ n ( Log10 FPKM ) " , main = " Histogram of mRNA Levels in MCF7 cells " )
dev . off ()
jpeg ( " A431RNAHist . jpg " , quality =100 , height =2400 , width =2400)
par ( cex =3)
par ( lwd =4)
hist ( log10 ( FPKMValues $ A431 ) , ylab = " Number of mRNA Species " , xlab = " Amount of mRNA
\ n ( Log10 FPKM ) " , main = " Histogram of mRNA Levels in A431 cells " )
dev . off ()
jpeg ( " U251MGRNAHist . jpg " , quality =100 , height =2400 , width =2400)
par ( cex =3)
par ( lwd =4)
hist ( log10 ( FPKMValues $ U251MG ) , ylab = " Number of mRNA Species " , xlab = " Amount of
mRNA \ n ( Log10 FPKM ) " , main = " Histogram of mRNA Levels in U251MG cells " )
dev . off ()
jpeg ( " U2OSRNAHist . jpg " , quality =100 , height =2400 , width =2400)
par ( cex =3)
par ( lwd =4)
hist ( log10 ( FPKMValues $ U2OS ) , ylab = " Number of mRNA Species " , xlab = " Amount of mRNA
\ n ( Log10 FPKM ) " , main = " Histogram of mRNA Levels in U2OS cells " )
dev . off ()
}
##
# # Write gene list files
##
writ eGeneL ists <- function () {
system ( " mkdir -p genelists " )
allcellNorm = vector ()
for ( cell in cellLines ) {
IBAQValuesAn = IBAQValues
IBAQValuesAn <- within ( IBAQValuesAn , quartile <- as . integer ( cut ( as .
numeric ( IBAQValuesAn [ , cell ]) , quantile ( IBAQValuesAn [ cell ] , probs
=0:4 / 4 , na . rm = T ) , include . lowest = TRUE ) ) )
rownames ( IBAQValuesAn [ which ( IBAQValuesAn $ quartile ==2 | IBAQValuesAn $
quartile ==3) ,])
FPKMValuesAn = FPKMValues
FPKMValuesAn <- within ( FPKMValuesAn , quartile <- as . integer ( cut ( as .
numeric ( FPKMValuesAn [ , cell ]) , quantile ( FPKMValuesAn [ cell ] , probs
=0:4 / 4 , na . rm = T ) , include . lowest = TRUE ) ) )
normGenes = merge ( rownames ( IBAQValuesAn [ which ( IBAQValuesAn $ quartile ==2 |
IBAQValuesAn $ quartile ==3) ,]) , rownames ( FPKMValuesAn [ which (
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FPKMValuesAn $ quartile ==2 | FPKMValuesAn $ quartile ==3) ,]) , by =1 , all = F
)
if ( length ( allcellNorm ) ==0) {
allcellNorm = normGenes
}
else {
allcellNorm = merge ( allcellNorm , normGenes , all =F , by =1)
}
}
write . table ( x = allcellNorm , file = " genelists / middleGenes " , row . names =F , col . names =F
, quote = F )

IBAQValuesAn = IBAQValues
IBAQValuesAn $ median = apply ( IBAQValuesAn ,1 , median , na . rm = T )
IBAQValuesAn <- within ( IBAQValuesAn , quartile <- as . integer ( cut ( median ,
quantile ( median , probs =0:4 / 4 , na . rm = T ) , include . lowest = TRUE ) ) )
write . table ( x = rownames ( IBAQValuesAn [ IBAQValuesAn $ quartile ==1 ,]) , file = "
genelists / 1 quartileIBAQ " , row . names =F , col . names =F , quote = F )
write . table ( x = rownames ( IBAQValuesAn [ IBAQValuesAn $ quartile ==2 ,]) , file = "
genelists / 2 quartileIBAQ " , row . names =F , col . names =F , quote = F )
write . table ( x = rownames ( IBAQValuesAn [ IBAQValuesAn $ quartile ==3 ,]) , file = "
genelists / 3 quartileIBAQ " , row . names =F , col . names =F , quote = F )
write . table ( x = rownames ( IBAQValuesAn [ IBAQValuesAn $ quartile ==4 ,]) , file = "
genelists / 4 quartileIBAQ " , row . names =F , col . names =F , quote = F )
FPKMValuesAn = FPKMValues
FPKMValuesAn $ median = apply ( FPKMValuesAn ,1 , median , na . rm = T )
FPKMValuesAn <- within ( FPKMValuesAn , quartile <- as . integer ( cut ( median ,
quantile ( median , probs =0:4 / 4 , na . rm = T ) , include . lowest = TRUE ) ) )
write . table ( x = rownames ( FPKMValuesAn [ FPKMValuesAn $ quartile ==1 ,]) , file = "
genelists / 1 quartileRNA " , row . names =F , col . names =F , quote = F )
write . table ( x = rownames ( FPKMValuesAn [ FPKMValuesAn $ quartile ==2 ,]) , file = "
genelists / 2 quartileRNA " , row . names =F , col . names =F , quote = F )
write . table ( x = rownames ( FPKMValuesAn [ FPKMValuesAn $ quartile ==3 ,]) , file = "
genelists / 3 quartileRNA " , row . names =F , col . names =F , quote = F )
write . table ( x = rownames ( FPKMValuesAn [ FPKMValuesAn $ quartile ==4 ,]) , file = "
genelists / 4 quartileRNA " , row . names =F , col . names =F , quote = F )
LTE <- within ( LTE , Aquartile <- as . integer ( cut ( median , quantile ( median , probs
=0:4 / 4 , na . rm = T ) , include . lowest = TRUE ) ) )
write . table ( x = rownames ( LTE [ which ( LTE $ Aquartile ==1) ,]) , file = " genelists / 1
quartileTE " , row . names =F , col . names =F , quote = F )
write . table ( x = rownames ( LTE [ which ( LTE $ Aquartile ==2) ,]) , file = " genelists / 2
quartileTE " , row . names =F , col . names =F , quote = F )
write . table ( x = rownames ( LTE [ which ( LTE $ Aquartile ==3) ,]) , file = " genelists / 3
quartileTE " , row . names =F , col . names =F , quote = F )
write . table ( x = rownames ( LTE [ which ( LTE $ Aquartile ==4) ,]) , file = " genelists / 4
quartileTE " , row . names =F , col . names =F , quote = F )
LTE <- within ( LTE , Aquintile <- as . integer ( cut ( median , quantile ( median , probs
=0:5 / 5 , na . rm = T ) , include . lowest = TRUE ) ) )
write . table ( x = rownames ( LTE [ which ( LTE $ Aquintile ==1) ,]) , file = " genelists / 1
quintileTE " , row . names =F , col . names =F , quote = F )
write . table ( x = rownames ( LTE [ which ( LTE $ Aquintile ==2) ,]) , file = " genelists / 2
quintileTE " , row . names =F , col . names =F , quote = F )
write . table ( x = rownames ( LTE [ which ( LTE $ Aquintile ==3) ,]) , file = " genelists / 3
quintileTE " , row . names =F , col . names =F , quote = F )
write . table ( x = rownames ( LTE [ which ( LTE $ Aquintile ==4) ,]) , file = " genelists / 4
quintileTE " , row . names =F , col . names =F , quote = F )
write . table ( x = rownames ( LTE [ which ( LTE $ Aquintile ==5) ,]) , file = " genelists / 5
quintileTE " , row . names =F , col . names =F , quote = F )
LTE <- within ( LTE , Cquartile <- as . integer ( cut ( cov , quantile ( cov , probs =0:4 / 4 ,
na . rm = T ) , include . lowest = TRUE ) ) )
write . table ( x = rownames ( LTE [ which ( LTE $ Cquartile ==1) ,]) , file = " genelists / 1
quartileTECov " , row . names =F , col . names =F , quote = F )
write . table ( x = rownames ( LTE [ which ( LTE $ Cquartile ==2) ,]) , file = " genelists / 2
quartileTECov " , row . names =F , col . names =F , quote = F )
write . table ( x = rownames ( LTE [ which ( LTE $ Cquartile ==3) ,]) , file = " genelists / 3
quartileTECov " , row . names =F , col . names =F , quote = F )
write . table ( x = rownames ( LTE [ which ( LTE $ Cquartile ==4) ,]) , file = " genelists / 4
quartileTECov " , row . names =F , col . names =F , quote = F )
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LTE <- within ( LTE , Cquintile <- as . integer ( cut ( cov , quantile ( cov , probs =0:5 / 5 ,
na . rm = T ) , include . lowest = TRUE ) ) )
write . table ( x = rownames ( LTE [ which ( LTE $ Cquintile ==1) ,]) , file = " genelists / 1
quintileTECov " , row . names =F , col . names =F , quote = F )
write . table ( x = rownames ( LTE [ which ( LTE $ Cquintile ==2) ,]) , file = " genelists / 2
quintileTECov " , row . names =F , col . names =F , quote = F )
write . table ( x = rownames ( LTE [ which ( LTE $ Cquintile ==3) ,]) , file = " genelists / 3
quintileTECov " , row . names =F , col . names =F , quote = F )
write . table ( x = rownames ( LTE [ which ( LTE $ Cquintile ==4) ,]) , file = " genelists / 4
quintileTECov " , row . names =F , col . names =F , quote = F )
write . table ( x = rownames ( LTE [ which ( LTE $ Cquintile ==5) ,]) , file = " genelists / 5
quintileTECov " , row . names =F , col . names =F , quote = F )
P r o t e i n S t a b i l i t y <- within ( ProteinStability , quartile <- as . integer ( cut ( kdeg ,
quantile ( kdeg , probs =0:4 / 4 , na . rm = T ) , include . lowest = TRUE ) ) )
write . table ( x = rownames ( P r o t e i n S t a b i l i t y [ which ( P r o t e i n S t a b i l i t y $ quartile ==1) ,])
, file = " genelists / 1 q u a r t i l e P r o t e i n S t a b i l i t y " , row . names =F , col . names =F , quote =
F)
write . table ( x = rownames ( P r o t e i n S t a b i l i t y [ which ( P r o t e i n S t a b i l i t y $ quartile ==2) ,])
, file = " genelists / 2 q u a r t i l e P r o t e i n S t a b i l i t y " , row . names =F , col . names =F , quote =
F)
write . table ( x = rownames ( P r o t e i n S t a b i l i t y [ which ( P r o t e i n S t a b i l i t y $ quartile ==3) ,])
, file = " genelists / 3 q u a r t i l e P r o t e i n S t a b i l i t y " , row . names =F , col . names =F , quote =
F)
write . table ( x = rownames ( P r o t e i n S t a b i l i t y [ which ( P r o t e i n S t a b i l i t y $ quartile ==4) ,])
, file = " genelists / 4 q u a r t i l e P r o t e i n S t a b i l i t y " , row . names =F , col . names =F , quote =
F)
LTE <- within ( LTE , Athird <- as . integer ( cut ( median , quantile ( median , probs =0:3
/ 3 , na . rm = T ) , include . lowest = TRUE ) ) )
write . table ( x = rownames ( LTE [ which ( LTE $ Athird ==1) ,]) , file = " genelists / 1 thirdTE " ,
row . names =F , col . names =F , quote = F )
write . table ( x = rownames ( LTE [ which ( LTE $ Athird ==2) ,]) , file = " genelists / 2 thirdTE " ,
row . names =F , col . names =F , quote = F )
write . table ( x = rownames ( LTE [ which ( LTE $ Athird ==3) ,]) , file = " genelists / 3 thirdTE " ,
row . names =F , col . names =F , quote = F )
LTE <- within ( LTE , Cthird <- as . integer ( cut ( cov , quantile ( cov , probs =0:3 / 3 , na .
rm = T ) , include . lowest = TRUE ) ) )
write . table ( x = rownames ( LTE [ which ( LTE $ Cthird ==1) ,]) , file = " genelists / 1 thirdTECov
" , row . names =F , col . names =F , quote = F )
write . table ( x = rownames ( LTE [ which ( LTE $ Cthird ==2) ,]) , file = " genelists / 2 thirdTECov
" , row . names =F , col . names =F , quote = F )
write . table ( x = rownames ( LTE [ which ( LTE $ Cthird ==3) ,]) , file = " genelists / 3 thirdTECov
" , row . names =F , col . names =F , quote = F )
P r o t e i n S t a b i l i t y <- within ( ProteinStability , third <- as . integer ( cut ( kdeg ,
quantile ( kdeg , probs =0:3 / 3 , na . rm = T ) , include . lowest = TRUE ) ) )
write . table ( x = rownames ( P r o t e i n S t a b i l i t y [ which ( P r o t e i n S t a b i l i t y $ third ==1) ,]) ,
file = " genelists / 1 t h i r d P r o t e i n S t a b i l i t y " , row . names =F , col . names =F , quote = F )
write . table ( x = rownames ( P r o t e i n S t a b i l i t y [ which ( P r o t e i n S t a b i l i t y $ third ==2) ,]) ,
file = " genelists / 2 t h i r d P r o t e i n S t a b i l i t y " , row . names =F , col . names =F , quote = F )
write . table ( x = rownames ( P r o t e i n S t a b i l i t y [ which ( P r o t e i n S t a b i l i t y $ third ==3) ,]) ,
file = " genelists / 3 t h i r d P r o t e i n S t a b i l i t y " , row . names =F , col . names =F , quote = F )
write . table ( x = rownames ( TE [ ! is . na ( TE [[ " U2OS " ]]) ,]) , file = " genelists /
U 2O Sg e ne s Wi th T E " , row . names =F , col . names =F , quote = F )
write . table ( x = rownames ( TE [ ! is . na ( TE [[ " U251MG " ]]) ,]) , file = " genelists /
U 2 5 1 M G g e n e s W i t h T E " , row . names =F , col . names =F , quote = F )
write . table ( x = rownames ( TE [ ! is . na ( TE [[ " A431 " ]]) ,]) , file = " genelists /
A 43 1g e ne s Wi th T E " , row . names =F , col . names =F , quote = F )
write . table ( x = rownames ( TE [ ! is . na ( TE [[ " MCF7 " ]]) ,]) , file = " genelists /
M CF 7g e ne s Wi th T E " , row . names =F , col . names =F , quote = F )
write . table ( x = rownames ( TE [ ! is . na ( TE [[ " HELA " ]]) ,]) , file = " genelists /
H EL Ag e ne s Wi th T E " , row . names =F , col . names =F , quote = F )
}
##
# # Gene list mapping
##
getGeneMap <- function ( otherIDs ) {
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entrezID = E n s e m b l E n t r e z G e n e K e y [ match ( toupper ( otherIDs ) , toupper (
E n s e m b l E n t r e z G e n e K e y [ ,1]) , nomatch =0) ,]
if ( dim ( entrezID ) [1] == 0)
entrezID = E n s e m b l E n t r e z G e n e K e y [ match ( toupper ( otherIDs ) , toupper (
E n s e m b l E n t r e z G e n e K e y [ ,2]) , nomatch =0) ,]
if ( dim ( entrezID ) [1] == 0)
entrezID = E n s e m b l E n t r e z G e n e K e y [ match ( toupper ( otherIDs ) , toupper (
E n s e m b l E n t r e z G e n e K e y [ ,3]) , nomatch =0) ,]
entrezID
}
getEntrezIDs <- function ( otherIDs ) {
getGeneMap ( otherIDs ) [ ,2]
}
getEnsemblIDs <- function ( otherIDs ) {
getGeneMap ( otherIDs ) [ ,1]
}
getHGNC <- function ( otherIDs ) {
getGeneMap ( otherIDs ) [ ,3]
}
g e t N u m b e r R e s u l t s <- function ( otherIDs ) {
ensemblIDs = getEnsemblIDs ( otherIDs )
length ( ensemblIDs ) - numNAs ( match ( ensemblIDs , rownames ( IBAQValues ) ) )
}
##
# # Extract overall p value form linear model
##
getPValue <- function ( model ) {
modelsummary = summary ( model )
fstat = modelsummary $ fstatistic
if ( ! is . null ( fstat ) )
pValue = pf ( fstat [1] , fstat [2] , fstat [3] , lower . tail = FALSE )
else
pValue = NA
pValue
}
##
# # Draw gene specific model
##
drawAxis <- function () {
axis ( side =1 , at = c (10^ par ( " usr " ) [1] ,0.1 ,1 ,10 ,100 ,1000 ,10^ par ( " usr " ) [2]) , labels = c
( " " ," 0.1 " ," 1 " ," 10 " ," 100 " ," 1000 " ," " ) , lwd =2)
axis ( side =3 , at = c (10^ par ( " usr " ) [1] ,0.1 ,1 ,10 ,100 ,1000 ,10^ par ( " usr " ) [2]) , labels =F
, lwd =2)
axis ( side =2 , at = c (10^ par ( " usr " ) [3] ,1000 ,1 e4 ,1 e5 ,1 e6 ,1 e7 ,1 e8 ,1 e9 ,10^ par ( " usr " )
[4]) , labels = c ( " " ," 1 " ," 10 " ," 100 " ," 1 ,000 " ," 10 ,000 " ," 100 ,000 " ," 1 ,000 ,000 " ," " )
, lwd =2)
axis ( side =4 , at = c (10^ par ( " usr " ) [3] ,1000 ,1 e4 ,1 e5 ,1 e6 ,1 e7 ,1 e8 ,1 e9 ,10^ par ( " usr " )
[4]) , labels =F , lwd =2)
}
drawGeneModel <- function ( gene , w o r k i n g C e l l L i n e s ) {
par ( cex =1)
colour = " red "
big modelc olour = rgb (120 ,120 ,120 ,40 , maxColorValue =255)
cellLines = c ( " U2OS " ," U251MG " ," A431 " ," MCF7 " ," HELA " )
c e l l L i n e P r e t t y L a b e l s = c ( "U -2 OS " ,"U -251 MG " ,"A -431 " ," MCF -7 " ," HeLa " )
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AllProteins = vector ()
for ( i in cellLines ) {
AllProteins = c ( AllProteins , IBAQValues [[ i ]])
}
AllRNAs = vector ()
for ( i in cellLines ) {
AllRNAs = c ( AllRNAs , FPKMValues [[ i ]])
}

plot ( AllRNAs , AllProteins , type = " n " , log = " xy " , xlab = " Amount of mRNA \ n ( FPKM ) " ,
ylab = " Amount of Protein
( Normalized IBAQ Value / 1000) " , main = paste (
Ense mblGen eKey [ gene ,1] , " Protein / mRNA Expression " ) , xaxt = " n " , yaxt = " n " )
drawAxis ()
points ( AllRNAs , AllProteins , col = bigmodelcolour , pch =16 , cex =1)
hgnc = as . character ( En semblG eneKey [ gene ,1])
labels = c ( hgnc , " All genes " )
cols = c ( colour , bi gmodel colour )
legend (1000 ,1 e4 , labels , fill = cols )
RowIBAQValues = IBAQValues [ gene , cellLines % in % w o r k i n g C e l l L i n e s ]
RowFPKMValues = FPKMValues [ gene , cellLines % in % w o r k i n g C e l l L i n e s ]
colnames ( RowFPKMValues ) = cellLines [ cellLines % in % w o r k i n g C e l l L i n e s ]
M i s s i n g I B A Q V a l u e s = is . na ( RowIBAQValues )
M i s s i n g F P K M V a l u e s = is . na ( RowFPKMValues )
MissingValues = M i s s i n g I B A Q V a l u e s | M i s s i n g F P K M V a l u e s
W o r k i n g I B A Q V a l u e s L o g g e d = as . numeric ( log2 ( RowIBAQValues [ , ! MissingValues ]) )
W o r k i n g F P K M V a l u e s L o g g e d = as . numeric ( log2 ( RowFPKMValues [ , ! MissingValues ]) )
W o r k i n g I B A Q V a l u e s = as . numeric ( RowIBAQValues [ , ! MissingValues ])
W o r k i n g F P K M V a l u e s = as . numeric ( RowFPKMValues [ , ! MissingValues ])
cell LineLa bels = colnames ( RowFPKMValues [ , ! MissingValues ])
points ( WorkingFPKMValues , WorkingIBAQValues , col = colour , pch =21 , bg = colour )
if ( length ( W o r k i n g F P K M V a l u e s ) == 1)
text ( WorkingFPKMValues , WorkingIBAQValues , c e l l L i n e P r e t t y L a b e l s [ !
MissingValues ] , pos =4)
else
text ( WorkingFPKMValues , WorkingIBAQValues , c e l l L i n e P r e t t y L a b e l s [ match (
cellLineLabels , cellLines ) ] , pos =4)
model = lm ( W o r k i n g I B A Q V a l u e s L o g g e d ~ W o r k i n g F P K M V a l u e s L o g g e d )
modelsummary = summary ( model )
pValue = getPValue ( model )
if ( ! is . na ( pValue ) & & pValue < 0.1) {
newx <- data . frame ( W o r k i n g F P K M V a l u e s L o g g e d = seq ( from = min (
WorkingFPKMValuesLogged , na . rm = T ) , to = max (
WorkingFPKMValuesLogged , na . rm = T ) , length = 100) )
lines (2^ newx $ WorkingFPKMValuesLogged ,2^ predict ( model , newdata = newx ) , col
= colour , lwd =2)
}

model
}
g e t F P K M E x p r e s s i o n V a l u e s <- function ( genesIn ) {
genes = getEnsemblIDs ( genesIn )
if ( length ( genes ) <= 1)
thedata = FPKMValues [ genes ,]
else
thedata = apply ( FPKMValues [ genes ,] ,2 , median , na . rm = T )
names ( thedata ) = c ( "U -2 OS " ,"U -251 MG " ,"A -431 " ," MCF -7 " ," HeLa " )
as . list ( thedata )
}
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g e t I B A Q E x p r e s s i o n V a l u e s <- function ( genesIn ) {
genes = getEnsemblIDs ( genesIn )
if ( length ( genes ) <= 1)
thedata = IBAQValues [ genes ,]
else
thedata = apply ( IBAQValues [ genes ,] ,2 , median , na . rm = T )
names ( thedata ) = c ( "U -2 OS " ,"U -251 MG " ,"A -431 " ," MCF -7 " ," HeLa " )
as . list ( thedata )
}
getTEValues <- function ( genesIn ) {
genes = getEnsemblIDs ( genesIn )
if ( length ( genes ) <= 1)
thedata = log10 ( TE [ genes ,])
else
thedata = apply ( log10 ( TE [ genes ,]) ,2 , median , na . rm = T )
names ( thedata ) = c ( "U -2 OS " ,"U -251 MG " ,"A -431 " ," MCF -7 " ," HeLa " )
as . list ( thedata )
}
g e t P r o t e i n S t a b i l i t y <- function ( genesIn ) {
genes = getEnsemblIDs ( genesIn )
geneshalflife = log (2) / P r o t e i n S t a b i l i t y [ genes , " kdeg " ]
median ( geneshalflife , na . rm = T )
}
g e t P r o t e i n S t a b i l i t y N o r m 3 t 3 <- function ( genesIn ) {
genes = getEnsemblIDs ( genesIn )
geneshalflife = log (2) / P r o t e i n S t a b i l i t y X t r a I n f o [ genes , " NIH3T3 " ]
median ( geneshalflife , na . rm = T )
}
g e t P r o t e i n S t a b i l i t y N o r m H e L a <- function ( genesIn ) {
genes = getEnsemblIDs ( genesIn )
geneshalflife = log (2) / P r o t e i n S t a b i l i t y X t r a I n f o [ genes , " HeLa " ]
median ( geneshalflife , na . rm = T )
}
s e t P r o t e i n S t a b i l i t y S D D i f f <- function ( genesIn ) {
genes = getEnsemblIDs ( genesIn )
geneshalflife = P r o t e i n S t a b i l i t y X t r a I n f o [ genes , " SDSep " ]
median ( geneshalflife , na . rm = T )
}
getTECV <- function ( genesIn ) {
genes = getEnsemblIDs ( genesIn )
median ( LTE [ genes ,] $ cov , na . rm = T )
}
d r a w M u l t i p l e G e n e M o d e l <- function ( genesIn , title = " Protein / mRNA Expression " ,
workingCellLines ) {
par ( cex =1)
colour = " red "
maxSepColours =6
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bigm odelco lour = rgb (120 ,120 ,120 ,40 , maxColorValue =255)
genes = getEnsemblIDs ( genesIn )
if ( length ( genes ) <= maxSepColours )
geneColour = rainbow ( length ( genes ) )
else
geneColour = rep ( rgb (255 ,0 ,0 ,60 , maxColorValue =255) , length ( genes ) )
cellLines = c ( " U2OS " ," U251MG " ," A431 " ," MCF7 " ," HELA " )
par ( mar = c (5 ,7 ,4 ,2) + 0.1)
AllProteins = vector ()
for ( i in cellLines ) {
if ( i % in % w o r k i n g C e l l L i n e s )
AllProteins = c ( AllProteins , IBAQValues [[ i ]])
}
AllRNAs = vector ()
for ( i in cellLines ) {
if ( i % in % w o r k i n g C e l l L i n e s )
AllRNAs = c ( AllRNAs , FPKMValues [[ i ]])
}
plot ( AllRNAs , AllProteins , type = " n " , log = " xy " , xlab = " Amount of mRNA \ n ( FPKM ) " ,
ylab = " Amount of Protein
( Normalized IBAQ Value / 1000) " , main = title ,
xaxt = " n " , yaxt = " n " )
drawAxis ()
points ( AllRNAs , AllProteins , col = bigmodelcolour , pch =16 , cex =0.5)
if ( length ( genes ) <= maxSepColours )
plotchar <- seq (21 ,21+ length ( genes ) ,1)
else
plotchar <- rep (21 , length ( genes ) )
j =1
for ( gene in genes ) {
RowIBAQValues = IBAQValues [ gene , cellLines % in % w o r k i n g C e l l L i n e s ]
RowFPKMValues = FPKMValues [ gene , cellLines % in % w o r k i n g C e l l L i n e s ]
M i s s i n g I B A Q V a l u e s = is . na ( RowIBAQValues )
M i s s i n g F P K M V a l u e s = is . na ( RowFPKMValues )
MissingValues = M i s s i n g I B A Q V a l u e s | M i s s i n g F P K M V a l u e s
if ( length ( w o r k i n g C e l l L i n e s ) >1) {
W o r k i n g I B A Q V a l u e s L o g g e d = as . numeric ( log2 ( RowIBAQValues [ , !
MissingValues ]) )
W o r k i n g F P K M V a l u e s L o g g e d = as . numeric ( log2 ( RowFPKMValues [ , !
MissingValues ]) )
W o r k i n g I B A Q V a l u e s = as . numeric ( RowIBAQValues [ , ! MissingValues ])
W o r k i n g F P K M V a l u e s = as . numeric ( RowFPKMValues [ , ! MissingValues ])
cell LineLa bels = colnames ( RowFPKMValues [ , ! MissingValues ])
for ( i in 1: dim ( RowFPKMValues ) [2]) {
points ( RowFPKMValues [ , i ] , RowIBAQValues [ , i ] , col =
geneColour [ j ] , bg = geneColour [ j ] , pch = plotchar [ j ] , cex
=1.5)
}
}
else {
W o r k i n g I B A Q V a l u e s L o g g e d = as . numeric ( log2 ( RowIBAQValues ) )
W o r k i n g F P K M V a l u e s L o g g e d = as . numeric ( log2 ( RowFPKMValues ) )
W o r k i n g I B A Q V a l u e s = as . numeric ( RowIBAQValues )
W o r k i n g F P K M V a l u e s = as . numeric ( RowFPKMValues )
cell LineLa bels = w o r k i n g C e l l L i n e s
points ( WorkingFPKMValues , WorkingIBAQValues , col = geneColour [ j ] ,
bg = geneColour [ j ] , pch = plotchar [ j ] , cex =1.5)
}
j = j +1
}
if ( length ( genes ) <= maxSepColours ) {
labels = getHGNC ( genes )
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legend (1000 ,5 e4 , labels , col = geneColour , pt . bg = geneColour , pch = plotchar , pt
. cex =1.5)
}
else {
legend (500 ,5 e3 , c ( " Genes of Interest " ," All genes " ) , fill = c ( " red " ," black "
))
}
RowIBAQValues = IBAQValues [ rownames ( IBAQValues ) % in % genes , cellLines % in %
workingCellLines ]
RowFPKMValues = FPKMValues [ rownames ( FPKMValues ) % in % genes , cellLines % in %
workingCellLines ]
if ( length ( w o r k i n g C e l l L i n e s ) >1) {
colnames ( RowFPKMValues ) = cellLines [ cellLines % in % w o r k i n g C e l l L i n e s ]
}
M i s s i n g I B A Q V a l u e s = is . na ( RowIBAQValues )
M i s s i n g F P K M V a l u e s = is . na ( RowFPKMValues )
MissingValues = M i s s i n g I B A Q V a l u e s | M i s s i n g F P K M V a l u e s
W o r k i n g I B A Q V a l u e s L o g g e d = as . numeric ( log2 ( RowIBAQValues [ ! MissingValues ]) )
W o r k i n g F P K M V a l u e s L o g g e d = as . numeric ( log2 ( RowFPKMValues [ ! MissingValues ]) )
W o r k i n g I B A Q V a l u e s = as . numeric ( RowIBAQValues [ ! MissingValues ])
W o r k i n g F P K M V a l u e s = as . numeric ( RowFPKMValues [ ! MissingValues ])
if ( length ( w o r k i n g C e l l L i n e s ) >1) {
cel lLineL abels = colnames ( RowFPKMValues [ ! MissingValues ])
}
model = lm ( W o r k i n g I B A Q V a l u e s L o g g e d ~ W o r k i n g F P K M V a l u e s L o g g e d )
modelsummary = summary ( model )
pValue = getPValue ( model )
if ( ! is . na ( pValue ) & & pValue < 0.1) {
newx <- data . frame ( W o r k i n g F P K M V a l u e s L o g g e d = seq ( from = min (
WorkingFPKMValuesLogged , na . rm = T ) , to = max (
WorkingFPKMValuesLogged , na . rm = T ) , length = 100) )
lines (2^ newx $ WorkingFPKMValuesLogged ,2^ predict ( model , newdata = newx ) , col
= colour , lwd =2)
}
model
}
##
# # Draw Histogram of Protein Stability
##
d r a w P r o t e i n S t a b i l i t y H i s t <- function ( genesIn ) {
genes = getEnsemblIDs ( genesIn )
if ( length ( genes ) > 1)
title = " Protein Stability in HELA cells "
else
title = paste ( En semblG eneKey [ genes ,1] , " Protein Stability in HELA cells
")

if ( length ( genes ) > 10) {
par ( mar = c (5 , 4 , 4 , 4) + 0.3) # Leave space for z axis
plot ( halflifehist $ mids , halflifehist $ counts , type = ’n ’ , main = title , xlab =
" Log 10 ( Protein Half Life ) / h " , ylab = " Number within All Proteins "
)
lines ( halflifehist $ mids , halflifehist $ counts , lwd =2)
geneshalflife = log (2) / P r o t e i n S t a b i l i t y [ genes , " kdeg " ]
g e n e s h a l f l i f e h i s t = hist ( log10 ( geneshalflife ) , plot = F )
par ( new = TRUE )
plot ( g e n e s h a l f l i f e h i s t $ mids , g e n e s h a l f l i f e h i s t $ counts , type = ’n ’ , axes
= FALSE , xlab = " " , ylab = " " )
axis ( side =4 , at = pretty ( range ( g e n e s h a l f l i f e h i s t $ counts ) ) , col = " red " ,
col . ticks = " red " )
mtext ( " Number within Proteins of Interest " , side =4 , line =3 , col = " red " )
lines ( g e n e s h a l f l i f e h i s t $ mids , g e n e s h a l f l i f e h i s t $ counts , col = " red " )
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}
else if ( length ( genes ) > 1) {
plot ( halflifehist $ mids , halflifehist $ counts , type = ’n ’ , main = title , xlab =
" Log 10( Protein Half Life ) / h " , ylab = " Number of Proteins " )
lines ( halflifehist $ mids , halflifehist $ counts , lwd =2)
abline ( v = log10 ( log (2) / P r o t e i n S t a b i l i t y [ genes ,]) , col = " red " , lty =3 , lwd =3)
legend (2.5 ,1200 , c ( " All Proteins " ," Proteins of Interest " ) , fill = c ( " black
" ," red " ) )
}
else {
plot ( halflifehist $ mids , halflifehist $ counts , type = ’n ’ , main = title , xlab =
" Log 10 ( Protein Half Life ) / h " , ylab = " Number of Proteins " )
lines ( halflifehist $ mids , halflifehist $ counts , lwd =2)
abline ( v = log10 ( log (2) / P r o t e i n S t a b i l i t y [ genes ,]) , col = " red " , lty =3 , lwd =3)
legend (2.5 ,1200 , c ( " All Proteins " , paste ( Ense mblGen eKey [ genes ,1]) ) , fill =
c ( " black " ," red " ) )
}
}
##
# # Draw Histogram of Translation Efficiency
##
drawTELine <- function ( TERow ) {
for ( i in 1: length ( TERow ) ) {
abline ( v = log10 ( TERow [ i ]) , col = s o l i d C e l l L i n e C o l o u r s [ i ] , lty =3 , lwd =3)
}
}
calc TECell Hist <- function ( TECol , genes ) {
cellHist = hist ( log10 ( TECol [ genes ]) , plot =F , breaks = seq ( -0.6 ,8 ,0.1) )
}
draw TECell Hist <- function ( myhist , i ) {
lines ( myhist $ mids , myhist $ counts , col = s o l i d C e l l L i n e C o l o u r s [ i ])
}
getRange <- function ( myhist ) {
range ( myhist $ counts )
}
flatten <- function ( x ) {
y <- list ()
rapply (x , function ( x ) y < <- c (y , x ) )
y
}
drawTEHist <- function ( genesIn , u s e P r o t S t a b M e d i a n W h e n M i s s i n g ) {
genes = getEnsemblIDs ( genesIn )
if

( useProtStabMedianWhenMissing )
TEtoUSE = T E S i m p l e P r o t E s t W h e n M i s s i n g

else
TEtoUSE = TE
if ( length ( genes ) > 1)
title = " Translation Efficiency "
else
title = paste ( En semblG eneKey [ genes ,1] , " Translation Efficiency " )

if ( length ( genes ) <= 20) {
plot ( AllTEhist $ mids , AllTEhist $ counts , type = ’n ’ , main = title , xlab = " Log
10( Translation Efficiency ) " , ylab = " Number for all Genes and Cell
Lines " )
lines ( AllTEhist $ mids , AllTEhist $ counts , lwd =2)
labels = colnames ( TEtoUSE )
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legend (0 ,1800 , labels , fill = s o l i d C e l l L i n e C o l o u r s )
apply ( TEtoUSE [ genes ,] ,1 , drawTELine )
}
else {
par ( mar = c (5 , 4 , 4 , 4) + 0.3) # Leave space for z axis
plot ( AllTEhist $ mids , AllTEhist $ counts , type = ’n ’ , main = title , xlab = " Log
10( Translation Efficiency ) " , ylab = " Numbers for all Genes and Cell
Lines " )
lines ( AllTEhist $ mids , AllTEhist $ counts , lwd =2)
legend (0 ,1800 , c ( " All Cell Lines " ) , fill = c ( " black " ) , title = " All Genes " )
labels = colnames ( TEtoUSE )
legend (6 ,1800 , labels , fill = solidCellLineColours , box . col = " red " , text . col =
" red " , title = " Genes of Interest " )
allCellHists = apply ( TEtoUSE [ genes ,] ,2 , calc TECell Hist )
a l l C e l l H i s t s R a n g e s = lapply ( allCellHists , getRange )
minCount = min ( as . numeric ( lapply ( allCellHistsRanges , function ( item ) {
item [1]}) ) )
maxCount = max ( as . numeric ( lapply ( allCellHistsRanges , function ( item ) {
item [2]}) ) )
par ( new = TRUE )
allmids = as . numeric ( flatten ( lapply ( allCellHists , function ( item ) { item $
mids }) ) )
allcounts = as . numeric ( flatten ( lapply ( allCellHists , function ( item ) { item $
counts }) ) )
plot ( allmids , allcounts , type = ’n ’ , axes = FALSE , xlab = " " , ylab = " " )
axis ( side =4 , at = pretty ( c ( minCount , maxCount ) ) , col = " red " , col . ticks = "
red " )
for ( cell in names ( allCellHists ) ) {
dra wTECel lHist ( simpl ify2ar ray ( allCellHists ) [ , cell ] , which ( cell
== cellLines ) )
}
mtext ( " Number Within Specific Cell Lines for Genes of Interest " , side
=4 , line =3 , col = " red " )
}
}
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Appendix E
Supporting material for the
relationship between gene expression
in RNA transcripts and proteins.
E.1

Models for gene expression in the mouse NIH3T3 cell line
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Table E.1: Regression results for models predicting protein expression in the mouse NIH-3T3 cell line from RNA expression and sequence based predictors. Column 1 shows the full range of predictors
considered. Column 2 shows a minimal model retaining significant
predictors only. Column 3 shows a basic model using just the mRNA
expression data as a predictor. The numbers alongside the predictors are estimates of effect size and the numbers in brackets are the
standard errors found for these estimates.
Dependent variable:
Log2Protein
Log2mRNA

(1)

(2)

(3)

1.053∗∗∗

1.056∗∗∗

1.109∗∗∗
(0.021)

(0.021)

(0.021)

CDS Length

0.0004∗∗∗
(0.0001)

0.0002∗∗∗
(0.0001)

MFE40

0.041∗∗∗
(0.006)

0.040∗∗∗
(0.006)

5'UTR Length

0.0005∗
(0.0003)

3'UTR Length

0.0002∗∗∗
(0.00003)

0.0002∗∗∗
(0.00003)

AUG Count

−0.195∗∗∗
(0.027)

−0.164∗∗∗
(0.021)

Serine frequency

−0.016∗∗∗
(0.002)

−0.014∗∗∗
(0.002)

Glutamine frequency

−0.005∗∗
(0.002)

−0.005∗∗
(0.002)

Leucine frequency

−0.003
(0.002)

Glycine frequency

−0.006∗∗∗
(0.002)

Polar

−0.005∗∗∗
(0.001)

0.759
(0.600)

TAI

−1.653
(3.342)

NumExons

−0.003
(0.006)

miRNAPred

−0.014∗∗∗
(0.003)

−0.012∗∗∗
(0.003)

Constant

10.302∗∗∗
(0.583)

10.411∗∗∗
(0.125)

Observations
R2
Adjusted R2
Residual Std. Error
F statistic

4, 164
0.504
0.502
1.905(df = 4149)
300.608∗∗∗ (df = 14; 4149)

4, 164
0.502
0.501
1.906(df = 4154)
465.874∗∗∗ (df = 9; 4154)

9.305∗∗∗
(0.094)
4, 164
0.410
0.410
2.073(df = 4162)
2, 895.476∗∗∗ (df = 1; 4162)
∗ p<0.1; ∗∗ p<0.05; ∗∗∗ p<0.01

Note:
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Appendix F
Future directions
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Figure F.1: (Caption next page.)
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Figure F.1: Preliminary investigation of relationships between protein expression and the translation efficiency of other genes. Protein
abundance was correlated with the translation efficiency of mRNAs
for other genes measured in the same cells. There are indications that
a group of the measured proteins correlate with the translation efficiency of over 150 genes. This group of proteins is enriched with genes
from several relevant gene ontology classes, e.g. ribosome biogenesis,
translation and RNA processing.
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Appendix G
Summary of files on the attached DVD
/
thesis.pdf
IRE Models
ensemblirehomotable.html
homologenirehomotable.html
index.html
iretrack.bed
Yeast Mitochonrial Localisation
CMFinder results
Teiresias Results
fastas
Translation Efficiency
Model
FPKMValues
NormIBAQValues
ProteinStability
ProteinStability3T3Compare
TEAnalysis.R
genelists
Website
Protein Prediction
Code
TEAnalysis.R
calculateAUGcount.sh
calculateMFE.sh
proteinstats.R
Model
Human Cellline Data
SchwanhausserNIH3T3Data
Website
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